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ABSTRACT 

The dissertNion covers a spectrum of issues relating to the creation, acquisition 
and application of personal computers in the CEMA economies. Personal computing 
is examined through five stages, each a step in the process of integration of personal 
computing into the economies. They consider personal computing as: 

1. Paradigm, how the Soviets and East Europeans view personal computing and how 
that relates to Western developments; 

2. Technology, with discussion of indigenous capabilities of the CEMA members. 
Major topics are the Soviet microprocessor inventory, and the mechanisms whereby 
indigenous capabilities are increased, in particular via technology transfer; 

3. Commodity, relating the technologies to actual products and production levels 
achieved. 1bis stage also considers the availability of external sources (trade) 
for technology embodied as products; . 

4. Tool, discussing the products in application. The major application areas, including 
computer literacy education, are described. 

5. Change, summarizing the current and expected social and economic effects of 
personal computing. 

The greatest emphasis is placed on the first three stages, which have progressed to the 
point where strong conclusions may be drawn. Achievements in personal computing ap
plication vary greatly across the CEMA community, and the coverage is directed to two 
case studies of Hungary and the USSR. Analysis of the last stage is necessarily largely 
speculative. Problems encountered in the promotion of personal computing, almost all 
arising out of economic and technological deficiencies, have rendered moot many ques
tions related to the social effects of personal computing. The research shows that personal 
computing, in particular as it acts as a commodity, is largely alien to current CEMA eco
nomic management, and that the CEMA economies are having a difficult time in the 
creation or acquisition and support of PCs. 1bis prevents their appearance in sufficient 
quantity to be useful as tools, or to effect change. The dissertation concludes with predic
tions of the nature of personal computing in the CEMA community over the next decade. 
and an analysis of the current and future relationship of the CEMA community to the 
rest of the world, especially for technology and commodity transfer from the developed 
West and newly-industrializing countries. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Statement of Purpose 

'Ibis work is intended to establish a basis from which to understand the CEMA1 commu
nity's perception, provision and application of personal computing. 'Ibis may serve to aid 
in understanding other, similar areas related to CEMA management of new technologies. 
Personal computing is a new technology for the CEMA community, and its incotporation 
into the CEMA economies, from both production and utilization perspectives, comes at 
a time of substantial economic change in those economies. It is but one of a host of 
technological products emphasized under the Gorbachev administration's new economic 
policies. It is also likely to be an important tool in subsequent economic, and poten
tially social and political, restructuring. And unlike other CEMA developments, e.g., 
those tightly linked to military research, personal computing has been well documented, 
making it fairly tractable from the position of the researcher. 

This study was originally designed to follow a comparative approach to the study 
of CEMA personal computing by weighing Soviet and East European achievements in 
component technologies and personal computer systems against Western levels of quality 
and quantity in those areas. Specific goals were to assess Soviet technological capabil
ity and East-West parity. From that perspective, questions regarding the application of 
personal computing, and its potential social and economic impact, might be considered 
a separate topic. It wouid be a mistake, however, to consider the relationship between 
East and West as chiefly competitive, or to view the growth of personal computing as a 
resource unrelated to the application of that resource. Over the course of the research. 

IThe CEMA. or Council for Economic Mutual Assistance, is the intergovernmental body for economic 
cooperation between the Soviet Union and its allies. For the purposes of this work. the tenn "CEMA" 
will denote the USSR and the other European members. that is. Bulgaria. Czechoslovalda. East Gennany. 
Hungary, Poland and Romania. Alternate and commonly seen representations are CMEA. the Comecon. 
and SEV, from its Russian acronym. 
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an accumulative process through four years of media survey coupled with a number of 
opportunities to study developments in situ to confirm the results of the ongoing survey 
and to elicit feedback from CEMA experts, a much more complex view has emerged. 

In comparison with Western achievements in personal computing, the CEMA com
munity is faring poorly in both the complexity of its products and the pervasiveness in 
application. From a perspective of East-West technological competition, even a casual 
survey of CEMA capabilities would verify technological lags of five to ten years across 
the range of the personal computing-related technologies, with many of these lags in
creasing. That in itself is a fairly important conclusion, but a relatively obvious one. Less 
obvious, but perhaps more important, insights may emerge from a more comprehensive 
analysis. For example, the CEMA members differ significantly in their strategies for the 
acquisition of personal computing resources. Their approaches range from the haphazard 
absorption of Western technology to isolationist attempts to embrace all the technologies 
domestically. Exactly why they differ, and how that may be relevant to other important 
technologies, increases the applicability of this study beyond the narrow topic of personal 
computing per se. 

1.2 Review 

CEMA development of computing technology in general, and its application in the 
economies of its member nations, has been well documented in previous works [Davi78] 
[Good79a] [Good79b] [Good79c] [Good84] [Good84b] [Good85d] [Mche85] [Stap85b] 
[Stap85d] rOood86c] [Mche86i]. In early architectural innovation, the CEMA countries 
proved themselves capable of world-class research and development. More recently, 
they have even achieved modest success in the organization of programs for hardware 
to support large-scale data processing needs. But measured against the West, the CEMA 
community has slipped farther behind over the course of the last two decades. This has 
resulted not only from general economic maladies, but also from growing difficulties in 
managing modem technologies and carrying those technologies into mass production. 

Personal computing clearly raises a variety of issues. Chief among these is that it is 
an acentric phenomenon, in both its generation and consumption. While large computer 
systems have been offered by relatively few suppliers, often the source of service and 
support for those systems as well, personal computers represent a popular commodity 
in the West, and an extremely distributed supporting infrastructure has been developed. 
And as personal computers more often serve individuals than collective groups, their 
popularity has encouraged a decentralization of computing services. 

This work is the second dissertation to come out of an ongoing research project 
on international computing in the University of Arizona Department of Management 
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Infonnation Systems. The first, on Soviet automated management systems (ASU), showed 
the USSR to be straining to overcome major problems with technical resources and 
infrastructural handicaps [Mche85]. Most importantly, that research was a study of the 
degree of institutionalized resistance to computers as an intrinsic part of the management 
process, fostered by the difficulty of properly reporting up the management chain, or 
directing subordinate units, in an environment where fonnal processes are observed in 
name only and cheating is widespread [Mche85] [Mche86i]. To the extent that the 
earlier study addressed the technological base, Soviet computing was compared with the 
applications of computers in Western business and industrial management, on the bases 
of quantity and quality, in order to establish a value for the computing power available. 

The present study, on the other hand, examines personal computing itself as a 
technology in the CEMA social and economic environments. Both studies deal with 
computer technology, but, while some considerable overlap exists in areas like organi
zational policy, the structure of institutions, and features of the application environment, 
this study will more specifically address basic questions about the CEMA community's 
management of technology as such. In the final analysis, [Mche85] found Soviet enter
prise management systems (ASUP) to be languishiI1g for want of user acceptance and an 
adequate supporting environment. The current study of personal computing as a technol
ogy complements the earlier one by addressing the underlying resource base and supports 
that work by revealing many of the same problems. McHenry found the focus of the 
Soviet computing effort shifting away from entetprise management into other areas that 
were more isolated from the surrounding system. An analogous finding for this study of 
CEMA management of personal computing as a technology, that only by tending toward 
isolation of that technology within the system will the CEMA countries cope, would raise 
serious questions about the viability of personal computing in the planned economies of 
the CEMA. 

1.3 Research Goals 

The questions driving this research have changed substantially over the course of the four 
years, widening in focus, and augmenting initial detailed technical assessments. Answers 
to the initial questions, regarding the quality and character of personal computers in 
the CEMA inventories, are provided as parts of Chapters 3 and 4. CEMA indigenous 
developments have given rise to a few significant system architectures, based to varying 
degrees on Western experience. In addition, the recent growth of a global market in the 
personal computing-related technologies has enabled CEMA producers to more easily 
absorb and replicate modem Western systems in wide use. Lastly, the CEMA community 
is now in a position to obtain complete systems through trade, in quantities and of a 
perfonnance level to make such importation a workable policy. A summary of what is 
available, whether as products of purely domestic efforts or through varying degrees of 
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reliance on technology transfer and trade, forms the core of the first half of the dissertation: 
an analysis of the provision of personal computing as a resource. 

This initial accounting, however, gives rise to additional questions, the answers 
to which present a more complete analysis. At the start of the research the question of 
Western export controls was far more straightforward than it is today. The purpose of 
technology transfer barriers was fairly clear, and personal computing could be called a 
containable technology. As a consequence of what may be called a transformation of 
personal computing from a "high" technology to a mass-market commodity, globalization 
of the personal computing supply, and a shift in the perception of personal computer (PC) 
applications, such export controls are being questioned more critically. Maintaining con
trol over a rapidly diffusing technology is proving to be both increasingly expensive, and 
increasingly difficult. And the reaction of the CEMA community to the rising availabil
ity of personal computing as a resource on the world market is highly significant. Past 
CEMA policies that led to self-isolation, coupled with outmoded organizational struc
tures, may, if continued, may frustrate adoption of such new technologies as personal 
computing. 

A substantial part of Chapter 4 is devoted to an analysis of a model of indigenous 
capabilities versus foreign reliance, and of how the various CEMA members stand in 
terms of their willingness (or ability) to profit from use of external sources to obtain 
technology to enhance indigenous industry and materiel to supplement it. World trends 
have multiplied the sources for personal computing resources, creating new avenues for 
trade and driving many countries toward supply niches. The United States, for example, 
has been edged out of many areas of hardware production. The resulting radical drop in 
prices has opened up many other areas in software and user services, and the flexibility of 
the US economy has helped to ensure smooth market transitions. While the movement of 
hardware production "off-shore" may be alarming as a component of the increase of the 
US foreign trade deficit, it is easily arguable that no nation, including the United States, 
can stay abreast in every area. What is important is that, despite the quickness with 
which the newly-industrializing countries (NICs) and others have taken over portions of 
the growing supply pool, reorganization and specialization in the non-CEMA world has 
not been jarring. The CEMA community, while formally allied through agreements for 
specialization and cooperation, appears to be far less at ease with the speed at which the 
world environment is changing. 

The subject of the second half of the dissertation, the application and effects of the 
use of personal computers, was originally perceived as an independent (and secondary) 
topic. As of the start of the research, any debate on the effects of personal computing on 
the CEMA societies was more or less moot, given the extremely low levels of application 
there. More importantly, very little information that might depict the PC as useful 
or desirable tool was available to prospective users. Now, though personal computer 
application on average in the CEMA community continues to be some two orders of 
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magnitude below that in the West, infonnation channels have broadened considerably. 

Gorbachev's "perestroika" is only one of many new factors that should contribute 
to a substantially enhanced environment for awareness of new technologies like personal 
computing. Personal computing, along with other technologies considered essential to 
accelerating economic growth, is being thrust upon the CEMA industries. At the same 
time, there appears to be far more tolerance for discussion of these technologies' sources 
and effects in the public forum. While the CEMA economies may be planned, the planners 
themselves are welcoming increased feedback on new technologies. And, with an eye 
toward developing future, more technologically educated workers, a first generation is 
being exposed to widespread computer literacy instruction in the schools. 

Personal computing can be thought of as an infonnation multiplier in several ways. 
including as a status symbol commodity. As the CEMA countries absorb more Western 
products and practices, there is an ever-increasing awareness of Western culture, and per
sonal computing, as a mass phenomenon, will contribute to the widening of infonnation 
channels. 

The primary goal of this work is to present a view of the state of personal computing 
in the CEMA community, admittedly a topic of enormous scope. There is a need for a 
first, overarching study of this phenomenon, to establish a basis for later, in-depth analysis. 
It is hoped that this study, proceeding from an understanding of the history of the CEMA 
computer industries in general, will prove to be a more complete and objective analysis 
than has generally been produced in the West. It is extremely important to realize that 
there has been a continuous history to the CEMA computing industries, and that personal 
computing, while a "child of the West" in many respects, was not created in vaCliliO in 
the CEMA community. In many ways "pre-PC" developments exert a strong influence 
on choices, and personal computing can only be properly evaluated in the light of that 
history. 

From a perspective of supply, the CEMA community is faced with a spectrum 
of options, as it absorbs and incorporates Western technologies, builds up indigenous 
capabilities, and faces a growing world market for what has become a global commodity. 
Other goals of this dissertation are to present a framework within which to assess the 
strengths and weaknesses of the various options, to evaluate the degree to which the 
individual CEMA members have stressed certain options over others, and on that basis 
to comment on the efficacy of CEMA choices. 

Finally, it is desireable to make at least a tentative assessment of the effect that 
personal computing will have on the CEMA economies and societies. The technology is 
far too young to make definitive statements as to its effects, but choices now being made 
in the generation and application of personal computing can be projected into the future, 
to anticipate some of the issues of the time when the technology is far more pervasive. 
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1.4 Structure of the Dissertation 

The central body of this work is comptised of five chapters, each devoted to one stage of 
the process of the introduction of personal computing into the societies and economies 
of the CEMA countries. 

Chapter 2, "Personal Computing as Paradigm," describes personal computing as it 
will be considered throughout this dissertation. It is outside the scope of this work to 
include all personal computing topics, and this chapter will identify the major features 
of the phenomenon of personal computing that will be observed. The chapter also 
will discuss how personal computing has been perceived by the CEMA community, 
based upon information flows from the more developed Western personal computing 
environments. 

Chapter 3, "Personal Computing as Technology," discusses the technological com
ponents of personal computing. A qualitative measure of one critical component, the 
CEMA indigenous microelectronics inventory, is established. Quantitative issues are 
taken up in the next chapter. Chapter 3 also focuses on technology transfer as a way of 
enhancing indigenous capabilities. 

Chapter 4, "Personal Computing as Commodity," describes the provision of per
sonal computing resources. In the same way that Chapter 3 establishes the technological 
character of indigenous production, Chapter 4 relates that character to the levels of re
sources actually produced, opportunities to acquire resources by trade, and the forces that 
determine the balance between the two. Chapter 4 concludes with an assessment of each 
of the CEMA countries' positions as to self-sufficiency, and its policies vis-a-vis reliance 
on importation of technology and commodities. 

Chapter 5, "Personal Computing as Tool," discusses the application of personal 
computing in the economies of the CEMA countries. Some consideration is given to 
the effectiveness of the "installation" of these resources as well, that is, how successful 
the host environments have been in smoothly adapting to the use of personal computing. 
Chapter 5 also discusses utilization of PCs in computer literacy education, a major issue 
in all of the CEMA countries. 

Chapter 6, "Personal Computing as Change," deals with the perception of personal 
computing after its introduction. Also discussed is the degree to which the technology 
is being accepted into the social and economic fabric of the target communities. Finally, 
longer-term predictions as to the ultimate effects of personal computing on the CEMA 
community are formed and discussed. 

Chapter 7 concludes the study, and suggests directions for future research. 
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There is something of a logical break between Chapters 4 and 5, separating dis
cussions of the generation of personal computing resources from discussions of their 
applications. Although this research was originally intended to consider only the nature 
and volume of the CEMA PC supply, the remarkable change in world supply of such 
resources has so substantially altered the nature of personal computing as to make it 
a mass commodity. Even though it is far from being the discretionary resource in the 
CEMA community that it has become in the United States, CEMA PC user communities 
are growing to the point where they will induce policy decisions, and those decisions 
will be made against an increasingly open world market. While many limits still exist, 
in particular those caused by a lack of hard currency, the accessibility of non-CEMA 
products may substantially influence the CEMA producers, and that influence will be 
channeled through CEMA users. While the links between supply and consumption in the 
CEMA community are a good deal weaker than those in the West, they can be expected 
to become stronger, even over the near term. 

Two models will be used to focus the analysis. Chapter 4 will introduce a model 
based on the aggregation of three separate components for supply of a resource. The 
three components are (1) domestic capability, (2) technology transfer, and (3) trade, and 
in concert define a balance between domestic effort and reliance on foreign sources. This 
model is related both to economic competition of trade versus internal development, with 
additional considerations of the strategic value of indigenous capability, and to a more 
political perspective of control over the nature of the product. Such a model is useful in 
discussing each of the CEMA countries' choices given the possibilities for import; the 
Soviet Union's apparent reluctance to import personal computers as finished commodities, 
and Hungary's concern with the character of the its volume of trade via personal import 
both fit into such a three-component model. 

Included from [Stap87e], and first detailed in [Good87b], is a five-phase model 
of technological pervasiveness, that is, a measure of the presence, and progression, of a 
given technology in its host society. The phases are: 

1. An experimental rarity, often an entrepreneurial or laboratory discovery. 

2. An exotic tool or toy used by a small group of experts. 

3. Products that are well known and manufactured in modest quantity, but whose direct 
use is limited to a small fraction of industrial or other institutional environments. 

4. Widespread production and availability, with direct use requiring little or modest 
training in a broad domain by a sizable minority of the population. 

5. The technology has become part of the fabric and infrastructure of daily life, and 
its absence is often more noticeable than its presence. 
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This model will be referred to from time to time to help place personal computing into a 
framework for comparative analysis. It will also be used to discuss the level of absolute 
absorption of technologies, from both foreign and indigenous sources. 

1.5 The Research Method 

It has been said that research may be partitioned into a total of nine functional categories 
based on differing problem characteristics [lsaa81]: 

1. Historical, reconstructing the past objectively and accurately, often in relationship 
to the tenability of a hypothesis; 

2. Descriptive, systematically describing a situation or area of interest factually and 
accurately; 

3. Developmental, investigating patterns and sequences of growth and/or change as a 
function of time; 

4. Case or field, studying the background, current status and environmental interac
tions of a given social unit: an individual, group, institution or community; 

5. Correlational, investigating the extent to which variations in one factor correspond 
with variations in one or more other factors based on correlation coefficients; 

6. Causal-comparative ("Ex post facto"), investigating possible cause-and-effect rela
tionships by observing some existing consequence and searching back through the 
data for plausible causal factors; 

7. True experimental, investigating possible cause-and-effect relationships by expos
ing one or more experimental groups to one or more treatment conditions and 
comparing the results to one or more control groups not receiving the treatment 
(random assignment being essential); 

8. Quasi-experimental, approximating the conditions of the true experiment in a setting 
which does not allow the control and/or manipulation of all relevant variables; and 

9. Action, developing new skills or new approaches and solving problems with direct 
application to the classroom or other applied setting. 

Any of the methods involving experimental access to the problem are, for the most part, 
ruled out for research on the CEMA community. This work falls into the first three 
categories quite well, however. Both historical and descriptive approaches are clearly 
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possible. Even over the period of this study there have been major changes in the CEMA 
community's treatment of personal computers, and in its relationship with the West and 
the rest of the world, making a developmental study also relevant. In addition, both 
causal-comparative, and, to a limited degree, case or field studies, are possible. 

Two processes for the accumulation of research data were followed in the course 
of this study: an extensive survey of CEMA and Western published sources, and some 
limited field study in several of the CEMA countries. The former made use of a database 
maintained by the departmental research group, of which the author was a part, and 
oriented toward the study of world developments in computer-related fields. Therefore, 
while much of the material used in compiling this literature survey was chosen primarily 
to support this research, the author was also a contributor to the overall research effort 
of the group, which provided material useful to this study. Publications by members of 
the group that contributed to some degree in the production of this work are listed in 
Appendix A. In addition, works in progress and not yet published, as well as consultations 
with other research group members, have been very helpful. 

Being able to take advantage of several· opportunities to conduct research within the 
CEMA community also contributed to developing a coherent and complete view. Such 
field study was used to test information previously encountered in the literature study 
and to sound out CEMA experts in their areas of expertise. 

The amalgam of the five research methods discussed above, supported by access to 
the group research and database and opportunities to study the environmr;nts themselves, 
must necessarily be viewed to some degree as art, rather than pure science. Apart from the 
model introduced in Chapter 4 in an attempt to discriminate between the various CEMA 
industrial policies, this dissertation will not attempt to establish new formal methods 
for the study of such a community. While the use of very large databases and a group 
synergistic approach to studying a set of technologies has been shown to have considerable 
promise, this dissertation will not attempt to justify the method. 

1.6 Sources 

As stated, the research to support this dissertation was carried out through a process 
of studying the technical and non-technical literature, both CEMA and non-CEMA, and 
through some limited observation in the CEMA environments themselves. While the 
latter process has proven extremely valuable, particularly in providing completeness (en
suring that nothing has been overlooked), it has very seldom yielded "surprises." The 
understanding derived from the incremental building process of participating in creating 
the research group's database has enhanced the literature review. 
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The vast majority of the sources used were books and journals in mass circulation. 
The CEMA technical literature is less cryptic than is perhaps normally assumed for Soviet 
Bloc sources. And, for at least three major reasons, the growth of personal computing 
is far more accessible for study than other phenomena in the CEMA economies. First, 
because of the mass nature of the technology, there is every reason to publish personal 
computing information in the media; success of the technology is in proponion to its 
dissemination through mass channels. Second, as will be shown, the growth of CEMA 
personal computing is requiring more and more interaction with extra-CEMA industrial
ized and industrializing nations. And third, because the technology is so new, there is 
considerable debate in the literature preliminary to the actual introduction of technological 
advances. 

While the number of relevant CEMA publications is only a small fraction of the 
number available in the US, there are a few salient ones. In reviewing the sources 
used in this dissenation, it was discovered that some 10% of the articles taken from 
journals came from the Hungarian bimonthly Szamitastechnika (Computer Technology) 
or its successor, ComputelWorld-Szamitastechnika. In general, Hungarian sources were 
both good, and fairly self-critical. A comparable Soviet journal, MiJ..,oprotsessornyye 
Sredstva i Sistemy (Microprocessor Technology and Systems), was established in 1984 to 
fill a void in the applications-related, small computer literature [Uprs84] [Vor084b]. In 
addition, a number of PC-oriented magazines have appeared, which provide a good survey 
of personal computing in popular use. It may even be that literature survey methods may 
be improved through joint publishing ventures now being established between Western 
firms and their CEMA counterparts, a phenomenon discussed in Chapter 2. A list of those 
technical and non-technical journals and periodicals which served as regular sources on 
personal computing issues appears in Appendix B. 

Two books on trade and technology transfer issues in the CEMA community were 
particularly useful in establishing working definitions, and a basic framework for discus
sion. The presentation of technology transfer in [Born85c] and the perspective on both 
intra- and extra-CEMA trade detailed in [Mare86b] both contributed to the formation 
of the model presented in Chapter 4, and served as a base upon which to organize the 
complex mosaic derived from CEMA sources. 

Access to the BRS database search services provided by the University of Arizona 
libraries proved invaluable in compiling the research for [Stap87c], which was used to 
form a substantial part of Chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PERSONAL COMPUTING AS PARADIGM 

2.1 The Concept of a Personal Computer 

This chapter is intended to provide a perspective on personal computing as it has ap
peared, and now appears, to the CEMA countries. The CEMA community has acquired 
both a conceptual and a material feel for personal computing that to a large. degree must 
be attributed to Western influence. It is a gross oversimplification to say that all CEMA 
developments have followed on Western achievements, and some indigenous achieve
ments will be highlighted in the next chapter. But. in terms of the growth of a popular 
perception of the use and utility of personal computing, the CEMA community owes a 
great deal to the West. This extends even to the adoption of strategic plans for the appli
cation of PCs that, given the current state of CEMA production. cannot be realized for 
years. The conceptual perspective is shown in the manner in which the CEMA literature 
presents personal computing. 

The following excerpt from a 1987 article in Sovetskaya Be/orossiya describes one 
of the first Soviet IBM PC-compatible personal computers and underscores the novelty 
of the PC by its exuberance: 

This report was written without a pen, paper or typewriter. Our story 
about a new development of the Minsk Computer Scientific Research Insti
tute-the liES 1841," a personal business computer of the Unified System
was written with the aid of the computer itself. 

State tests of this new personal computer, the second in the Unified 
System, have been completed. 

"Any specialist will be able to work easily with our computer, without 
special training," said Candidate of Technical Sciences V. Pykhtin. chief 
designer of the new computer. "Its purpose is to free people from routine 
operations and calculations and to enable them to use their intelligence effi-



ciently. The computer can be a reliable assistant not only to journalists and 
editors but also to economists, designers, engineers, bookkeepers, retail-trade 
workers, instructors, business correspondents, architects, graphic artists, and 
specialists of many other kinds." [Shar87] 
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The same could have been said in the same words more than five years earlier, in the 
United States, of the IBM PC itself. Yet it will be shown in the next two chapters 
that the Soviet Union is one of the most indigenously-oriented members of the CEMA 
community. 

In Hungary, where absorption of Western technology and commodities has been 
greatest, Western conceptual standards are serving to anchor an otherwise chaotic market: 

More and more people are learning to talk the argot of computer tech
nicians. They hear a salesman say, "We can also give you a 27-Megabyte 
Winchester," and they understand that they can buy magnetic disks that are 
obtainable only from foreign sources, with a large data-storage capacity, for 
their personal computers. "It runs on MS-DOS" tells them that the machine 
has some operating (control) system that qualifies as a world standard, so 
that it is possible to buy a considerable variety of software and readymade 
applications programs for it. Those even better versed in the art can also 
understand such statements as "you can use dBase IlIon it," that is to say, a 
database handling program which can be used for the convenient preparation 
of warehouse or personnel registers or library information systems. 

On the other hand, even among "native-born" computer technicians, very 
few would dare claim that they can find their way with certainty in the jungle 
of our domestic microcomputer technology, in which new hardware and soft
ware "vegetation," all sorts of associations, small cooperatives, subsidiaries, 
and specialized stores of various sizes are springing up every day. [Taka86] 

Where there has been some degree of "local" flavor in PC perceptions has been in 
the sharper distinction between major classes of personal computer based on performance, 
not brand compatibility. Both the CEMA community and the West recognize such classes 
as "ffiM PC compatible," and the degree to which this particular standard is becoming 
important within the CEMA community will become clear in Chapter 4. Some "brand
independent" distinctions have been made in the West, for example, of "3M" (1 MIPs 
processing rate, 1 megabyte of memory, 1 million pixel display) machines, and some 
have been repeated in the CEMA literature [prog86b]. But there is one significant, well 
established, distinction made in the CEMA literature. Personal computer models are 
divided into two classes based on "professional" suitability. 
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A "professional personal computer" (or PPC), as the term is applied in the Hun
garian literature, has come to mean an IBM PC-class machine or larger (generally, a 
16-bit microprocessor.) that is capable of color and graphics, and therefore suitable for 
use as an engineering workstation. 'Ibis is in contrast to home or general use personal 
computers. The Hungarians have had considerable experience with the use of 8-bit PCs 
like the Commodore 64, and it is likely that the distinction has been made because of 
the unsuitability of those machines to more demanding applications. 

The Soviets have attempted to define classes like "educational" and "professional," 
and may be in the process of more firmly fixing them through the establishment of state 
standards. So far some ad hoc divisions of available technology have been made in the 
literature. For example, the Agat (the Soviet version of the Apple IT) was cited as the 
model for educational-class PCs, and the IBM PC again as the professional or engineering 
model [Veli84] [Eip085]. The Soviets, like the Hungarians, make a strong distinction 
between professional-class and lesser personal computers, as discussed in a question and 
answer supplied in the editorial section of NTR: Problemy i Resheniya (Problems and 
Solutions) [Ntr86]: 

V. Sergachev, a reader in Moscow, made the following request: 
"In the press one frequently sees the terms 'personal computer' and 'home 

computer.' Please tell how they differ from one another." 
We asked Candidate of Physical-Mathematical Sciences A. M. Yakubo

vich, head of the department of personal computers of the special research
and-production association "Algoritm," to respond to this reader's request. 

Yakubovich: "Despite the fact that personal computers are known about 
widely, the concept 'personal computer' itself still has not been ultimately 
formulated. Nevertheless, a number of requirements that personal computers 
should meet can now be defined. These requirements include small size, 
ability to operate independently, capability of dialog with an individual user, 
ease of learning to work with the machine, and relatively low cost. The 
reader's question was not. fonnulated entirely correctly. Home computers 
are not exclusive of personal computers, but rather they constitute a part 
of them. The fact is, depending on applications, personal computers are 
categorized as professional computers and as home computers. Professional 
computers are used for automating office work, for processing scientific, 
technical, economic or medical information, in teaching in grade schools and 
higher educational institutions, etc. Home computers are used as household 
infonnation centers: for various games, for machine-learning courses, for 
studying foreign languages, for access to public information centers, for 
household records, etc. A distinguishing feature of modem home computers 
is their orientation on using household appliances as external devices (TV 
sets as video displays, tape recorders as external storage). At the same time, 



the categorizing of personal computers as professional or home ones is rather 
arbitrary. The same machine may be used for both purposes." 
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Like the Hungarians, the Soviets appear to be basing the distinction on the qualities 
of the non-CEMA PC market, that is, evaluating the models in world production and 
application as they are made available for CEMA use. The only Soviet PC that would 
qualify as a home computer by the above description, one actually offered for public 
sale, is probably outnumbered nearly ten to one by Western PCs brought one or two at 
a time by visiting Westerners, or brought back by Soviets traveling abroad. 

2.2 Personal Computing Outside the CEMA 

This work is not to be strictly a comparative analysis; personal computing is far too 
complex a topic in its own right. Nor does the study purport to stem from a full un
derstanding all of the ramifications of the ri~e of personal computing in the West. This 
section, however, is designed to provide a profile of personal computing as it exists out
side the CEMA community. In part this will address the nature of PC applications, but 
more important will be a characterization of the supply of personal computing, that is, 
how it is perceived as a product by both producers and consumers and where it stands 
as an embodiment of technology. One of the most important developments in personal 
computing in the West over the past decade has been its very visible shift from a "high
tech" product to a widely produced commodity. That development, in fact, is critical to 
the understanding of how the CEMA community is coping with its own development of 
PC production, and where it stands in terms of its current and potential commerce with 
world market sources for PC technology. 

Personal computing (and here personal computing in the US and competitive world 
markets is meant) has passed from a phase in which its primary characteristic was tech
nological novelty, to one in which that characteristic was the mass effect of a well
established commodity. The industry leaders, specifically IBM and Apple, are now 
working to retain market share against a rising tide of equivalent products, including 
competition from producers in the NICs like South Korea and Taiwan. Their strategies 
for retention (or, in some cases, recapture) of market share have been based less on irre
producible innovations than on re-establislunent of proprietary control where such control 
has been lost. The competitors absorbing market share from the industry leaders likewise 
are not doing so on the strength of innovation, but by producing equivalent goods cheaply 
and providing sufficient support for their products to reduce consumer fears regarding 
their products' reliability. 
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2.2.1 Overview of the Western Personal Computing Supply 

The sheer mass of the PC and PC-related industries in the non-CEMA world is fairly 
obvious. The actions of the industry leaders speak. of an environment more dominated by 
market strategy, architectural standards and commodity trends than by the rogue "high 
tech" that might have characterized personal computing at the end of the 1970s. Personal 
computing is a well-charted technology, and the PC, peripheral and software industries 
are, if not fully matured, past their adolescence. 

Tables 2.1 and 2.2 give statistics on the use of microprocessors in personal com
puters, based on data from International Data Corporation [Keef87]. The statistics reflect 
two major subgroups (mM PCs, clones and compatibles, and the Apple Macintosh), and 
do not include any 8-bit personal computers, which occupy a considerable share of the 
PCs in home and educational use. 

The analysis in [Stap87c] described the steady growth in importance of the IBM 
PC-compatible class of personal computers. At the risk of oversimplification, it could 
be said that this class of machine has been the single most important component in the 
Western personal computing "revolution." IBM PC-class personal computers simultane
ously brought relatively new technology down to a price level ensuring a high degree 
of pervasiveness and embodied sufficient power to be truly useful. From the introduc
tion of data processing mainframes, and through the creation of minicomputer systems. 
computers had had a place in corporate and industrial work automation. With the IBM 
PC-class machines, work formerly possible only on larger, much more expensive systems 
became possible at a price only a few times higher than that of the many small 8-bit 
microcomputers which had appe-ared afthe end of the 1970s. That is not to say that such 
systems assumed more than a small part of what had been performed on larger systems, 
but that such systems were recognized as appropriate for business and industrial tasks, 
much like machines that have now been identified within the CEMA as "professional" 
personal computers. 

Even more important, this class of machine also has been the focus of the global 
PC production revolution. Vlhile bootleg copies of the Apple II produced in the Far 
East appeared on the world black market, IBM PC-class systems are now produced and 
assembled throughout the industrialized (and industrializing) world as a wholly legitimate 
product. 

Together, the shift in perception of the usefulness of personal computers, i.e., the 
realization that such systems had a place in everyday work, and the remarkable spread 
of the technology to producers, justify the use of the word "paradigm" in the title of this 
chapter. 



Table 2.1: Shifting Microcomputer Market [Keef87] 
1985 1986 1987 1988 Total Percent 

8086/88 machines 2,125 2,250 2,000 1,750 8,125 49.8% 
80286 machines 400 875 1,500 2,000 4,775 29.3% 
80386 machines 
68000 machines 
Total 

o 0 250 500 750 4.6% 
400 500 750 1,000 2,650 16.3% 

2,925 3,625 4,500 5,250 16,300 

Units: Thousands of Personal Computers 
Average Yearly Growth: 775,000 PCs 
(Figures for 1987-88 are projected) 

Table 2.2: Percentage by Year (From Table 2.1) 
1985 1986 1987 1988 

8086/88 machines 72.6% 62.1% 44.4% 33.3% 
80286 machines 13.7% 24.1% 33.3% 38.1% 
80386 machines 0.0% 0.0% 5.6% 9.5% 
68000 machines 13.7% 13.8% 16.7% 19.0% 
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2.2.2 Overview of Western Personal Computing Application 

Relatively little need be said of the application of personal computers in the West. A 
tacit assumption will be made that the millions of personal computers installed in the US 
are being used for productive work. This, almost assuredly, is less than the full truth. 
While in many cases personal computers have taken over tasks from larger machines or 
made possible work previously impossible for designers, managers, scientists, etc., it is 
difficult to gauge (1) how much of the time these machines are in actual use, and (2) how 
much of the work done is profitable. It might be suggested that much of the presentation 
work perfonned on PCs in the US. e.g., in desktop publishing, merely represents a sort 
of intra-office "arms race," where typewriters have been replaced with word processors. 
then document designing systems, solely to make one worker's output compatible and 
competitive with another's from a presentation (and not necessarily content) standpoint. 
Be that as it may, this study will assume that PCs are indeed useful, and while the value 
of the work is unknown, it is significant, and likely to increase substantially in the decades 
to come. 

As for PC application, the focus of this dissertation is on how well CEMA ap
plication needs, whether perceived or real, are being served by CEMA production and 
acquisition through trade, and whether the current application of personal computing 
heralds any social or economic change. Subsequent chapters will discuss the relative 
scarcity of personal computing resources in the CEMA economies, which has precluded 
many of the uses seen in the West. Given that scarcity, a strict East-West comparison, 
at least for the time being, is of little relevance. 

2.3 CEMA Access to Personal Computing Information 

The CEMA community's two major sources of infonnation on personal computing. have 
been a steady flow of Western "embodied" technology, mostly in the fonn of single PC 
examples, crossing into the CEMA, and Western technical and semi-technical literature 
acquired and disseminated raw or in translation. The impact of the fonner will be 
dealt with as technology transfer and its scope under trade in subsequent chapters. It is 
sufficient to say that Western PCs have been seen in application throughout the CEMA 
community and have served to increase CEMA awareness of the PC as technology. 
Western literature has always been a target for collection by various CEMA agencies; 
the example of the acquisition of state-of-the-art technical documentation by the CEMA 
intelligence agencies is merely the most publicized. 

Western journals have been extensively used as sources for technical infonnation, 
and although considerable difficulties (vagaries of the international mail, poor mechanisms 
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for dissemination of printed materials in the host countries, etc.) interpose themselves, 
it has been asserted that the use of the open Western literature constitutes the most 
widely used East-West technology transfer mechanism in general [Good85d]. All of 
the sub-component technologies of personal computing, including microelectronics and 
engineering methods, are well represented in Western technical journals. US publications 
in English specific to computer engineering and science, such as Datamation and the 
Communications of the ACM, or PC-specific, such as Byte, have been utilized by the 
CEMA as part of an ongoing, fairly passive process of technology transfer. 

Among the new avenues for both Western and intra-CEMA information exchange 
now being established are joint-venture publications. Scientific American, published in 
the Soviet Union in translation under the title V mire nauki (In the World of Science). 
is an excellent example of a modem, science-oriented journal formally bridging the 
West and CEMA. The advent of native language journals, with strong links to the West. 
considerably widens the East-West information channel. 

The Hungarian journal Szamitastechnika (Computer Technology), the most com
prehensive source for general computer news in Hungary, was restructured as a joint 
publicaaon of the Hungarian Journal Publishing and Statistical Publishing Enterprises and 
Computerworld Communications Incorporated (CWCI) [Szab86]. The resulting Compu
terworldlSzamitastechnika, a bi-monthly publication, is produced with Hungarian access 
to a US database maintained by CWCI and International Data Corporation. Thus, in ad
dition to its predecessor's coverage of the Hungarian market, the new journal has access 
to and actively presents from an enormous body of US and world market research and 
analysis. 

A joint venture has also been undertaken in which lOG (the International Data 
Group) will help publish a Soviet version of PC World [Citi87d]. This is only possible 
as a result of the changes to Soviet law enabling joint ventures enacted in January, 1987 
[Ap870128] [Gumb87] [Rlrb87f]. 

The most important component of the information flow represented by joint-venture 
publication may actually be the less technical information on market trends, user practices 
and points of view on the use of PCs. A Hungarian software engineer at the Computer 
Technology Coordinating Institute (SZKI), describing his work, asserted that English 
was a necessity for computer professionals. Certainly the research, development and 
even production communities are smaller, better educated technically, and better able to 
deal with technical works in English, than the enormous body of future users and decision 
makers who will have an effect on personal computer introduction and application. The 
joint-venture publications have the potential to reach that latter group, and of spreading 
personal computing outside the narrow expert community. In the pervasiveness model 
(p. ??), this means taking the technology from the third to the fourth phase. 
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In the next chapter, under the topic of technology transfer, the diffusion of infor
mation (about a product, a process, etc.) is discussed as being equal in importance to the 
initial process of absorption. Preconceptions can be thought of in a similar way. Even 
where personal computers have yet to appear, information is being disseminated through 
various media and educational programs. Perhaps the most far-reaching single example is 
in the form of the course "The Basics of Informatics and Computer Technology" (Osnov), 
informatika i vychislitel' noy tekhniki) which was to be established throughout the Soviet 
secondary school system for the 1985-86 school year [Eg85d] [lzv850403] [Izv850330]. 
Because Soviet PC production has yet to meet even the most modest goals proposed by 
educators and officials, this course, taught largely without the opportunity for hands-on 
training, will probably be the most significant exposure to computing for the majority of 
Soviet students into at least the start of the next decade. But the two coursebooks touch 
only lightly on the potential of personal computing, contain no information on modem 
personal computers, and really satisfy only the need for a first introduction to algorithms 
and the idea of computers as data processing tools [Yers85d] [Yers86c]. Representations 
of personal computing in the Soviet media are likewise scarce and superficial. 

Elsewhere in the CEMA, better channels exist for the diffusion of PC information. 
Popular journals comparable to such US magazines as Byte are published in a number 
of countries, although there is as yet nothing comparable to the availability in the US 
of journals tailored to a specific brand or class of PC (such as Macworld). The CEMA 
journals tend to survey the whole range of systems, with special attention to more ac
cessible examples. Such examples include the Commodore 64 and Sinclair Spectrum, 
both of which have achieved a considerable presence by virtue of small-lot and tourist 
importation from the West. 

In the academic and technical sectors, conferences have served as forums for dis
cussions of personal computing technology, including one specifically devoted to personal 
computing. PERSCOMP, a Bulgarian conference on personal computing with significant 
participation from the other CEMA members, is biennial and was first held in 1985. From 
a survey of the proceedings of PERSCOMP '85 and participation by the author in PER
SCOMP '87, however, it is apparent that most of the work is application-oriented, and 
based only on whatever resources are currently available for those applications [Pers87b]. 
There is no evidence of innovative research on PC systems that would compare favorably 
with the Western state of the art. Participation by Western experts has been minimal. 
But such conferences do serve as a minor channel for the diffusion of -PC information, 
even if most of the topics are somewhat parochial. 
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2..1 CEMA Personal Computing Perceptions 

As will be shown in later chapters, intra-CEMA traffic in personal computing as a resource 
is minimal, with only low levels of trade. This applies equally to hardware and to the 
entire range of supporting or peripheral components and information. For this reason. 
none of the CEMA countries can claim to be a strong influence on any of the others. There 
is, as well, no unique CEMA development that serves as a focal point for a perception of 
the growth of CEMA personal computing as self-inspiring. There is, on the other hand. a 
steady flow of information and materiel from the West, and it is primarily from Western 
examples that most CEMA developments seem to be drawing their inspiration. 

This is most apparent in the "border" states, in such countries as Hungary and 
Poland, where traffic with the West is easier and much more common. It is less true where 
the PC-relevant industries were stronger from the start, as in East Germany and the Soviet 
Union, both of which had modest but fairly comprehensive microelectronics and computer 
production industries before the rise of personal computing in the West. Bulgaria, with 
neither a close border relationship with the West nor a strong domestic industry in PC 
technologies, adopted many Western developments, largely as a result of its being able to 
acquire Western components when CEMA ones have not been available. Although there 
is a range to the degree of Western influence, it must be seen as a major force in all the 
CEMA countries. At the one extreme, Hungary is now taking steps to integrate itself into 
the world market for IBM PC-class personal computers, importing both components and 
complete systems from the West. Via ComputerworldlSzamitastechnika, and other media 
sources, from the technical to the popular, it is absorbing not only the technical details 
of PC production, but the feel of the Western consumer and application markets. Toward 
the other extreme, Soviet industry is far more isolated from much of the information that 
is not specifically technical. Even so, there has been a marked increase in a desire to 
deal directly with the West in something more than the purely absorptive manner of the 
past. 

Each of the CEMA countries, in addition, would prefer to direct its own export 
to the West where possible. The dearth of hard currency in the CEMA economies 
makes sales to Western markets attractive, providing further incentive to steer domestic 
production toward compatibility with Western products. The importance of hard currency 
to smooth over areas of domestic deficiency should not be overlooked. The Hungarian 
electronics industry, for example, relies heavily on Western component imports, and has 
suffered when import restrictions have had to be imposed to halt a growing hard currency 
trade deficit [Comp87c]. In addition, the absence of a practical convertible currency for 
intra-CEMA trade has been identified as a discouragement to such trade, and fair and 
timely, mutually-supporting exchange between the CEMA countries is all but impossible 
[Mare86b]. 
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Elsewhere, in discussions of the CEMA computer lag behind the West, it has been 
suggested that one option available to the CEMA to close the gap would be a leap
frogging of developments, for example on the strength of a supposed superior Soviet 
capability in theoretical sciences [Tadi8l]. Apart from a few propagandistic claims, there 
is no such assertion of leadership in the area of personal computers [Tert86]. Soviet 
discussion of personal computer application, in particular of plans for mass computer 
literacy in secondary education, remains optimistic, but nowhere is there an anticipation 
that the creation of personal computers and proper supporting environments will proceed 
without considerable, and straightforward, investment in what is currently a deficient 
production base. Increasingly, there is a recognition that the CEMA may have to rely 
heavily on the world markets for assistance. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PERSONAL COMPUTING AS TECHNOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

The discussion of personal computing as te~hnology deals with two major issues, the 
indigenous technological capability of the host countries and the process of technology 
transfer as a method of enhancing that capability. The former encompasses both an inven
tory of the various technologies (and their particular incarnations as basic components) of 
"personal computing technology" as a whole and the character of the research and devel
opment leading to the integration of these components as complete systems. Section 3.2 
studies the Soviet microelectronics inventory, the single most important component in 
the structure of the personal computing industry, preliminary to a historical discussion of 
computer architectures that have laid the foundations for the Soviet PC hardware industry 
and provided the germ of the current indigenous personal computer inventory. 

Technology transfer is the one of the three components of the model to be discussed 
in detail in Chapter 4. Much of the latter portion of Chapter 3 will focus on the transfer of 
technology as it has enabled improvements in the level of CEMA indigenous capability 
in the PC-related technologies. Future prospects for technology transfer in this area will 
also be considered, both in terms of what the Soviets and other CEMA members might 
wish to, or have to, acquire external to domestic research and development, and the 
mechanisms by which this might be accomplished. 

Section 3.3 defines what is meant by technology transfer in the context of this 
work. That definition establishes a separation between technology transfer, aiding in the 
growth of technological capability, and trade, augmenting industrial capacity. 

Section 3.4 will deal with CEMA acquisition of Western and, more frequently, 
world technologies that cannot or are not being fully provided through domestic research 
and development. Acquisition issues include the reverse engineering of microelectronics. 
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and the obtaining of technological "know-how." 

Section 3.5 will then discuss diffusion, or the process of making technology ac
cessible to industries where it is needed and replication of technological achievements at 
other sites. Included in the latter is the process of redistributing technologies among the 
CEMA members from the point at which they are acquired and mastered, e.g., the passing 
along of Western technologies from an East-West "gateway" like Hungary, where West
ern goods are more easily accessible, and communications with Western researchers and 
producers are more frequent. Diffusion also has a bearing on the process of intra-CEMA 
technology transfer, where the technology is a product of domestic research which is 
then passed along, either as a form of commerce or to establish secondary sources for 
industrial resilience, to other CEMA partners. 

While the discussion in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 will center on CEMA measures to 
expedite acquisition and the CEMA environment as it determines diffusion, attention will 
also be paid to the effects of Western export policies on both. The question of the efficacy 
of Western export controls is an important one, particularly in light of the changing focus 
of personal computing as an industry, as suggested in Section 2.2. 

3.2 Indigenous Capabilities 

While the strength and character of the microelectronics industry determine only one com
ponent of an indigenous capability for the production of personal computing resources, it 
is an extremely important component. The evaluation of Soviet, and CEMA, indigenous 
capabilities thus starts with an in-depth examination of microelectronics: history, current 
inventory, and ability to meet PC production needs. In some respects a more thorough 
analysis of CEMA microelectronics will have to compensate for those areas where in
formation is less readily available. The microprocessor product range, for example, is 
easily summarized, whereas production technology (the resources available for assembly 
and testing past the component stage), far less specific to personal computers, is not. A 
sketch of the entire range of component technologies will, it is hoped, emerge over the 
course of Chapters 3 and 4, but it must necessarily be tentative in a number of areas. 

Following the examination of microelectronics, representative of the component
level technologies, the research and design of systems based on those components will 
be examined. That also can be considered technology, because it embodies processes as 
well as policies that have been developed to deliver functional, complete systems. 
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3.2.1 The Soviet Microelectronics Industry 

At the root of Soviet potential for domestic computing at all levels is the domestic micro
electronics industry. The microelectronics industry dictates the characteristics of systems 
and the volume of production. Both the quantity and quality of the microelectronics sup
ply share in determining the end-product systems possible. The "off-the-shelf' nature of 
PC development makes this more true of personal computers than for computer systems 
in general; PCs could be said to be more characterized by their microelectronic content 
than by any other indicator. In the early 1980s there was a considerable shakeout of sys
tems in the West as Intel 8086/8088-based, IBM PC compatibility became one of the de 
facto standards. The subsequent stretch to full ffiM PC compatibility (distinguishing the 
current "clones" from earlier "near-compatible" or "workalike" systems) involves more 
than just equivalent microprocessor capability, although that is the single most important 
requirement. 

The large-system counterexample could be taken from one of the most successful 
mainframe systems, the ffiM 370 series. One of the features of the 370 family is its 
range of machines, from small to large, offering a single "virtual" machine at the machine 
code level, but relying on different hardware. The physical structures of the various 370 
machines differ enormously across the spectrum and involve different logical technologies 
(TIL to ECL), different word sizes (8- to 64-bit words), and essentially different CPUs, 
all providing an equivalent capability at their highest level. Whereas this would also be 
possible for microcomputers, the few examples extant have been very special cases. As 
reported in at least one instance, the Soviet Agat, bit-slice technology could be used to 
emulate unavailable technology [SneI86] [Vdnk86b]. Such a use is, however, exotic in 
the microcomputer sphere, and forced by extreme inadequacies in the microelectronics 
supply. The rule in the vast majority of cases is that the universal, general-purpose 
microprocessor chosen determines the system, and across the PC production industry 
the character of the microelectronics supply strongly influences the character of the final 
product. 

The Soviet microelectronics industry can be broken down into generations, which, 
when overlaid on the world microelectronic market and considered with regard to both 
quantity and character, provide a sense of the base position from which the Soviet do
mestic microcomputer/personal computer market has evolved. Out of this analysis comes 
an appreciation of the Soviet position relative to the upward limits of system capability 
and areas of strength and weakness. 
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3.2.1.1 A Generational Perspective of SO\,'iet Microprocessors 

Soviet microprocessor capability can be subdivided into roughly three generations that 
span the period prior to 1975, from 1976 through 1980, and from 1981 to the present. 
The generations are distinguished both implicitly by the capabilities afforded by de
vices appearing during those periods and explicitly by a number of indicators, including 
nomenclature standards and linkings to economic plan periods. 

The "first generation" of Soviet microprocessor technology really represents the 
period prior to the first concerted effort to provide a range of microprocessor products. 
The only significant microprocessor product identified in this period is the K536 bit
slice microprocessor series, comprised of an 8-bit processor slice and related components 
[Yaku79] [Galp80] [Bala81]. The first monolithic integrated circuits for pocket calculators 
probably also appeared at this time (KI45, etc.) [ProI83] [Nab084]. It was on the 
basis of the K536 that the Elektronika S5 series of what may be the first true Soviet 
microcomputer was designed [proI83] [Bang84]. The Elektronika S5 machines could 
be called microcomputers in that they were designed as single-user systems and had no 
analog in any previous minicomputer system. On the other hand, they were constructed 
using bit-slice technology. It would be easy to make the case for the Elektronika S5s 
as minicomputers, but they represent at least a first step toward thinking about general
purpose single-user systems configured for a more flexible application than the larger 
minicomputers. Apart from the S5 series, the period to 1975 saw nothing that might be 
described as microcomputer technology. 

The period from 1976 to 1980 falls under the 10th Soviet Five-Year Plan (Fyp l
). 

It was during this period that the first comprehensive set of microprocessor families was 
introduced, almost certainly incorporated into the plan as a program of primary impor
tance. The degree of coordination of the product range, the similarity of nomenclature 
and the timing of their introduction suggest that all of the microprocessor families ap
pearing during these years represent a coordinated effort probably initiated at the start of 
the FYP and coming to fruition around 1978-79. 

The microprocessor series of what can be called the second generation are listed in 
Table 3.1. Of note is the fact that the series includes both bit-slice and single-chip micro
processors, and both indigenous designs and functional equivalents of foreign, specifically 
US, designs. These families covered more or less the complete spectrum from single-chip 
devices necessary for minimal microcomputer configurations (the K580) up to bit-slice 
components for use in mainframe systems (the K589 and others). 

There are a number of unanswered questions about the degree to which the Soviet 

Inuoughout. reference to an FYP assumes the Soviet FYP. and other countries will be explicitly 
indicated. 
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Table 3.1: Second Generation Microprocessor Series. [Stap85b] 
Family Bit Slice Word Size Technology Western Analog 
K580 no 8 NMOS Intel 8080 
K581 no 16 NMOS CP 1600 
K582 yes 4n IlL none 
K583 yes 8n IlL none 
K584 yes 4n IlL SBPO 400 
K585 yes 2n STTL unknown 
K586 no 16 NMOS none 
K587 yes 4n CMOS none 
K588 yes 16n CMOS none 
K589 yes 2n STTL Intel 3000 

second generation microprocessor series "borrowed" from Western design. The evidence 
is overwhelming that the K580 and K589 were completely functional duplicates of their 
Western analogs, that is, they executed all the required hardware functions. The same 
probably was true of the K581, but less is known of the other series. The K586, despite 
at least one claim to the contrary. was not equivalent to the Intel 8086; examination of 
structural blocks of the K586 architecture shows it to have a very simple 16-bit archi
tecture [Galp80] [Elek84]. It is also clear that the K581 and K589 families, each on the 
order of a half dozen chips or more, were const:ncted with nomenclature more or less 
identical to their Western equivalents. It is not clear that sub-system parameters, e.g .. 
chip component layouts, were the same, though for the pwposes of this discussion that 
is of considerably lesser importance than the Soviets' replication of successful Western 
systems. One of the Soviet devices examined by Western experts, the K580IK80 micro
processor, was found by CDC to have been reverse-engineered directly from the Intel 
device, although incorporating a somewhat different layout when the chip was adapted 
to the Soviet production technology [posa81]. The importance of reverse-engineering as 
a mechanism for technology transfer will be taken up later. 

The third generation of Soviet microprocessor families, like the second, fits rather 
neatly over a FYP period, namely the lIth FYP (1981-1985). There has been no indica
tion of a siJbsequent partitioning of a "next" generation, however, so in this generational 
map the third generation might be considered as having begun around 1980-81, con
tinuing through the present time (1988) with unknown prospects for the future. It also 
may be that the major changes made in Soviet microelectronics at the point where the 
second generation ended mark a more fundamental division of the industry into "pre-" 
and "post-modem" development. 

The second-to-third generation break is clearly illustrated by major changes in the 
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nomenclature system for microelectronics, as described in several major references on 
the Soviet microelectronics industry. They include an expansion of the standard labels 
given to integrated circuits to allow for better subclassification of complex combinational 
circuits (of which microprocessors are one example), where previously a single category 
was made to suffice. A discussion of Soviet integrated circuit classification is given in 
Appendix C. Likewise, all of the new microprocessor families have been given family 
identifiers in the range of 18XX (as opposed to the second-generation 58X series). Con
tributing to the hypothesis that the third generation may mark a more fundamental shift, 
it does not appear that the identifying number is as "closed" as the 58X series identifiers, 
that is, while the 58X series were ten families covering the range from 580 to 589, the 
18XX series appears to be open-ended, with no indication of an upper bound. A number 
of series ranging from 1800 to 1820 have been reported thus far. The third-generation 
microprocessor families are presented in Table 3.2. A complete summary of K18XX 
devices is presented in Appendix D. 

Table 3.2: Third Generation Microprocessor Series. [Dshk84] [Mala84] [Stap85b] 
Family Bit Slice Word Size Technology Western Analog 
K1800 yes 4 ECL Motorola MC 10800 
K1801 no 16 NMOS related to PDP-ll 
K1802 yes 8 STTL unknown 
K1803 no unknown unknown unknown 
K1804 yes 4 STTL AMD 2900 
K1809 no 16 unknown related to PDP-II 
K1810 no 16 unknown Intel 8086 
K1811 no 16 unknown related to PDP-II 
K1814 no 8 unknown unknown 
K1816 no 4 unknown unknown 
K1820 no 8 unknown unknown 

It also appears that there has been a great deal more consideration given in the 
18XX series to coverage of the product spectrum and utilization of feedback from Western 
experience. While it is difficult, if not impossible, to directly link Western decisions (here 
meaning Western market success) to Soviet decisions, it is fairly clear that the Soviets 
have tended to reproduce Western designs representing the most successful device in 
a given class. In particular, they have chosen to duplicate the AMD Am 2901 bit
slice series (the industry leader for general-purpose 4-bit bit-slice components) and the 
Motorola MC 10800 series of ECL components, both successful series that are important 
basic components to large computer systems. It should be noted that the Am 2901 was 
introduced in the US in the mid-1970s. 

Along with the K1800 and K1804 (reproducing the Motorola MC 10800 and 
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AMD Am 2901 series respectively), the K1801 and K1810 represent implementations of 
Western-developed architectures. The K1801 replaces the K581 as the central processor 
for PDP-ll-compatible microcomputers and represents a faster, more complex genera
tional enhancement. The K1810 is a replication of the Intel 8086, and may be thought of 
as a generation removed from, and distantly related to, the K580. While the K1800 and 
K1804 serve the large-machine market, the K1801 and K1810 are the basic components 
for microcomputers and personal computers. Both deserve special attention, because they 
form the basis for two parallel, potential personal computer architecture paths. 

3.2.1.2 K 180 I Series 

The K1801 series is based on a single-chip microcomputer, i.e. RAM and ROM on a 
microprocessor chip, capable of being microprogrammed with the PDP-II instruction set 
[Bori82]. Though this device has been seen in other contexts, including possible use in 
modernizing the Elektronika S5 line, it seems to have been developed to produce upgraded 
PDP-II compatible machines. As such, it is ~ continuation of a line that is already quite 
old, descending from the SM-3 and SM-4 minicomputers and the Elektronika 60, all 
of which are descended from the DEC PDP-II minicomputer architecture. These older 
architectures will be addressed in the next section. Teclmically, the several microprocessor 
elements of the K1801 family do not appear particularly impressive. Despite rumors that 
the chips would incorporate up to 400,000 logic elements, their functionality suggests a 
rather simple, not overly fast NMOS family [Bori82] [Schl83e] [Morr84]. 

3.2.1.3 KI810 Series 

The K1810 is reportedly equivalent to the Intel 8086, that is, it employs a wider data bus 
than the Intel 8088 (used in the overwhelming majority of IBM pes and their clones), 
and is software-compatible with both. The KI810 was announced in the CEMA literature 
in advance of any exhibited applications, which has not tended to be the case for other 
series, suggesting that the replication of the 8086/8088 family was an important project 
in and of itself [GigI84] [Novi84g]. 

Of particular interest to the subject of the replication of Western microelectronics 
is the nomenclature scheme as it is "modified" in the case of the K1810 (and the earlier 
K580) to retain traces of Western "ancestry." The microprocessor chip of the K1810 
series is designated the "KI810VM86", where, by convention, the final two digits should 
have been a single serial identifying digit (" 1" for the first device of type "K 181OVM", 
"2" for the second, etc.). The "86" makes reference to the K1810's origins in the Intel 
8086 [Ewte861109b] [psas87b]. Likewise, the final digits of devices in the K580 family 
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match Western designs, e.g., the K580IK57 DMA controller from the Intel 8257, the 
K580IK59 interrupt controller from the Intel 8259, etc. [Bala81]. 

There is no reason to expect that the K1810VM86 is not a faithful implementation 
of the Intel 8086. Even so, this is a duplication of a device that has been available 
in the US since about 1978. Soviet equivalents to the Intel 8087 and 8089, the math 
coprocessor and I/O controller to complement the 8086/8088, may also be in production, 
though only a few references to the former have been seen [Alek87] [Kers87]. But, 
as will be discussed, the Intel 8086/8088 architecture is competing as one of the major 
CEMA standards, being the basis of mM PC-compatible systems. 

3.2.1'" Memory and Supporting Devices 

Because they define the basic functions and nature of a PC system as a whole, micro
processors have always enjoyed the highest profile in any discussion of microelectronics. 
Their complexity also serves to make them a natural technological "bottleneck." In ad
dition to microprocessors, which might be called functionally complex, memory devices 
also constitute a bottleneck. Memory devices, while functionally trivial, are technolog
ically demanding in terms of element density, and production yields. The volume of 
production for the industry as a whole is another relevant issue, but in the case of the 
CEMA microelectronics industries, relatively poorly documented. 

Soviet memory devices appear to lag behind Western devices, from the standpoint 
of complexity, to the same degree that Soviet microprocessors lag behind their Western 
counterparts. The Soviets exhibited a 256 kilobit dynamic RAM in Budapest in 1986, 
and a 1 megabit device is probably in the laboratory stage, though no announcements 
have been made. One megabit devices are now in fairly wide application in the US 
[Dens85]. It should also be pointed out that the appearance of a device in the Soviet 
inventory should not necessarily be considered as equivalent to a Western introduction. 
In the West, production is "ramped up" fairly quickly after the introduction of a device, 
with prices dropping aroWld two orders of magnitude within several years [Crec86]. Very 
little in the way of information on Soviet prices and availability has been seen, but it 
does not appear that Soviet devices enter mass application at a comparable speed. 

Another area where deficiencies and lags appear to have been a problem is in the 
creation and application of custom devices, such as small-volume, specialized circuits, 
and generic devices such as gate arrays or programmable logic arrays (PLAs). Until 
very recently these devices do not appear to have been available. Without such devices, 
designers would be forced to use multiple smaller-scale circuits, contributing to a much 
larger board size, and less reliable systems. The K1801VP1, a 2,500-gate PLA, has been 
used to construct a variety of peripheral controllers, and has been used in the Elektronika 
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BK-OOIO personal computer [Bori82] [Kose85]. 

The massive scale of Soviet industrial organization may be a contributing factor to 
narrowness of the past Soviet microelectronics inventory, which seems to have widened 
considerably with new families in the K18XX series. The length of plan periods may 
also have a detrimental effect. Given the lack of published information, the forces driving 
Soviet IC design may only be extrapolated from the product. From what has been seen it 
does not appear that the inventory is influenced by short-tenn planning. And nowhere is 
there evidence of the sort of flexibility seen in the West with the appearance of "silicon 
foundries," producing very small production runs for custom applications. Such flexibility 
has been seen in the Hungarian microelectronics industry, however [Heti85c]. 

A complete summary of Soviet memory devices seen to date is presented in Ap
pendix E. 

3.2.1.5 Evaluation of the Inventory 

An evaluation of the Soviet microelectronics inventory might consist of two parts: (1) 
the quality and capability of the components produced and (2) production volumes and 
industrial capacity. The research suggests that the fonner does indeed lag behind that of 
the West by a substantial margin. Elsewhere, including in research preliminary to this 
dissertation, the Soviet lag behind the West has been estimated at somewhere around 
five years, with certain caveats. Those caveats include a need to examine volumes and 
capacity as well, and these reveal both that the Soviet Union is producing far fewer com
ponents than the Western producers and that the range of what is produced is somewhat 
limited. Comparing the Soviet capability against Western industries, it might be said that 
the Soviet industry as a whole could be matched against one or two Western microelec
tronics companies, in terms of product range, ~though the tasks of the Ministry of the 
Electronics Industry (Minelektronprom) also include the production of the complete range 
of catalog-type ICs for general application. But the select, more or less comprehensive 
set of microprocessor families which have appeared as the 18XX series, are relatively 
few. It might be suspected that this is the result of economizing, both in terms of spend
ing resources up front for design, and possibly reverse-engineering, as much as resulting 
from any sort of state plan to provide a few, standard systems. The rather prolific 58X 
period, from which roughly half of the designs have gone on to extensive use (these 
being the K580, K581, possibly K587, K588, and K589), has been followed by a period 
of a thinner coverage of a wider applications range. 

Clearly, there is far more to the Soviet microelectronics industry than can be easily 
seen in the CEMA literature, and many fundamental questions remain. Far more could 
be addressed in this dissertation, but a basic understanding of the capabilities and de-
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velopment paths is a sufficient introduction to the next stage, the incorporation of those 
components into systems, such that the range of options available to system builders and 
the potential capacity of the domestic system producers is clear. It appears, as well, 
that considerations other than microelectronics production capacity, e.g., system assem
bly questions, investment in supporting technologies, etc., have more of an effect in the 
Soviet PC industry. It is important, however, to be aware of the technological complexit)' 
of the components being produced, e.g., that the Soviet Union has duplicated the Intel 
8086, but not, as yet, any of the follow-ons (Intel 80286 and 80386), and the range of 
complex supporting chips is extremely limited. A scarcity of supporting components 
(such as the 8087 and 8089) could be further evidence of an inability to cover a wider 
range of system designs; while central components (microprocessors and single-chip mi
crocomputer versions of the same) are absolutely critical, other complex. but peripheral 
components have been passed over. 

3.2.1.6 The PC ··Threshold'· and Its Significance 

A critical period for the development of Soviet personal computing can be identified as the 
period from approximately 1979-1984, overlapping the second and third microprocessor 
generations. This period can be considered critical because during this time the initial 
consideration of microcomputer/personal computer technology took place. The domestic 
industry was providing at least a minimal base in the second generation series. and the 
West was providing examples of that technology and succeeding technologies (the Intel 
8088 and 80286, Motorola 68000, etc.) in application. It is still unclear to what degree 
the initial Western PC accomplishments of the early 1980s may have influenced the third 
microprocessor generation. For example, was the 8086 chosen because of the IBM PC. 
or simply as an extension of the research investment already made in the Intel line? 
In any case, this period really defines the first generation of indigenous Soviet personal 
computer systems. The first PC generation will be examined for its continuing impact 
on the progress of the current, second generation of systems deriving from the third 
generation microprocessors and strongly influenced by world developments. Current 
Soviet production capacity, quality and character will be discussed in the subsequent 
chapter. The nature of early PC production, which continues to exert a strong influence 
into the current generation, was clearly dictated by Soviet indigenous microelectronics 
capability, and is discussed in that context. 

3.2.2 East European Microelectronics 

CEMA members other than the USSR all engage in microelectronics production, par
alleling, complementing or devolving from Soviet developments. The most significant 
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parallel to the Soviet industry is the East Gennan Microelectronics Combine, which is 
largely self-sufficient and somewhat self-isolating by its choice of products. In a few 
cases CEMA members have made niches for themselves, producing unique components, 
as in the Hungarian concentration on gate-array circuits. In several of the countries the 
Soviet Union has made an investment through the transfer of technology (either produc
tion, or design) to create a wider CEMA microelectronics base, in particular, in the now 
near universal production of an Intel SOSO-compatible microprocessor. Intra-CEMA trade 
and technology transfer will be taken up in the appropriate sections. 

The microprocessor inventory of the non-Soviet CEMA members is summarized 
in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: CEMA Microprocessors. [MikrS4] [ElekS4] [KocoS3] [ReimS3] [Rafe81] 
[RoudS3] 

Country Family Functional Analog Word Size 
Bulgaria SM 601 Motorola 6800 S bits 

Czechoslovakia MHB SOSOA Intel8080A S bits 
MH 3002 Intel 3002 2-bit slice 
MHB 8035 Intel 8035 8 bits 
MHB 804S Intel 8048 8 bits 

Poland MCY 7880A Intel8080A S bits 
MCY 7835 Intel 8035 S bits 
MCY 7848 Intel 8048 S bits 

Hungary 8080PC Intel8080A 8 bits 

GDR US08 Intel 8008 8 bits 
US80 Zilog Z80 S bits 
U830 none 8-bit slice 
U8002 Zilog Z8002 16 bits 

The East German inventory's marked departure from the Soviet (and, implicitly, 
CEMA) standardization on the PDP-II and Intel architectures is probably one of the 
major contributing factors to East Germany's relative isolation as a PC producer. East 
Gennan U S80s are obtainable in Budapest (though at a higher price than genuine Western 
Z80s), and have been used in CP/M-compatible microcomputers, but with the advent of 
the Intel S086/8088-class PCs such use has no doubt diminished. East Germany will not 
be addressed in any great detail in this study, for, despite the obvious capability shown 
by the Microelectronics Combine, it is more or less a set of industries unto itself. 
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The Bulgarian development of Motorola 6800-class microprocessors, while an in
teresting footnote to CEMA microelectronics, appears to have few prospects for the 
future. For all intents and purposes, the use of non-Intel microprocessors like the 6800 
in the CEMA community has fallen off considerably. There are as yet no signs that the 
Bulgarian microelectronics industry is pursuing microprocessors to complement or match 
the Soviet K18XX generation, and its doing so does not seem likely. 

The diffusion of the 8080 architecture, as it affects the CEMA microelectronics 
base, will be addressed under the topic of technology transfer. 

One of the few cases in which a non-Soviet CEMA member appears to be serving 
as a complement to Soviet industry is that of Hungary. The Hungarian Microelectronics 
Enterprise (MEV), which is discussed in more detail in the next chapter, is a relatively 
small producer by world standards, but occupies a niche as a producer of components with 
a high degree of "intellectual content" [Heti85c]. This means, in particular, the develop
ment of custom and semi-custom chips, and Hungary is a CEMA pioneer in gate-array 
type circuits, which may be configured for particular applications. The possibility that 
non-Soviet CEMA members can fill special niches is probably their most significant po
tential contribution, though microelectronics export from the non-Soviet CEMA members 
to the Soviet Union does not appear to be critical to its supply. 

After the Soviet Union, East Germany is easily the second strongest producer over
all, and well balanced. The Microelectronics Combine produces a wide range of com
ponents, from general-purpose small-scale integrated circuits (SSI) to microprocessors. 
VEB Carl Zeiss, which produces microelectronics production equipment, announced pro
totype production of a one megabit dynamic RAM, placing East Germany at the forefront 
of CEMA technological capability [Ders86b]. But with the possible exception of MEV's 
work in custom circuit design and production, the CEMA microelectronics industries fall 
off sharply after that. , 

3.2.3 Other Basic Technologies 

In addition to microelectronics, other technologies have been having a comparable re
straining effect on CEMA research and development of PCs suitable for production. 
Indeed, production technologies themselves are a bottleneck. A few of the more prob
lematic technologies include: 

• Hard (Winchester) Disk Drives. A number of the CEMA countries, including 
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary and the USSR, may be involved 
in the production of hard disk drives [GibI86]. Small-size (5.25") Winchester disk 
production has been claimed by both East German and Bulgarian sources, but no 
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concrete evidence other than an East Gennan claim to have provided some disks 
for export to the USSR has been encountered. In addition, both Czechoslovakia 
and the Soviet Union have indicated an intention to produce Wmchester disks. One 
of the most capable producers in the area of precision mechanics and optics, the 
Hungarian Optical Works (MOM), exhibited a 10 megabyte drive in 1985, but has 
since apparently abandoned small hard disk production [Szam85f] [Szab86b]. This 
is probably because Western drives are cheaper and more readily available . 

• Packaging. It is difficult to evaluate the extent to which deficiencies in packaging 
affect the PC production industry, but they are bound to be significant. Several 
CEMA interviewees have stated that CEMA (specifically Soviet) microelectronics 
are very unreliable, and almost always the first components to fail. A Japanese 
analysis of Soviet ICs imported during 1982-83 showed them to be extremely poor 
at resisting corrosion, due to poor encapsulation, and likely to be damaged by static 
electricity during shipment in regular cardboard (as opposed to anti-static plastic) 
shipping containers [Higu85] . 

• Manufacturing. CEMA production of personal computers appears to be suffering 
from a lack of production automation, with resulting low volume and poor quality 
control. It has been suggested that one of the major goals of the new Soviet joint 
venture policy is to acquire Western production facilities [Gumb87]. 

3.2'" First Generation Soviet Personal Computer Technology 0979-198-1) 

In some respects "first generation" is a misnomer for the technologies to be discussed in 
this section; by US standards a large percentage of the systems making up this body could 
be classed as pre-PC technology, or as systems outside of what is commonly considered 
PC technology. In tenns of their application in the Soviet economy, however, they 
formed the first response to the concept of "personal computing" as a resource, and as 
such are significant to later developments of systems more closely paralleling the Western 
concept of personal computing. 

First generation Soviet PC technology can be divided into two separate classes: 
systems adapted to PC applications, and systems designed for PC applications. The for
mer is typified by the use of relatively established, minicomputer-descendent technology 
to satisfy the PC application niche. In the end-user application sphere this also includes 
the use of larger multi-user systems to provide resource equivalent to that provided by 
dedicated single-user machines in the West. The latter category represents the Soviet at
tempt to provide equivalents to Western developments, and in many cases there is strong 
evidence that the Western paradigm is the driving force for their development. 

Systems in this generation include the Agat (an Apple IT compatible), the Elek-
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tronika BK-OOlO (perhaps the first practical Soviet personal computer), and a number 
of prototype and production systems configured as PCs. The rationale for defining So
viet first generation personal computer technology as including systems, and covering 
the period ending at approximately 1984 is somewhat more tenuous than that used for 
the delineation of the microprocessor generations, but serves the purpose of making a 
break between initial Soviet developments and the current state of the industry. In some 
respects the BK-OOIO might be considered the first system of the second PC generation. 
in that it represents the first system to truly achieve a significant production volume. At 
best a few tens of thousands of BK-OOlO probably have been produced. Groups of sev
eral hundred have reportedly been delivered for various applications, and several hundred 
were put on public sale in Moscow. While such levels seem rather insignificant in terms 
of the thousands of PCs produced each day in the West, it is significantly beyond the 
production volume at which the BK-OOlO might be considered just a prototype, or in only 
experimental production. On the other hand, since the BK-OOIO represents the retrofitting 
of an available technology to provide ("emulate" might even be applicable) a personal 
computing resource, it also could be considered the last effort of the first generation. The 
systems to come after are decidedly different in their origin. 

3.2..1.1 Pre· PC Technology: Microcomputer and Minicomputer Architectures 

One of the most important systems to influence later developments in first- and second
generation PC technology is the DEC PDP-II minicomputer architecture, which in its 
Soviet adoption provided the basis for machines in the minicomputer class and related 
microcomputers. Also important in this context is the CEMA-wide program for small 
machines, the SM (Sistema Malykh, or Small Systems) program. The SM program itself 
will be taken up in detail under the discussion of production ministries to follow; sufficient 
for the understanding of the significance of the pre-PC technologies is an outline of some 
of its achievements. 

Like the ES (Unified System) mainframe program, the SM program was established 
as a vehicle for intra-CEMA collaboration on a range of computer systems, with diversi
fication and specialization among the members. Most directly relevant to the discussion 
of pre-PC technology are the design and production of PDP-II-class systems. specifically 
the SM-3/SM-4 and their descendants, and monolithic microprocessor-based systems. 

The SM program was founded on four machines, SM-I through SM-4, with ar
chitectures taken directly from Hewlett-Packard and DEC minicomputer architectures 
[Good84h). The SM-3 and SM-4 were designed as PDP-II compatible, and subsequent 
work along this line has borne out a concerted effort to emulate DEC technology to the 
point of making software easily transferable to CEMA systems from the West, and in 
general to profit by Western research, development and production. From the start of 
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the program the Soviet Union has been the dominant member, and all of the original 
machines were based on Soviet CPUs [Good84h]. The SM-3 and SM-4 appeared in 
production in 1977 and 1978, respectively [Naum77b] [Eg78]. 

Following on the introduction of the DEC-compatible SMs, the Elektronika 60 was 
created as the down-sized microcomputer equivalent, software compatible with the SM-3 
and SM-4, and analogous to the DEC LSI-ll. 

3.2.~.2 The Agat 

The Agat, which appeared with some fanfare in the Soviet and Western presses, was 
copied from the Apple IT [Bore84]. There are grounds for debate on the significance 
of the Agat. Various sources put the Agat out of production shortly after it attained a 
low level of production (several thousand units). One seemingly more infonned source 
(but clearly biased in favor of the Agat project) refutes this, and maintains that there is a 
substantial body of Agats in use (6,000 units) and that production has continued [Kriv88]. 

Agats exhibited at the VDNKh in Moscow showed the machine to be a substantially 
larger, heavier but software compatible version of the Apple II, and some technical 
details published in CEMA (Soviet and Hungarian) sources imply that it was designed 
from smaller-scale integration bit-slice components [Broc85] [Pran85] [Salg86] [SneI86]. 
If this is true, the additional complexity involved would make mass production more 
difficult, and more expensive. Additional comments in the Soviet literature cite problems 
with the high price of necessary components (imported disk drives), and the low level of 
reliability of what had been intended as a personal computer for school use. While the 
Agat has been described as the first Soviet PC by both Western and CEMA sources it 
did not predate some significant work growing out of the SM-class minicomputers which 
eventually spawned microcomputer designs, and it has certainly not entered into what 
might reasonably be called mass production. 

A plausible hypothesis as to why the Agat remains in production is that it has 
been kept alive by a special-interest application community (and more than just a user 
community) to avoid a disruption of the work being accomplished on Agats. While 6,000 
personal computers might be trivially dismissed in the West (where the PC inventory is 
counted in millions), they represent a significant portion of the PCs now available in the 
USSR. And while a single large purchase of mM PC-class machines from the West (or 
Taiwan, or South Korea, etc.) could replace all of the Agats now in use with much more 
capable systems, there is a considerable, if not measureable, cost to giving up known 
systems. 

Finally, there may be a strong interest in keeping alive a PC development and 
production program indepedent from the more substantial programs for the production of 
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IBM PC-class systems now being established. If the Agat were completely abandoned in 
favor of more units of a more capable PC, there is no guarantee that those users giving up 
Agats would receive proper compensation in the form of those new systems. The Agat 
has a niche in Soviet education. While IBM PC-compatible systems are in wide use in 
education in the US, there is no doubt as to the suitability of the mM PC for business 
and industrial application. In an economy with scarcities across the board, the "waste" 
of an mM PC-class system on education may not seem acceptable. 

3.2'"'.3 The Elektronika BK-OOIO 

The first known reference to the Elektronika BK-OOlO in the Soviet literature dates to 
1982, and provides a fairly detailed description of a single-board microcomputer based 
on the PDP-II architecture already well-proven with the Elektronika 60-class scien
tific/industrial microcomputers [Pol082]. The BK-OOlO is almost a hybrid according to the 
division of the first generation pes detailed above: while the BK-OOlO is retrofitted from 
a microcomputer/minicomputer architecture, the architecture was also seriously modified 
to make a true personal computer. Subsequent analysis of the BK-OOI0, one of the few 
computers of any kind in the USSR which is physically accessible to the general popu
lation, shows it to be a minimally configured system, but engineered specifically for use 
as a low-end personal system. 

Architecturally, the BK-OOI0 is a descendant of the second generation micropro
cessor systems, though it makes use of third-generation technology. The BK-OOlO is 
based on the K1801, the descendant of the K581 [pol082]. 

3.3 Technology Transfer 

Complementing the character of domestic research and development, or the measure of 
indigenous technological capability, technology transfer represents the method by which 
that capability may be enhanced through the appropriation of non-indigenous technology. 
According to [Bom85c], technology is considered: 

... knowledge necessary to apply a process, manufacture a product, or 
provide a service. TItis knowledge includes: 
1. Technical information about process or product characteristics; 
2. Production techniques for the transformation of labor, materials, compo
nents, and other inputs into finished outputs; and 
3. Managerial systems to select, schedule, control, and market production. 



Technology may be "disembodied" or "unembodied," for example in the 
form of technical docwnentation, or "embodied" in machinery or equipment. 
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By the above, [Born85c] breaks down technology transfer into "material transfer," 
"design transfer," etc., depending on the product, process or information acquired. This 
work will distinguish between four major forms of technology transfer: 

1. The transfer of technical data necessary to solve domestic technological problems. 
This might be in the fonn of analyses performed in the West that would not be 
possible in the CEMA community, e.g., studies performed through finite-element 
analysis on a Western supercomputer, chemical analyses, etc., and classified, trade 
secret, or simply proprietary documentation. Here information and not products 
(disembodied versus embodied teclmology) is targeted. 

2. The transfer of components or component-production materials necessary to aug
ment or complement domestically available materials. This is widespread in the 
area of microelectronics, as when microprocessors are obtained in the West to com
plete systems comprised largely of domestic components. This would also include 
the use of production systems, e.g., x-ray lithography units for use in microelec
tronics production, so this category refers to the acquisition both of embodied 
technology for direct application, and of embodied teclmology for subsequent pro
duction of a more teclmologically-advanced end product. 

3. The transfer of economic and industry-level information as a form of strategic 
planning. This is somewhat akin to the transfer of technical know-how falling 
under the first category, but applies more to the adoption of industrial strategy, e.g., 
making use of the Western market dynamics to avoid producing "orphan" hardware 
designs. Extensive reliance by the CEMA community on proven Western market 
successes is well documented. 

4. The transfer of functionally complete systems for use in a wide range of areas. 
This has occurred in the formal sale of microcomputers for use in the schools. 
Acquisition of a "high-tech" item such as the Apple Macintosh in order to reproduce 
its functionality should be considered as falling more under the first category. The 
use of acquired systems in automation might border on the areas discussed in the 
second category. And on a large scale, the transfer of complete systems should be 
considered more as trade, which will be dealt with in the next chapter. But the 
availability of an example system must still be entertained as a potential transfer 
of technology, for even if it is not dissected for the component or production 
technologies it embodies, it may serve as an inspirational model or lend legitimacy 
to indigenous research and development. 
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This study will divide the transfer of technology as a process into two phases, these 
being roughly equivalent to "absorption" and "diffusion" as presented in [Bom85c]. The 
meanings of both will be somewhat broadened. This dissertation will use the term 
"acquisition" instead of "absorption," with the understanding that true absorption, that 
is, fully integrating a foreign technology into domestic industry, is in part a process of 
diffusion. Acqusition is the process whereby foreign technology is initially received, e.g., 
the actual construction of a turnkey facility. It should be recognized that this incorporates 
a wide range of transactions, including trade and covert theft, but also the general process 
of information flow via the media and through conferences and other person-to-person 
exchanges. Diffusion refers to the replication of the transferred technology to similar 
sites, carried out by the recipient as a result of having "learned" the technology. Both 
obviously are part of a larger "technology transfer." In the latter case the environment for 
the received technology is being expanded, within the host, in a manner equivalent to the 
initial transfer. Viewing the whole process of technology transfer as being comprised of 
two steps neatly divides the major features of technology transfer for more logical study. 
The approach to diffusion in [Born85c] is a bit narrow, and the term will be used here 
to incorporate another important concern, t~at of intra-CEMA information flows. For 
example, whereas the Soviet Union's obtaining and translating Western research works. 
for example, falls under acqusition. the subsequent dissemination of the information those 
works contain is a function of the CEMA media, and mechanisms for information transfer 
within the community. The stultifying effect of a poor long-distance telephone system 
on the spread of the information obtained thusly, from researcher to researcher. would 
be defined as a diffusion topic. 

3A Acquisition 

An examination of CEMA acquisition of PC-related technology may be formed around 
the answers to two questions: What have the CEMA countries acquired? and What has 
that brought them? The former is more easily answered than the latter. While the former 
may be satisfied by a simple inventory of systems and related technology acquired by 
trade and other means, plus a less straightforward extrapolation of what must have been 
obtained to advance domestic capabilities, the latter also requires an evaluation of whether 
choices made in the formulation of and as a result of CEMA technology transfer policies 
were really wise ones. As a related example, CEMA adoption of mM architectures in 
the creation of the Unified System (ES) not only provided a well-tested architecture, but 
rendered a vast body of Western software usable as well [Davi78] [Good84h] [Good85d]. 
On the other hand, the opportunity to supply subsequent software needs from Western 
sources may have seriously undercut efforts to build up the domestic software industries. 

The following have all involved CEMA acquisition of Western, PC-related tech
nologies: 
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• The creation of the SM minicomputer, and subsequent Elektronika 60-c1ass mi
crocomputer families, on the basis of bit-slice and Western-equivalent single-chip 
microprocessors. This is significant where such larger system designs have been 
modified to serve as PC architectures (the BK-OOIO being one example), and where 
the larger systems are serving in place of PCs. This represents acquisition of in
fonnation at both the system level (the machine architectures) and the component 
level (design of the K581 microprocessor). While it is fairly likely that the K581 
proceeded from an analysis of its Western equivalent, it is not necessarily true that 
the Soviets required transferred technical aid for its production. 

• The design of the Soviet K580, the Polish MCY 7880, etc., on the basis of the 
Intel 8080. The 8080 architecture has been a mainstay of CEMA indigenous 8-
bit design. With the CDC examination of the K580 showing many similarities in 
layout, it is fairly likely that the K580 at least was a product of reverse engineering 
as well. 

• Continued replication of US microprocessor architectures in the third-generation 
(K18XX) families. It is clear that as of the 11th FYP, beginning in 1981, Soviet 
efforts have been directed toward supplying a small but sufficient microprocessor 
product range, with specific Western architectures targeted. What small contribu
tions the other CEMA members have made (the more autonomous East Gennan 
microelectronics industry excepted) have been supportive of this policy. It is pos
sible that this has also entailed substantial transfers of microelectronics research 
and production technology from the West, as the history of exposed clandestine 
efforts to acquire such infonnation and materials would seem to indicate. But none 
of the devices seen thus far is so complex as to make that absolutely necessary; 
the K1810 (Intel 8086) represents a considerable technological lag. 

• Some systems, in small series production, based on Western personal computer ar
chitectures. The various copies, throughout the CEMA, of the IBM PC and assorted 
other models, indicate an interest in replication of proven systems, competing with 
purely indigenous designs. To date, however, as will be discussed in the next 
chapter, production levels are so low as to make it difficult to fonn a clear picture 
of the extent to which foreign designs fonn the indigenous production inventory. 

• Particularly in the smaller CEMA countries having no strong component indus
tries, extensive use of Western components. In Hungary, for example, where im
ported microprocessors make up 100% of the inventory, the preference for Western 
sources, and the absolute necessity for Western import, is clear. 
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3.4.1 Acquisition as a Process 

The methods by which Western technology has been acquired by the CEMA range from 
the classic clandestine acquisition of technical secrets and equipment to simple trade. On 
the whole the PC-related technologies are very easily permeating East-West barriers, and, 
while CEMA illicit technology transfer has gained a great deal of attention in the media, 
it is far less important in this area than in others like supercomputing or aerospace 
technology. In fact, it is fairly easy to make the case that technology transfer in the 
PC-related technologies, with the possible exception of state-of-the-art microelectronics 
production information, is either unnecessary (domestic research and development is 
sufficient) or easily accomplished. The latter assertion is not to say that the CEMA is 
able to acquire anything it would like, since there are barriers inherent in the CEMA 
economies: commerce with the West has always been limited by the availability of 
hard currency, agents for acquisition will not always fairly represent the areas desiring 
Western technology, etc. And the fact that commerce is indeed limited places certain 
limits on the impact of acquisition, e.g., while the CEMA may pick and choose among 
any Western microprocessors in quantities of several hundred, the importation of many 
thousands raises logistic problems, especially in terms of the outlay of hard currency. 

The fact remains that nearly every basic component, and most of the popular PC 
systems in use in the West, have been acquired (though not necessarily absorbed in the 
strict sense) by the CEMA community. Software houses in Budapest use genuine IBM 
PC/ATs and Macintoshes, the bulk of PC production in Hungary and Bulgaria is based 
on Western microprocessors, and Soviet programmers are retrofitting IBM PC software 
for the Russian language. Given the permeability of East-West borders, it is difficult to 
see how this could be prevented to any great~r extent than it has been. 

3.4.2 The Importance of Acquisition 

At this point an initial evaluation of the acquisition process can be made. specifically as 
it has brought technologies relevant to the production of personal computing resources 
into the CEMA community. The process can be evaluated as to its effectiveness by 
detennining what it is providing, what it could provide, and how it is being promoted or 
frustrated by internal and external forces. 

From the above analysis, it is apparent that Soviet research and development of mi
croelectronics in particular has been based on information and, almost certainly, embodied 
technology acquisition (e.g., for reverse-engineering) from the West. Microelectronics as 
far as it relates to the acquisition of process information, like that required to produce 
denser, more complex integrated circuits, is acquisition-intensive. But while personal 
computing rests on a microelectronics base, it is possible to make the claim that most of 
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the technologies specific to personal computing, such as those embodied in architectural 
design, software and information required to configure working systems, are both easily 
obtained and rather arbitrary in their nature. By arbitrary it is meant that while the design 
of the Apple Macintosh is a proprietary development of Apple, and protected, at least 
in the West, by copyright, patent and trade secret legislation, it is valuable less for its 
irmovation, per se, than for its being a fully-developed incarnation that can be used as 
a model for the production and sale of an end-product. It does not represent invest
ment in technology research that carmot be duplicated elsewhere for want of expertise, 
but an investment in development time to result in proprietary control over a particular 
architecture, for use in obtaining a specific portion of the market. 

Unitron, a Brazilian firm, has produced clones of the Apple Macintosh [Bote87] 
[Merc87b]. In doing so it has produced a PC more advanced than any now in the 
CEMA inventories. And while Unitron is potentially bound by patent laws (in the case 
of Unitron, Apple has appealed to the Brazilian government for enforcement), the CEMA 
community has duplicated a great many proprietary developments with impunity. The 
only real barrier to CEMA production of the Macintosh is production or acquisition of 
its components, and, given that less effective components could be substituted (multiple 
banks of less densely-integrated RAM chips to replace state-of-the-art Western ones, for 
example), the Motorola 68000 microprocessor is the single, critical bottleneck. Personal 
computers are based on, and typed by, their microprocessors, and almost everything else 
is peripheral. 

Clearly, without a copy of the 68000 in the CEMA microprocessor inventory, the 
CEMA carmot produce a Macintosh solely on the basis of indigenous capability. Unitron 
is in the same position, but is more free from a technology restriction standpoint to 
acquire such components from the world market. On the other hand, the 8086 copy 
in the Soviet inventory makes possible wholly indigenous designs comparable to, but 
not the equivalent of, the Macintosh. Cases for and against export restrictions on the 
basis of foreign availability might be made on the strength of the Soviets' inability to 
reproduce the Macintosh, and its ability to build a system of comparable complexity. But 
to weaken the former argument, it can be further asserted that the only really important 
restriction on the availability of a Macintosh is the absence of an equivalent to the 68000, 
and that is potentially as much a consequence of Soviet selection of inventory as it is 
technological deficiency. The 68000 is admittedly a more densely integrated device 
than the 8086, but Soviet microelectronics expertise, as evidenced by some of the more 
complex non-microprocessor circuits, should have reached that level. Soviet 64-kilobit 
static and 256-kilobit dynamic RAMs were exhibited in Budapest in 1986, and megabit 
RAMs are reported in the research-to-prototype stages in both the Soviet Union and the 
GDR. 

While the claim might be made that restricting CEMA importation of Western 
personal computers was an appropriate way of protecting valuable technologies from ac-
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quisition, the above analysis shows that claim to be invalid. Supporting a policy like that 
based on foreign availability, however, is the extremely poor showing the CEMA has 
made in terms of application of a recognizably competitive personal computer system. 
The assumption is made that when foreign availability assessments as to "sufficient quan
tity and quality" of a foreign product are the measure, an absence of such products in 
the non-military sector is an indication of comparable deficiencies in the military sector, 
and that there is a probability that systems released for export will be used in military 
applications. 

The potential effects of removing any or all export restrictions on a number of 
Western PC products can be projected, based on the above: 

1. The mM Pc. 

Since the mM PC is both available to a limited degree from indigenous sources 
and is already well researched as a potential standard architecture for indigenous 
CEMA PC systems into the next decade, COCOM decisions freeing up the IBM PC 
for unlimited export have had little effect on technology transfer, save possibly to 
make diffusion of its technology (taken up in the next section) quicker. Increased 
availability of these machines may improve the environment for building up the 
software and other supporting industries, but this mainly concerns trade and market 
policy, not technology transfer. 

If export restrictions are intended to protect sensitive technologies or to restrict mil
itary technological advances, rather than to be a component of "economic warfare," 
then the release of this level of technology is irrelevant to technology transfer. If, 
on the other hand, the purpose is economic warfare, to drive down the general 
economic productivity by strict or sporadic trade embargoes, then the maintenance 
of restrictions even on such well-understood technologies as are embodied in the 
ffiM PC may be valuable. The importance, both actual and potential, of trade, and 
by extension, of the frustration of trade, will be discussed in the next chapter. 

2. IBM PS/2 Models. 

From the standpoint of their use, the less powerful IBM PS/2 models are all but 
equivalent to the original Pc. They are good examples of various technological 
characteristics (such as packaging technology) that are less developed in Soviet 
industry than in the West, but the fundamental, determining technology is the 
microelectronics base. But as has been mentioned, the Intel 80286 and 80386 mi
croprocessors and complex peripheral chips either are in development, are outside 
of the planned future component set (and therefore will not be replicated), or are 
beyond current CEMA capabilities. If the last of these is the case, possession of 
examples of embodied technology based on these chips will be of little use in their 
reproduction. Certainly if a CEMA country has determined it needs examples of 
the chips themselves, these have been obtained in spite of any embargo. Again, the 
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basic point is that (1) the "pipeline" of the CEMA microelectronics inventory is 
narrow at its input, i.e., very little information to aid or influence microelectronics 
R&D can be taken from embodied technology like PCs that isn't readily available 
elsewhere, and (2) PCs are so critically a function of their microelectronics base 
that very little else is technologically critical. 

Certainly the process technology involved in PS/2 production is important, but that 
is not something to be learned from dissecting the product. There is every like
lihood that the CEMA has much to gain from the transfer of Western production 
technologies, including robotics and other fOims of computer-integrated manufac
turing, but that is a separate question, outside the scope of the current discussion. 

3. Apple Macintosh. 

Given the scales of the CEMA PC industries, i.e., given that current PC production 
levels are very low (in the tens of thousands of units), freeing up export of a product 
like the Macintosh might be thought to have a significant effect on CEMA planning. 
One might come to the conclusion that, since all CEMA production levels in the 
area of personal computing are low, the CEMA community might be fairly open 
to new options, especially where a particularly modem architecture is concerned. 
Indeed, when discussion is not strongly related to production, e.g., in statements 
coming out of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, the Soviets at least claim to be 
moving quickly to superior architectures, to leap-frog current limitations. On the 
other hand, the current low levels of production are symptomatic of a fundamental 
problem of putting anything into production. CEMA industry is becoming capable 
of modest production of mM PC-class systems, but no more. Where that has been 
realized (Hungary, Bulgaria), progress is being made. The polemics in the USSR 
over how architectures should be developed are interesting, but do not appear to 
be contributing to industrial progress. 

3.5 Diffusion 

One of the more visible examples of diffusion is the building up, with Soviet assistance. 
of the various small CEMA countries' microelectronics industries. In this case the USSR 
might be considered the source for technology transfer, i.e., the East European partners are 
acquiring Soviet technologies, but there is also strong evidence that the USSR is diffusing 
technologies initially acquired outside the bloc, moving toward utilizing the other CEMA 
members as secondary sources (essentially expanding its own supply, exactly as Bomstein 
uses "diffusion"), and in addition, may be establishing channels for future technology 
acquisition. 

Intel 8080 copies have been put in production in Poland (MCY 7880 [Chac83]), 
Czechoslovakia (MHB8080 [SchI8l]), and Hungary (8080PC [SchI83e]), and some oftrus 
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effort can be attributed to Soviet assistance [Vase79c] [Del081]. In addition, the Czech 
production of the Intel 3000 (MH3000) is probably directly linked to Soviet "second
sourcing" of the K589 [Roud83]. Czechoslovakia is also said to be starting small-scale 
production in 1988 of a copy of the Intel 8088 [Broc86b], which would make it the sole 
CEMA source (though the 8088 is only nominally different from the Intel 8086 or the 
Soviet K181O). 

A diagram mapping the introduction of CEMA microprocessors, plotted against 
time and with regard to the probable links from Western availability to CEMA imple
mentation, is given in Figure 3.1. 

The Soviets also are directly investing in the Hungarian microelectronics produc
tion plant. MEV's chip-production facilities were expanded with Soviet aid, Hungarian 
technicians were trained in the Kishinev "Meson" plant [Szab84], and, following the 
fire which destroyed much of MEV's manufacturing capacity, the Soviets have provided 
half of the capital for a new production venture, Intermos [Varg87]. This is not without 
compensation, which is to be in the form of countertrade. Because the Hungarian per
spective on microelectronics appears to be specialization in high "knowledge content," it 
can be inferred that Soviet investment in Hungary's microelectronics industry is aimed 
toward establishing a source for a more complex product than might be produced in 
the CEMA in general, and one that is perhaps more versatile than might be provided 
by Soviet industry itself. As Hungary enjoys a closer relationship to Western sources 
for microelectronics research than does the USSR, this might even be construed as an 
investment by the Soviets in an industrial center which it could not hope to set up within 
its own borders. 

The collection of CEMA microelectronics industries is also coordinated to some 
extent by specialization agreements, so the USSR is in a position to arrange for support 
from its partners. A sizable percentage of the components used by the weaker partners 
comes from the stronger, but the trade flows in both directions, and the CEMA partners 
may be of considerable help in the future, either in rounding out the Soviet inventory or 
in meeting special needs. 
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CHAPTER '" 

PERSONAL COMPUTING AS COMMODITY 

4.1 Introduction 

The three-component model of supply: foreign availability, foreign applicability, and 
domestic production, whose construction was begun in Chapter 3, is completed with 
the addition of trade and the capacity of domestic production to technology transfer and 
character of domestic production. 

Chapter 4 discusses both the domestic products, and their producers, and the al
ternatives to indigenous production. Section 4.2 introduces the most important personal 
computer models, with Section 4.3 providing an analysis of the organizational makeup 
of the production industries providing those models. As such, they will reference each 
other extensively. Section 4.4 discusses trade. Section 4.5 is then a summary of the anal
ysis presented in Chapters 3 and 4, of technology transfer, in conjunction with domestic 
production and trade, in the form of the three-component model. 

This chapter will conclude with a basic examination of the supply of personal 
computing within the CEMA community, and indicates how that supply determines many 
of the applications and issues detailed in Chapters 5 and 6. 

4.2 Scope of Coverage 

Beginning with this chapter, the discussion will narrow sharply to consider only three 
CEMA countries as case studies, two in considerable detail. This is dictated by the 
availability of source materials, time, and by the opportunities for field study. The 
examples considered, the USSR, Hungary, and Bulgaria, are largely representative of the 
remainder, and where necessary the other CEMA members are discussed as well. In 
many respects Hungary and the USSR bound (at the progressive and conservative ends, 
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respectively) CEMA progress in the accumulation and application of PCs. While this 
restriction of scope runs the risk of overlooking some developments, the approach is all 
but required for an initial study of this sort. 

4.3 The Personal Computer InventOr)' 

There have been three major development groups for personal computer architectures 
among the CEMA countries. These groups are (1) pre-PC architectures modified as or 
used unmodified in the place of Western-style personal computers, (2) IBM PC-compatible 
systems, and (3) various models incompatible with either of the first two groups. The 
last group is a sort of catch-all category, with no individual model standing out from all 
the others. 

Several of the CEMA countries have emphasized a particular group over the others. 
and this, coupled with choices made as to the degree of foreign reliance, has dictated 
both the character and success of their efforts to put PCs into application. The first 
group has been important almost exclusively in the USSR, and the second in most of the 
other CEMA countries. Soviet interest in the mM PC architecture has lagged the other 
CEMA countries, though it can be expected to increase. All of the CEMA countries have 
produced models qualifying for inclusion in the third group. The interaction of the chosen 
inventories with the investment in trade and technology transfer determines a country' s 
placement in the graphical reprsentation of tL, three-component model in Section 4.5. 

4.3.1 Elektronika 60 Descendants 

The previous chapter discussed the Soviet development of PDP-II-class machines. The 
Elektronika 60 architecture, the member of this class most relevant to personal computing, 
has been supplemented with more modem versions. 

The Elektronika 60, based on the K581, has been incrementally improved, as the 
Elektronika 60M and 60T, and its CPU has been exported for the construction of the Mera 
60 in Poland. As of 1984 the E60 CPU was described as the only microcomputer product 
exported by ELORG [Fore84]. The reason given for this was that "heavy competition" in 
personal computers discouraged export of Soviet PC products, but the lack of a legitimate, 
functional PC that the West would want had to be a factor. In any case, the Elektronika 
60 CPU describes a different sort of product. The Elektronika 60 series has very obvious 
applications for industrial and scientific processing, but it is not comparable with desktop 
personal computers as they have emerged over the course of the last half decade. 

A state reclassification of microprocessor-based system technology similar to the 
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revision of the integrated circuit nomenclature scheme which occurred in the early 1980s 
has been made. For this reason, the Elektronika 60 line is effectively "ended," with the 
architecture continued in a series of "MS" (for "Microprocessor System") machines. The 
classification scheme, detailed in [Yaku84f] is reproduced in part below: 

The designation of computer microprocessor hardware consists of four 
elements. The first element indicates that the product belongs to computer 
microprocessor hardware. The second element (the number) indicates the 
functional group in accordance with the classification. The third (a number) 
detennines the functional subgroup in accordance with the classification. The 
fourth (two digits from 01 to 99) indicates the ordinal design number. The 
total designation is written without spaces. 

In advertisement materials and on the front side of the panel, the desig
nation also contains the word "Elektronika." It should be noted that prior 
to 1982, designations were assigned without using this system (for example, 
the "Elektronika S5-21M", the "Elektronika NTs-31 "). 

Two digits (from 00 to 99) that are separated from the preceding elements 
by a period are used to designate various modifications on the base product 
in computer microprocessor hardware. 

A sample designation of a base numerical programming device with an 
ordinal design number of 60 is given below: 

MS 2 o 60 03 

Modification on the base product 
Ordinal design number 

Functional subgroup 
Functional group 

Indicates device belongs to computer microprocessor hardware 

The MS machines, MS 1201, MS 1211, MS 1212, and variants, range upward in 
capability from the Elektronika 60, though they are apparently compatible descendants. 
The functional group and subgroup identifiers for the MS 12XX systems are also specified 
[Yaku84f]: 

Digital computer system modules: processors (1); general purpose (0), 
minicomputers (1), microcomputers (2), specialized microccmputers (3), con
trol microcomputers (4), interactive microcomputers (5), processors (6), mi
croprocessors (7), operating devices (8), and other (9). 
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In this hierarchy, all of the MS 12XX devices are classified as (1) processors, sub
group of (2) microcomputers. The systems seen exhibited and described in the literature 
bear this out. The MS 1201.02 exhibited at the Moscow VDNKh was a single-board 
configuration with RAM, ROM and CPU, but otherwise unpackaged, and was suitable 
as the basis of a controller, or as the heart of a microcomputer system. 

The subsequent development of microcomputer systems on this hardware base, 
however, is far less a matter of record. There is some evidence that the MS processors 
are being used as the heart of general-use microcomputers and in more varied applications 
requiring built-in processors. References to later generation Elektronika 60 systems (60M 
and 6OT) and related NTs hardware (Elektronika NTs-SO-20) are more numerous, as are 
references to the DVK (dialog, or interactive, computer complexes), though the various 
DVK models may be based on more fundamental components, including Elektronika MS 
processor boards. The overall picture seems to be that, with the various components being 
both modular and incomplete as standalone systems, the end-user systems are comprised 
of several levels of hardware, e.g., a DVK-2M "interactive computing complex" may be 
an Elektronika microcomputer (MS or NTs) of a particular version, with the addition of 
peripherals and packaged as a unit. 

Analyzing the sometimes contradictory references (one source may equate two 
systems, while another gives one as the basis for the other), it appears that "DVK" is the 
highest-level, most complex configuration. There mayor may not be a strict matching 
of a particular DVK, e.g., "DVK-2M," with a subsystem. The subsystems are in all 
likelihood single-board computers, but, because of the nomenclature change defining 
"MS" systems, it is difficult to establish how many such systems there may be. In 
addition to the MS 1201 and related models, the Elektronika NTs series appear to be 
used [popoS4c] [Brus85] [Kon85] [Pran85] [pres85]. 

Bearing in mind the origins of the Elektronika 60 and PDP-compatible SM mini
computer systems, it would be hard to discard the hypothesis that all these systems rep
resent a common technology of PDP-ll-class hardware, which may be interchangeable. 
both in complete system application and as components in complete systems. 

This hypothesis is supported by the following, which was published by the editors 
of Mikroprotsessornye sredstva i sistemi (Microprocessor Technology and Systems), the 
first Soviet technical journal aimed at general application of this technology [Mala84]: 

From the editorial staff. The total number of "Elektronika 60" type 
modules that have been developed and are in series production, i.e. that are 
compatible in terms of interface, design and software with the "Elektronika 
60, 60M, 60-1, NTs-80-01D, NTs-80-01DM" and so forth is large, but there 
is no complete information on them. By request of the readers, the editorial 
staff is appealing to the developers with a suggestion to report information on 



similar modules in the form of the accompanying questionnaire. The total 
volume of material for one product is five pages of typewritten text. We 
request the authors to indicate their address and telephone number. 
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The questionnaire included nine sections, including a request for photos and block dia
grams, and suggests that while the organization of the component industry is somewhat 
chaotic, as a class the descendants of the Elektronika 60 may be both numerous and 
highly compatible. 

The BK-OOlO, discussed in the previous chapter, has reportedly been followed by 
new versions. All the same, the BK-OO 1 0 and its decendents can only be regarded as a 
terminal set of small machines, based on an inherently limited architecture. While it does 
make use of the Elektronika 60 instruction set, the modifications necessary to support PC 
functions (including the allocation of a large chunk of memory for screen management) 
render it incompatible with larger systems [Pol082]. 

-1.3.2 The IBM PC Architecture in the CEMA 

The IBM PC, for many reasons, has become the focal point for CEMA development 
of a Western-inspired indigenous product and shows signs of becoming the single most 
important architecture in the CEMA personal computer market during the rest of the 
1980s [Stap87c]. The reasons include the following: 

• The enormous popularity of the IBM PC, and its clones and compatibles, for general 
and advanced applications in the West; 

• The quick spread of the incorporated technologies among secondary sources outside 
of the COCOM community; 

• The relaxation of the COCOM restricted technologies list to permit the export of 
IBM PC-class machines; 

• The introduction of indigenous components (the Soviet K181OVM86, and antici
pated production of the Intel 8088 by Czechoslovakia); sufficient for production of 
a machine in this class; and 

• The desire for a CEMA-wide hardware standard for personal computers. Simply 
put, the Western technology has become both cheap and legally available (though 
generally available even before the relaxation of COCOM rules), and at the same 
time CEMA domestic capability has risen to the same level of technical complexity. 
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.... 3.2.1 The ES 18XX '"Program'" 

The use of the mM PC as a CEMA-wide standard has been discussed both in the Soviet 
technical literature, which partitions the main developments in microprocessor systems 
into Intel 8086/88-class systems and the PDP-II-class systems seen in the Elektronika 60 
successors, and in the emergence of a set of compatible systems under the ES nomencla
ture. Some confirmation has been obtained by following up this suggestion of a program 
with East European sources. The systems are designated as ES 18XX microcomputers. 
namely: 

• ES 1840, 1841 and 1842, produced by the Soviet Union [Rosh87] [Shar87] [Ntr88]; 

• ES 1830 and 1833, produced by Hungary [Salg86]; 

• ES 1831 and 1832, produced by Bulgaria; and 

• ES 1834, produced by East Germany. 

All the machines listed have been seen exhibited at trade fairs and standing exhibitions 
by the author. 

There are signs, however, that the program, if it indeed exists as a plan for intra
CEMA standardization, has a somewhat ad hoc nature. The Hungarian ES 1830 and 
1833 are known alternately as the Proper 16A and 16W, and were actually in production 
as these two models for several years prior to their "incorporation" into the ES 18XX 
series. Thus, rather than representing a specific design initiated by a joint plan, the 
two Propers were "co-opted" into the ES program. The Propers are first and foremost 
Hungarian clones of the IBM PC and have been produced in significant numbers by the 
SZKI [Gerg84] [Broc85]. The ES 1840, on the other hand, which was on exhibition by 
March of 1986, incorporates a non-IBM-compatible bus and board system: a photograph 
of the machine reveals what must be a backplane architecture with horizontally mounted 
boards. This implies a lack of hardware consistency across the program, but indications 
are that the machines do preserve IBM PC software compatibility. 

While the ES 1840 and 1841 seem to be original designs under those designations 
(while functionally duplicating the mM PC), in fact both of the Hungarian and Bulgarian 
pairs are actually renamed from other models first produced as domestic designs. Like 
the two Propers, the Bulgarian IZOT 1036 and 1037 have been renamed as the ES 1831 
and 1832, respectively. 

And while there is continued information from Hungarian sources on the Proper 
line ofPCs (the Proper 16A, 16G and 16W have all been introduced and specialized with 
graphics and/or Wmchester disk capability), there has been no new mention of their being 
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a part of the ES program. It may be that the ES label, in the case of both the Hungarian 
and Bulgarian machines, is an embellishment designed to make the claim for a genuine 
CEMA-wide personal computer program in the event that there is trade in such systems 
within the CEMA requiring a standard nomenclature. 

The ES personal computers may only be significant in terms of the particular mod
els. The Propers show the Hungarians to have already been committed to the cloning of 
IBM PC technology and are a few of several dozen different IBM PC-compatible models. 
The ES 1840 and 1841, on the other hand, are among the very first Soviet machines in 
their class and may represent the initiation of professional-class PC production. 

4.3.2.2 The Soviet IBM PC Compatibles 

Care must be taken to qualify any references to CEMA production of IBM PC (or any 
other model) "compatibles." In most cases it is not clear to what degree the system 
duplicates the original IBM PC standard, which has become very well established in the 
US. The ES 1840, as discussed above, is decidedly not hardware compatible to the point 
of interchangability of boards or components. It may be that some of the Hungarian 
PCs are. Software compatibility may also be in doubt, though a number of CEMA IBM 
PC compatibles have been seen running unaltered MS-DOS and Western application 
packages. These probably are for all intents and purposes proper IBM PC clones. A 
Bulgarian clone, the Pravets 16, which was closely examined at a Western trade fair, 
was found to be running a copy of IBM's BIOS (its proprietary I/O system) and ROM 
BASIC changed only to substitute Cyrillic for some of the text. 

A total of four Soviet PCs have claimed IBM PC compatibility. These are the three 
ES machines, and the Iskra 250 [Broc85] [Szam85k] [Broc86b] [Salg86]. Very little has 
been seen in the literature about the application of these machines, but they have been 
discussed at some length, though always in vague terms. The impression one gets is that 
each of these machines is in production, volume unknown, and that a few examples are 
in application, though they have not been showcased. 

4.3.2.3 Hungarian IBM PC Clones and Compatibles 

In Hungary, on the other hand, systems in the IBM PC class are numerous and in 
widespread application. According to Dr. Peter Broczko, and as of his September 
17, 1986 article in Computerworld/Szamitastechnika, there were a total of 11 PC models 
produced in Hungary and compatible with the IBM PC, as shown in Table 4.1. To this can 
be added the Proper 160, a slight modification of the Proper 16A/16W line, and a number 
of new systems appearing in the period up to 1987 since Broczko's survey: 420-XT. PXT, 
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Table 4.1: Hungarian IBM PC-Compatible Models [Broc86b] 
Year of Appearance 

1983 1984 1985 1986 (April) 
Proper 16A Proper 16W MXT Controll AT 

VT-16 Profi PC 
MAT 
East Star 
Microcontroll 86 
Varyter-XT 
Super XT 

PAT, PC620AT, Varyter-AT, Raab86XT, Raab86AT, Szamszov and the VPC II. The PXT 
and PAT are to be the designations for the mM PC/XT and IBM PC/AT-compatibles 
produced by the PerComp Association, which will be discussed shortly, and are to replace 
models like the MXT and MAT, previously produced by the association's constituent 
enterprises [Szau87]. The Hungarian PC market, including both mM PC-compatible and 
incompatible systems, is summarized in the equipment tables that comprise Appendix F. 

The diversity of the mM PC-equivalent supply is both unsurprising, given the 
economic environment, and a cause for concern for Hungarian policymakers. It is a 
product of the ease of importation through a wide-ranging and chaotic network. and the 
ability of even a small player to compete equally in the supply of PCs. For example. 
a plant visit in Taiwan resulted in the purchase by Elektromodul of 100 mM PC/ATs, 
which now form a substantial part of IBM PC/AT-class inventory [Taka86]. This was 
a very casual import, a sort of "catch as catch can" approach to trade. The Hungarian 
policymakers, through the National Technical Development Committee (OMFB), would 
prefer a more reliable and responsible mechanism for PC supply. This is discussed in 
detail in Chapter 4.5. 

4.3.2..1 Other IBM PC Clones and Compatibles 

There is considerable evidence to support a model of Poland as similar to Hungary, 
though less successful by a per capita measure due to economic conditions. IBM PC
compatible models have appeared in Poland in the same manner in which they have 
in Hungary. Comparable to the number of Hungarian firms importing PC components 
for assembly and sale, the Polonia firms, formed as joint enterprises between Polish 
emigres and domestic firms, have provided a substantial share of the PCs in use [Broc86] 
[Broc86b]. 
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East Gennany's Robotron must be considered as a special case among the CEMA 
producers. The mM PC-compatible ES 1834 was presented at the 1988 Leipzig trade 
fair, and appears to be constructed solely of CEMA components. Apart from the micro
processor (the Soviet K181OVM86), all of the components are probably available from 
East German industry. This is in contrast to the nearly universal reliance on Western 
components among the other East European countries. But apart from the ES 1834, 
there is no other East German IBM PC-compatible model. The A 7100 and A 7150. 
also constructed with CEMA components, are based on the same Soviet K 181 O-series 
microprocessor, but are purposely incompatible with the IBM PC. The A 71XX series 
is intended to have a modular system architecture, based on the 1-41 bus standard, in 
order to be more flexibly configurable [Kers87] [Mein87] [Sztc87p]. Notwithstanding the 
enormous growth of the mM PC-compatible market, Robotron is apparently perceiving 
a niche for these machines in the construction of CAD workstations and other special
purpose configurations. This decision has to be regarded as questionable, given the speed 
with which even complex workstation tasks are being taken over by "vanilla" personal 
computers in the West. 

Bulgaria has committed heavily to the IBM PC architecture. In addition to the 
IZOT models designated as ES program PCs, several other manufacturers produce IBM 
PC clones [Ftbi85] [Broc86b] [Szam860]. The most prominent computer producer after 
IZOT (and perhaps the most significant PC producer, given IZOT's position as a general 
producer of computers from mainframes down to office equipment) is the Pravets plant, 
located in the town of Pravets I outside of Sofia. 

".3.3 Additional S~'stem Architectures 

Along with the Elektronika 60 and IBM PC class machines, there are a few other sig
nificant personal computer models, in several distinct classes. More important than any 
individual model, however, is the general flavor and significance of the classes, in terms 
of providing a pool of personal computing resources. Only in the cases of the two major 
machine classes previously discussed is a basic architecture important enough to influence 
production policy. 

4.3.3.1 The Soviet Union 

The production of several 8-bit personal computer models (Irisha, Mikrosha, and others), 
creates a small pool of limited-use personal computers suitable only for educational use 

I Pravets, incidentally, was also the birthplace of Todor Zhivkov, the Bulgarian Communist Party General 
Secretary. 
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and simple computations [Bara85] [Yasm85e] [Ryab86b]. While there has been a fair 
amount of experimentation, with PCs being pieced together from available components 
at a number of institutions, this inventory is fairly insignificant. The PC models in this 
group are incompatible with each other, lessening their impact as a whole, and as a rule 
are not equipped with any of the peripherals (disk drives, printers) that would recommend 
them for more demanding applications in business or industry. 

There are a fair number of business-oriented computer systems (in a category of 
business equipment the Soviets call "orgtekhnika") in use. The Iskra 250, IBM PC
compatible mentioned above is only one of dozens of different Iskra models. but with 
the exception of the Iskra 250 itself this class of machines appears to consist of office 
systems that could only marginally qualify as personal computers. 

All in all. the Soviet personal computer inventory is small. Even Soviet estimates 
are no more than several hundred thousand PCs of all types in use in the USSR. and that 
probably includes CEMA and Western imports [Razm88] [Tate88]. A reasonable estimate 
of the number of domestically produced PCs suitable for general-purpose use, e.g., at least 
as powerful as the BK-OOlO, would be less than 100,000 units. The production volume 
of all domestic models outside the two major groups discussed above, the Elektronika 
60 and IBM PC class machines, is and will probably continue to be minimal. The IBM 
PC-compatible models have only just begun to appear, and it is accurate to say that the 
Elektronika 60 descendent microcomputers are to date the only group in known "heavy" 
production . 

.... 3.3.2 Hungary 

The more than 100 different personal computer models that have been produced in Hun
gary represent dozens of architectures. All of these have been produced using Western 
microprocessors or CEMA (Soviet, East German and Bulgarian) copies of Western mi
croprocessors. While the variation and volume of this production is significant to this 
discussion, the machine models themselves are less so. 

The largest number of models prior to the emergence of the mM PC-compatible 
systems discussed above were based on the Zilog Z80, or its East German equivalent. 
the U 880. Easily half of the models in production, and probably the largest share by 
volume, were Z80-based, but not necessarily compatible with each other. 

After the Z80-based models the volume, and therefore the market influence. of 
the domestically-produced PCs drops off sharply. Much more important, prior to the 
sharp rise in the production and import of mM PC-class systems, roughly till 1985, 
were small 8-bit models imported in large quantity from the West. The Commodore 
64, Sinclair Spectrum, and others were brought into Hungary in quantities sufficient to 
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strongly influence the domestic market for software and formed a considerable inventory 
of small PCs. Such machines, and their influence, have been criticized in the Hungarian 
press for discouraging some domestic development, which will be taken up under the 
topic of trade in Section 4.4. 

-1.3.3.3 Other CEMA Personal Computer Models 

Each of the other CEMA members produces personal computers, though none with the 
enormous variety offered by the Hungarians, or the strength of the Soviet Elektronika 60-
class line. Most models might be easily dismissed, however, because, like the majority 
of the Hungarian inventory up until 1985 or so, the majority are 8-bit PCs. 

Bulgaria is one of the countries where the inventory has settled rather quickly on 
a few basic models and where foreign architectures dominate. The IBM PC-compatible 
IZOT machines already discussed are matched by IBM PC clones produced by the Pravets 
Combine, which also produces Apple II clones in several models. While various other 
architectures have been pursued, and Bulgaria, like the USSR, has a major producer of 
"orgtekhllika" equipment in the IZOT combine, the Bulgarian market is predominantly 
comprised of these two architectures. 

Poland, like Hungary, has been a major importer of small machines like the Sinclair 
Spectrum. Poland has imported components for the domestic production of the Sinclair 
ZX81 [Lipk84] [Salg86] and has also designed follow-ons to small imported PCs in this 
class. Several IBM PC-class models using imported components have been produced as 
well. The Polish personal computer inventory is much like that of Hungary, though there 
are fewer distinct PC models. 

Czechoslovakia is one step farther from the Hungarian market in terms of the 
richness of its inventory, and only a few models that can be considered to be personal 
computers, all 8-bit machines, have been seen. Romania is likewise poor in its inventory, 
which is insignificant in the scope of this study. 

East Germany, specifically through its monopoly computer producer, the Robotron 
Combine, has a small but coordinated set of personal computer models, as part of a 
larger inventory of business machines. One 8-bit personal computer is produced by the 
Microelectronics Combine, which itself provides all of the East German microprocessors. 
Robotron microcomputers have been exported throughout the CEMA, but have been 
significant more as office equipment, and do not appear to making much of an impact 
outside as general-purpose personal computers of the GDR. Many East German small 
computer systems may be largely excluded from consideration, despite the fact that 
Robotron is one of the better-coordinated production enterprises in all of the CEMA. 
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4.3.-1 A Summary by Architecture 

The entire range of CEMA minicomputer and microcomputer production as of 1983 is 
summarized in terms of models per microprocessor "family," by country, in Table 4.2. 
as compiled by Dr. Peter Broczko. 

Table 4.2: Number of Microcomputer and Minicomputer Types Manufactured by the 
Socialist Countries According to the Functional Equivalent of the Microprocessors Used 
(as of 1983). [Broc83] 

Family Bulgaria Czech. Poland Hungary GDR Romania USSR Total 
Intel - 15 4 20 - 13 2 54 
Zilog - 2 - 18 17 1 - 38 
Motorola 16 - - 6 - - - 22 
DEC 8 2 3 7 9 7 10 46 
Other - 6 1 8 - 4 3 22 
Total 24 25 8 59 26 25 15 182 

The table includes both microcomputers and minicomputers because at the time the 
tenn "personal computer" was not in wide use in the CEMA. The inclusion of "DEC" as a 
microprocessor type should be noted. Most of the systems for this category would be SM 
minicomputers and the Elektronika 60-class Soviet microcomputers employing the PDP-
11 instruction set. This compilation, the product of Hungarian research, may be biased 
somewhat against Soviet products, which have been difficult to document, but appears to 
be fairly accurate for its time. The Intel devices mentioned would almost certainly have 
been imported Western or CEMA copies of the Intel 8008 (the GDR's U808) and 8080 
(the Soviet K580IK80), and generally not more advanced microprocessors like the 8088. 
which had been used in the IBM PC since 1981 in the US. (Any use of the 8086 or 8088 
would have entailed actual US devices brought into the CEMA illegally and would have 
been limited.) The Zilog microprocessor would have been the Z80, or GDR equivalent 
U880. The Motorola microprocessor was almost certainly an imported or Bulgarian-made 
MC6800-equivalent 8-bit chip, and not the later, and considerably more powerful, 68000. 

Updating the table for the late 1980s, there has been a substantial shift toward the 
use of Intel family devices. As of the end of 1985, the same Hungarian source reported 
some 40 separate models compatible with the IBM PC, that is, using either the Intel 
8086 or 8088, or its Soviet equivalent [Broc86b]. The number of IBM PC-compatibles 
has increased with each year, and now includes lliM PC/AT machines as well (based on 
the Intel 80286). Table 4.3 shows the lliM versus non-lliM breakdown for the CEMA 
16-bit PCs. 
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Table 4.3: Number of 16-Bit Microcomputer Types of the Socialist Countries By Year. 
[Broc86c] 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 Total 
(April) 

mM PC-compatible - - - - 1 13 24 7 
machines 
mM PC-incompatible 1 - - 1 6 4 5 -
machines 
Total 1 - - 1 7 17 29 7 

Appendix F lists all PCs and microprocessors identified during the course of this 
study, broken down by microprocessor. It is difficult to compare this statistic with 
the numbers in Table 4.2 for several reasons: this study more equally covers the CEMA 
community than has Broczko's research (especially as it has been able to build on his), it is 
difficult to gauge how the families in Table 4.2 compare to the more detailed breakdown, 
and, for a fairer assessment, many of the older models list in Appendix F should be 
"retired," though it is difficult to say which. Table 4.4 presents the two statistics as a 
single table, folding the various microprocessor families from the appendix into Broczko's 
categories. The first value in each row-column pair is Broczko's figure from 1983, the 
second is from the appendix. Eighteen machines listed in the appendix for which the 
microprocessor type was unknown were omitted. 

Table 4.4: Distribution by Microprocessor, Summary 

Family Bulgaria Czech. Poland Hungary GDR Romania USSR Total 
Intel -/17 15/23 4/26 20/36 -/6 13/14 2/12 54/134 
Zilog -/2 2/1 -/12 18/46 17/26 1/1 -/- 38/88 
Motorola 16/24 -/- -/- 6/13 -/- -/- -/- 22/37 
DEC 8/3 2/1 3/2 7/2 9/11 7/- 10/16 46/35 
Other -/7 6/- 1/1 8/4 -/- 4/- 3/5 22/17 
Total 24/53 25/25 8/41 59/101 26/43 25/15 15/33 182/311 

45 

17 

62 
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4.3.5 Production Volumes 

Very little is known about the actual production statistics for any CEMA PC model. 
Aggregate statistics are also difficult, often impossible, to obtain. Some estimates of 
the cumulative PC inventories in several countries have been encountered. But, while 
exact statistics are difficult to compile, a rough estimate can be assembled. Even more 
importantly, an examination of the PC as a salable product gives a perspective on how 
well what is being produced is satisfying demand. Following an overall assessment of 
production volume, a more revealing analysis of the PC as product can be made. 

All sources that have provided numeric values for single-model production, or 
plarmed production in the near tenn (within a few years), have given estimates below 
10,000 units. This applies across the board, throughout the CEMA community. The 
Primo, an 8-bit PC based on the East German copy of the Z80, was said to have reached 
a cumulative inventory of 3,000 as of 1985, the first PC in the CEMA to do so [Broc86]. 
It is fairly certain that no other PC in Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia or Romania 
had surpassed that figure by that time. It is possible that East German or Bulgarian 
models had, due to a rather narrow product range in each country. While it is likely that 
cumulative production of Elektronika 60 class microcomputers in the Soviet Union had 
passed that mark, no modem personal computer had done so by that time. As of the 
1988 Leipzig Spring Fair, a number of the manufacturers were indicating single model 
volumes in the few tens of thousands. 

When the focus is shifted from production volume to the sufficiency of the supply, 
the poor state of CEMA PC inventory is even more visible. Almost without exception 
PCs are delivered from production directly to application or are reserved months ahead of 
production. There is effectively no inventory of personal computers in reserve. Excep
tions to this rule have been the high-performance imports delivered directly to the retail 
market in Hungary, and, interestingly, at least one PC which "failed" in the Hungarian 
market. 

Since high-performance PCs entering Hungary from the West undergo a tremendous 
markup to several times the Western base price, and the economy penn its a fair level of 
entrepreneurial activity, such PCs can be expected to collect in an inventory of unsold 
equipment. Retail stores in Budapest have systems available, which has never been the 
case in the Soviet Union. An OMFB competition to guarantee the availability of 4,000 
mM PC/XT and PC/AT-class machines at a fixed price substantially below the retail 
price was faulted for failing to take into account an increase in demand that such a 
price ceiling would generate [Szau87] [Tomp87]. The OMFB has some influence in the 
Hungarian market through the establishment of subsidies, and has done so several times 
in the computer industry. It has been suggested that this competition would create a 
two-tiered market immediately, with a guaranteed base supply, and a more expensive, 
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and more realistic, market based on the past process of import and sale. It was also 
projected that some manufacturers not receiving the OMFB support would be driven out 
of the market [Sztc871]. 

The machine that "failed" was the Primo, which. while one of the most spectacular 
successes in its first few years, was superseded by more capable systems at the same time 
that production was increased. The last days of the Primo were fairly remarkable for 
an example of relatively advanced technology in a CEMA country; there was virtually a 
"fire sale," with the Primo selling at one tenth of its original price [Heti87]. The Primo 
debuted at the end of 1984, and the last Primo was sold by Elektromodul in August of 
1987 [Broc86] [Heti87]. The Primo had been identified as a technological "dead end," 
and had been faulted for its lack of color graphics and its incompatibility with other PCs. 

The two examples cited contrast with the perception that the CEMA community 
is starved to the point that any piece of PC technology will be employed, an impres
sion which, while it appears to be true in many cases, fails adequately to describe the 
Hungarian economic environment. 

-1.-1 Domestic Production 

4.-1.1 The Soviet Union 

Personal computer production in the Soviet Union is highly fragmented. as alluded to 
earlier, and personal computers are clearly not in the domain of any single ministry. Nei
ther is it clear that any single ministry could hope to cover PC production by itself, but a 
number have tried. Soviet PC production is characterized by: (1) no coordinated program 
(as yet), with (2) systems produced mainly by established computer manufacturers, and 
(3) minimal cooperation across major organizational boundaries, e.g., between ministries 
whose opportunities for collaboration would seem to be mutually beneficial. 

A simple method of analysis of the computer industry in general is to divide up the 
inventory by "ministry of origin," and to attempt to discern groups of systems in order 
to reveal trends and significant architectures. In the previous section the importance of 
the Elektronika 60-class architecture was raised. Working from an understanding of the 
ES and SM programs, and a few such significant groups specific to personal computer 
production, a rough sketch of the industry and its players can be drawn. 
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4..1.1.1 The Soviet ES Program 

The Soviet ministry responsible for production of ES systems is the Ministry of the Radio 
Industry (Minradioprom). The ES program is first and foremost the general-purpose main
frame production program, though it includes a few, important small systems. Obviously 
the ES 18XX pes fall under this program, but exactly what potential this subprogram 
has is difficult to say, given the minimal information now available. The Agat was also 
attributed to Minradioprom [Ek084] [Veli84] [Pran85]. 

4..1.1.2 The Soviet SM Program 

The Soviet ministry responsible for production of SM systems is the Ministry of In
strument Production, Means of Automation and Control Systems (Minpribor). The SM 
program covers most of the minicomputers and a number of microcomputers produced 
in CEMA. It should be noted that apart from the small systems discussed above for the 
ES program, a considerable number of PCs are wholly outside of either program, but 
many previously "independent" PCs have also been further classified with SM desig
nations. Whereas a few mM PC-class PCs have been given ES designations, that is. 
brought into the ES program after the fact, a fairly significant number of small PCs and 
microcomputers have been added to the SM pool. 

Production of the Elektronika 60 has been credited to Minpribor by several sources 
which link it and its variants to the Kiev VUM plant [Sov178] [Broc85] [Salg86]. While 
this would seem logical given its compatibility with the SM minicomputers, far more 
evidence points to Minelektronprom, the electronics ministry [Be1l82] [Stuk83] [Brus85] 
[Salg86]. That is indeed plausible, given that the Elektronika 60 is as much a system 
component as a system in its own right, and that the follow-ons, such as the MS-series 
microcomputers, are not stand-alone systems, but boards to be built into complete systems. 
Other sources also attribute the DVK models to Minelektronprom [Brus85] [Pran85]. 

There is then strong evidence that small system hardware spans at least three 
major production ministries, not including those ministries which have attempted small 
scale production for purely internal use, such as the Ministry of Higher and Special
ized Secondary Education (Minvuz). Minpromsvyazi, the Ministry of Communications 
Equipment Industry, is probably involved in computer system production as well, though 
no PC has ever been identified with this ministry. Exactly which ministries have claims 
to areas related to PC products is far from clear, though a lack of coordination seems 
apparent: 

Yet, when it comes to PCs, the writers are very quick to blame reliability 
problems which prevent their mass production. This could be put down to the 



fact that Minelektronprom, the most advanced of the four ministries involved 
in electronics [with Minradioprom, Minpribor and Minpromsvyazi], is not 
directly involved in the production of PCs. lbis points towards an uneven 
distribution of manufacturing technology even in the four main producer/user 
ministries of electronic components and equipment. [SneI86] 
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Both Minpribor and Minradioprom must rely on Minelektronprom for microelec
tronic components. While the mechanics of their relationship may only be extrapolated 
from the inventory and the devices seen in application, there is strong evidence that the 
relationship between the two major IC consumers and Minelektronprom could be char
acterized as distant in comparison to the Western processes to supply and application. 
As stated in Chapter 3, the Western supply appears far richer, with short-term flexibil
ity. And in addition to custom component suppliers, many of the computer producers 
produce proprietary ICs for their own use. lbis much tighter control over the character 
of the microelectronics supply reduces unknowns, letting Western suppliers assume more 
ambitious programs. Additional supporting evidence comes from the ICs used in Soviet 
mainframe production. While Western producers have used proprietary components to 
vastly increase system density, the Soviet ES mainframes are constructed with catalog 
components such as the K500 ECL series [Loef83] [Zam084]. 

Neither the ES nor the SM program now incorporates a major personal computer 
subprogram sufficient to make a case that either had become the dominant program for 
personal computer production. The ES 18XX program (or potential program, for lack of 
much in the way of evidence of progress) is apparently within the larger ES program. The 
casual observer might be struck by the similarity of that undertaking to the introduction 
of the original IBM PC by IBM, the world's largest mainframe producer and the Western 
model for the ES program. It is possible that that is no coincidence, and that for lack of 
a direction for PC development, Soviet planners chose the obvious. The Agat likewise 
seems to have been the product of a policy of blindly replicating Western successes. 
though the ES 18XX has a good deal more potential to amount to a series production 
program with successful Soviet replication of the Intel 8086. 

Most of the various PC models seen to date are very nearly useless in terms of 
providing industry with a model for mass production, and for that reason there is a great 
deal of incentive for a continuation of "business as usual" in the established computer 
production industry. That implies a warping of current production to fill new niches. and 
a great deal of neglect of the organization of necessary production outside the traditional 
areas. The "warping of production" is typified by the role being played by the Elektronika 
60-class systems as "interactive computing complexes" and the design of PCs through 
architectural modification of existing microcomputers (again the Elektronika 60, giving 
rise to the BK-OOIO). Neglect is illustrated handily by the incidents of failure or inability 
to initiate basic component production, as detailed below. 
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Based on the planned production of more than a million personal computers in the 
12th FYP, production of "a minimum of 10 million floppies [floppy disks]" was planned 
[Semy87b]. (That the actual number required would probably be much greater is yet an
other sign of programmed insufficiency in Soviet industry, a failure to realize the impor
tance of "secondary," or supporting, components.) The actual process of organizing this 
production is proving to be impossibly complicated, both as the project potentially cuts 
across ministry boundaries (such as the production of the magnetic medium by Minkhim
prom, the Ministry of the Chemical Industry) and because existing enterprises are unable 
to expand to accommodate the new capacity and new construction is being held up by 
failure to resolve questions of responsibility. V. Orlov, Director of the Management of 
Balances, Production Plans and Distribution of the GKVTI (All-Union State Committee 
for Computer Technology and Informatics), says that the personal computer "program" 
(that is, the focus on production needed to make 1.1 million PCs available, not neces
sarily a specific plan) has been entrusted to four different ministries [Semy87b]. This 
undoubtedly includes Minpribor, Minradioprom and Minelektronprom, with the fourth 
probably Minpromsvyazi, the Ministry of the Communications Equipment Industry. 

Minpribor, which was directed in 1984 to construct an enterprise for the production 
of floppy disks, could not do so. at least not as a base for expansion that would meet 
long-term needs. The problems of lack of production space in existing facilities were 
remedied by removing working production lines. and foreign imports were used to fill 
in gaps [Semy87b]. In fact. the statements made in the Soviet literature concerning the 
failings of the Agat, that it required too many imported components and that the BK-
0010 was to be a system designed for Soviet production capabilities, cut to the heart of 
one of the most critical problems: Soviet industry is not expanding to incorporate new 
technologies essential to provide component building blocks for PCs [Apin85] [Kogt85]. 
The imported components in the Agat system were not exotic subsystems produced only 
in the US and embargoed. nor did they require special methods for system assembly. 
They were components like floppy disk drives. in mass production even in the newly 
industrializing nations of the Far East. 

The proposed solution to the multi-ministry coordination problem is the Interbranch 
Scientific Technical Complex "Personal Computer" (MNTK PK). The first MNTKs were 
formed in 1985, and a total of twenty one had been created by 1987 [Prav851213] 
[Eg87d]. Each is a collection of organizations selected to address a specific technologi
cal problem in concert. MNTKs are to bridge across ministries, with Academy of Science 
institutes participating in the majority of cases, and with special dispensation from key 
state economic organizations like Gossnab (the State Committee for Material and Tech
nical Supply) [Izv850]. MNTKs are organized by the State Committee for Science and 
Technology (GKNT), wherever a technological need is seen [lzv850]. The GKNT coor
dinates the participants organizations, drawn from the Academy of Sciences, ministries 
and other state agencies, though recognition of an MNTK rests ultimately with the USSR 
Council of Ministers. In addition to the MNTK for personal computers, other MNTKs 
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have been fonned for biological technology (MNTK "Biogen"), reliability (MNTK "Ma
chine Reliability") and an assortment of other technologies. There is likely to be some 
overlap between the MNTK's, for example, work done in machine reliability is directly 
applicable to removing one of the major obstacles to PC production that now exists, 
namely the low volume and poor quality of the output of production facilities now used 
for PCs. 

MNTK PK was fonned with an Academy of Sciences institute, the Institute of 
Problems of Infonnatics (IPIAN), at its head. The director of IPIAN, the late Boris N. 
Naumov, acted as Director General of MNTK PK as well. Naumov had a high profile in 
the West, having been the subject of a lengthy interview in Datamation [Tate87]. Given 
the facts of the severe indigenous shortcomings, the new global market, and the attention 
paid to the USSR by the West in this area in the last several years, it is hardly surprising 
that Naumov should have desired a high profile for himself and the MNTK. Naumov had 
expressed a desire for joint ventures with the West in order to establish an initial base 
for coordinated Soviet PC production: 

The crux of the plan is to set up an international enterprise to develop and 
produce PCs. It will consist of the MNTK PK and one or two foreign finns. 
It will be a small enterprise, with an annual output of 10,000 PCs. This will 
not solve the problem of computerization, of course. But the enterprise will 
use the most modem electronics technology. in which we are farthest behind 
the industrially developed countries. Output per employee will be 10 times 
what it is at Soviet enterprises. [Vasi87] 

But such a plan is far less appealing to potential Western investors than direct purchases 
of pes, and to date no evidence of such an arrangement exists. The next section will 
discuss the state of trade negotiations between the USSR and the West, and suggest that 
the two sides may have fundamentally different intentions, precluding any substantial 
growth in East-West PC trade. 

While a number of MNTKs have shown some promise, MNTK PK appears to 
have achieved very little. This has been attributed to a lack of funding from the member 
ministries (Naumov claimed that funding has only come from the Academy of Sciences), 
and the fact that the MNTK has no facilities for its own research and development 
[Naum86]. MNTK PK has subsequently been made subordinate to one of the branch 
ministries (which ministry was not specified), for failing to adequately coordinate the 
capabilities of its member organizations [Eg87d]. 

Naumov himself died unexpectedly (of appendicitis) in June of 1988, and may 
this may have a considerable effect on the perfonnance of MNTK PK [Hebd88]. His 
successor at IPIAN, a far less prestigious figure, is considered unlikely to continue his 
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joint-venture efforts [Hebd88]. 

PC production, by all indications, remains fragmented among the several ministries. 
More importantly, none of the ministries appears to have even a single product that might 
serve as a focus for a new effort to consolidate the industry. The IBM PC-compatible 
ES models may be chosen for this role, and that would have to be attributed directly to 
the success of the mM PC on the world market. 

"A.2 Hungary 

In contrast to the Soviet Union, where the organizational divisions make the production 
environment more sector-oriented, Hungary has a large number of more independent 
enterprises involved in the production of both components and systems, with far more 
freedom to assume new production and with more choices for consumers and suppliers. 
At the same time, like the Soviet Union, Hungary is a centrally-planned economy, and 
many organizations show a substantial amount of government direction. The MEV (the 
Microelectronics Enterprise), for example, is the supplier of the overwhelming majority 
of domestically-produced catalog and custom integrated circuits. While the majority of 
the ICs used in Hungary are imported, the importance of a domestic capability to meet 
spot demand, and as a hedge against trade difficulties, makes government sponsorship of 
the MEV a clear strategic move. 

"A.2.1 The MEV 

The Hungarian Microelectronics Enterprise can be singled out among the components 
producers for the greatest attention, as it represents the single most innovative and mod
ernizing element in the Hungarian electronics industry. At the same time it is directed 
to a large extent by top-level policy decisions and is the state monopoly producer of 
microelectronics components. The MEV (and organizations depending from it, as will be 
discussed later) is also likely to be an important contributor in the future to the CEMA 
microelectronics supply. 

The MEV was established on January 1, 1982, out of several firms already involved 
in electronics production [Otle84c] [Schr84b]. As of 1984, the MEV had a work force of 
about 4,500 [Schr84b]. Showing evidence of a fair amount of government intervention in 
an economy that does pennit a large degree of autonomy, MEV was formed in conjunction 
with the central program for production of microelectronics parts (EKFP) established by 
the Hungarian Council of Ministers in December 1981 [Heti83b]. This program involved 
the investment of 3 billion forints (approximately $60 million), of which 1.8 billion forints 
were dedicated to forming a basis for domestic microelectronics production [Kocs84b). 
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The niche occupied by MEV is that of a flexible producer of low volume, relatively 
complex integrated circuits. While MEV produces a copy of the Intel 8080, as do all 
the CEMA microprocessor producers with the exception of Bulgaria and the GDR, and 
relatively simple 16 Kbit dynamic RAM chips, it may also be the sole CEMA source 
other than the USSR for semi-custom circuits. MEV produces so-called "BOAK" (its 
trademark acronym for equipment-oriented integrated circuit) components, including gate 
arrays of several hundred elements. This sort of circuit, along with the Soviet PLAs 
included as part of the K 1801 microprocessor series, permit a denser integration of a 
computer's logical sections on the circuit board, and the use of such circuits would 
allow for the replacement of multiple small-scale integrated and discrete components. In 
addition to capital supplied for the formation of MEV, the EKFP subsidizes courses in 
equipment-oriented circuits for engineers at the Budapest Teclmical University [Heti84]. 
The Hungarians have committed themselves to reserving this niche for semi-custom ICs, 
which they describe as incorporating a high "knowledge content." 

An accidental fire at a major facility of MEV destroyed a considerable portion 
of Hungary's microelectronics capability. The fire on May 5, 1986, which destroyed 
MEV's Foti Street IC production facility, caused an estimated I billion forints damage 
(later estimates give figures as high as 2 billion forints, or $40 million) and effectively 
halted series production of ICs by the MEV [Boss86] [Kocs86b] [Magh86] [Neps86b] 
[Toth86b]. 

Some of the slack in the industry was taken up by related enterprises, including 
those with pilot or research IC production lines. This case revealed much about CEMA 
industry; the severe breakdown in supply caused by the MEV fire made the resulting 
production slack and the industry response extremely visible. MEV production capacity 
had been described as some 120,000 wafers per year. In addition to MEV, the KFK1 
and Communications Engineering Cooperative both produce microelectronic components. 
The former is said to be capable of 1-2 percent of the volume of IC wafers produced 
by MEV, while the latter produces gate array circuits that could substitute for MEV 
components. And MEV itself is said to be able to restore production of 20,000 wafers 
per year by appropriating an experimental line for use in series production [Rede86]. 

Currently, a joint-enterprise project called Intermos is being funded by the USSR 
and Hungary as equal partners, both to compensate for the effects of the MEV fire and 
to increase investment in the Hungarian microelectronics industry. The initial investment 
is modest at 56 million forints (or about 5 percent of the loss in the fire), but represents 
a step toward a more substantial joint enterprise. As MEV is itself one of the two 
Hungarian participants, it is clearly a rebuilding on many of the structures already in 
place. The strong Soviet participation may reflect a desire for a capable and innovative 
IC production facility within the CEMA community, and one having better access to 
Western markets and information than could be attained within the USSR [Varg87J. 
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"' .... 2.2 Other Hungarian Component Producers 

Two other Hungarian enterprises deserve attention for their role in supplying components 
to the Hungarian domestic industry, and for their links to the rest of the CEMA. These 
include the Hungarian Optical Works (MOM) and Elektromodul. 

MOM is one of the most capable producers of disk drives (both flexible and Winch
ester disks) in the CEMA [Bbcw83p] [Broc83] [Kert84] [Szam84p]. MOM announced 
its first 10 megabyte Winchester disk in 1984, and exhibited the MW-lOOO, not at that 
time in series production, at the 1985 and 1986 Budapest International Fairs [Szam85£]. 
The series production and export of this disk drive was reported delayed a number of 
times, though it seems fairly likely that at least modest numbers of Hungarian-produced 
Winchester drives (in the several thousands) were available. But as of a recent trade fair, 
there are indications that hard disk production by the MOM may have been halted. 

The Elektromodul foreign trade enterprise is responsible for component import and 
export, and as such serves as a coordinated supplier for parts needs [Heti83b] [Mage84] 
[Impu86]. Elektromodul and MEV jointly formed Mikromodul, the foreign trade orga
nization which markets MEV's output [Fbpn85b] [Varg87]. 

"' .... 2.3 Major Hungarian Computer Enterprises 

Videoton is Hungary's chief computer producer, and is the Hungarian participant in the 
CEMA ES mainframe program. As such, Videoton has had considerable experience with 
computer design, and is a volume producer of computers and related electronics products. 
While Videoton has never been a strong mainframe producer, it has covered the entire 
spectrum of computer systems from small mainframes downward [Pa1m79b] [Kazh80] 
[Szam81l] [Lacz86]. But Videoton is also an example of an old guard organization 
subject to considerable pressure to conform 'to a new and different market. 

Videoton's personal computer-class systems range from one of the most ·powerful 
small machines produced in the Soviet Bloc to a small home computer-class model. The 
VT 32, based on the Motorola 68000, is a large, multiple workstation-serving system, 
with obvious application in office and engineering environments where a shared processor 
can be employed profitably. The VT 32 falls into the highest end of the microcomputer 
range, with the logical step up being a small minicomputer like those in the DEC VAX 
line [Broc86c] [Gerg86] [K86j]. At least one Hungarian enterprise (the KFKI) is in the 
process of copying the VAX, but the COCOM export controls have kept machines in 
that class from the Hungarian market in any numbers. The VT 32 does not appear to be 
more than a modest success. It is not in large scale production, but has been exhibited a 
number of times at trade fairs [Vert86]. 
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The TV Computer is the most interesting to this analysis, and is Videoton's entry 
into the market for home and educational PCs [lparS4] [LaczS6]. The TV Computer is 
one of the least expensive of Hungarian PCs, used with a television as monitor and with 
a cassette recorder for secondary storage. The TV Computer is expandable with plug-in 
modules, designed for use by nonspecialists and specifically targets the educational mar
ket. The TV Computer was singled out with the Primo and HT 10S0Z as the Hungarian 
machines most suitable for use in schools [OtleS6]. With the failure of the Primo, and 
with the HT 10S0Z being regarded as the least capable of the three, the TV Computer 
remains as the most suitable domestic PC for the low-cost school applications [MatyS7]. 
Like the Soviet BK-OOlO, however, the TV Computer represents a more or less termi
nal design, and should not be able to compete above this niche for cheap, minimally 
configured machines. 

In between the two in capability, the VT 16 is Videoton's entry into the IBM PC
compatible market. But here in particular Videoton is being squeezed out of the market by 
more flexible small producers [VertS6]. While it received a share of the OMFB subsidies 
for PC production, much smaller companies have done as well as Videoton in the PC 
market. Videoton has enough depth to be able to back out of the market: Videoton 
exhibited only terminals and other large system peripherals at the CeBIT trade fairs in 
Hannover, West Germany in 1986 and 1988. 

Videoton's position as a large producer suddenly beset by a host of new. alternative 
sources illustrates the issue of trade and foreign reliance, and the necessity for adapation 
from the larger CEMA organizations in the face of increased opportunities for trade. The 
discussion in Section 4.5 will try to generalize this to the entire Hungarian market, and 
relate what is happening in Hungary to what has yet to (and may never) take place in 
the USSR. 

No other Hungarian producer is oriented as heavily toward commerical computer 
and electronics production as Videoton, which has been called the Hungarian "Big Blue." 
A number of organizations (SZKI, SZTAKI and others) under the Hungarian Academy 
of Sciences (MTA) produce PCs to degrees ranging from support for in-house research 
to modest sales on the retail market. 

4.4.2.4 The Hungarian Enterprise Community 

The Hungarian enterprises, which are more like Western firms than they are like the 
Soviet ministries and subordinate organizations, compete with each other for various 
markets. While Videoton must be acknowledged as Hungary's most significant computer 
producer, it competes, often rather poorly, on the small-system market. And, while the 
country's enterprises are free to realize profits and market competitive products. there 
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is considerable opportunity for government intervention, and association between finns 
within a given sector. 

The most visible trend in the Hungarian PC market is the flood of IBM PC com
patible systems, either indigenously assembled or imported as complete units. Dr. Peter 
Broczko, on the staff of Szamitastechnika and its successor, ComputerworldlSzamitastech
nika, has provided yearly summaries of the professional PC-class market, and his surveys 
identify the substantial shift to IBM PC-compatible machines as occurring in 1984-85 
[Broc86] [Broc86b] [Broc86c]. Broczko estimates the trade in non-IBM PC-compatibles 
in 1986 at a mere dozen or so units (which is almost certainly an underestimate. as 
that must include both PDP-ll descendants and such specialized systems as the VT 32), 
with a volume of three thousand or more for the IBM PCs, PC clones and compatibles 
[Broc87b]. 

That trend can be credited with initially making small import and assembly finns 
profitable and subsequently spurring the OMFB to attempt to regulate imports via its 
supply contract competition in 1987. The OMFB competition, in tum, encouraged the 
fonnation of a consortium of small producers, as the PerComp enterprise, to let the 
participating small firms take advantage of OMFB support available only to the largest 
players in the market. 

The steps taken in the aftennath of the MEV fire also indicate the degree to which 
Hungarian enterprises are free to coordinate within a sector. In a market where production 
is not equal to demand, and where there is a strong desire to foster domestic microelec
tronics in order to reduce the need for further imports, all of the domestic participants are 
working together to raise the capacity. It is also clear that each of the participants expects 
to profit by its actions, but these actions seem to be fairly open, being both announced 
and dissected in the Hungarian press. 

-1.5 Trade 

4.5.1 The Soviet Union 

4.5.1.1 A History of Soviet Purchases of PC Technology Outside the CE:\It\. Com
munity 

The Soviet Union, despite some Western hopes to the contrary, has purchased very few 
personal computers from the world market. While there may be purchases which have 
not been accounted for, it is likely that the following two incidents represent all Soviet 
purchases of a substantial number of PCs outside of the CEMA community: 
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• The purchase of 4,000 (some sources say 10,000) Yamaha microcomputers from 
Japan's Nippon Gakki. These microcomputers, equipped with minimal peripherals, 
should be considered to be in the least powerful class of PCs, with a unit value of 
only a few hundred dollars [Brem85] [Sovi86]; and 

• The reported conclusion of an agreement to import some 100,000 ffiM PC-compa
tible personal computers from Novotec, a Peruvian firm. The transfer of PCs was 
to occur over a period of five years [Cope87] [Durr87]. 

It is also likely that personal computers have been received as part of continued 
purchases of office equipment and related products from vendors such as Wang and 
Olivetti [Ecot841] [Sbt84c] [Ecot85b] [Ecot85n] [Oliv85]. 

In a number of other cases, batches of less than 100 units have been obtained by 
various organizations or persons, an example being the 76 Atari-l30s that Gary Kasparov 
is reported to have requested and received for winning an international chess tournament, 
and which were then donated to a youth computer club [Yasm87c]. 

More important is what has not happened. Despite the anticipation of considerable 
sales following the lifting of some COCOM restrictions, the USSR has not made any 
high-volume purchases other than the two detailed above. Representatives from a number 
of Western finns have approached the Soviets hoping to conclude PC sale agreements 
[Beam85d] [Cris85] [Cw85] [Marp85] [Sbt85]. Apple's then CEO, Steven Jobs, and 
Apple's general counsel Albert Eisenstat went to Moscow to discuss marketing Apple 
products in the USSR. Nothing substantial appears to have come out of any of these 
negotiations [Mark85b] [Sang85]. 

The reasons for the lack of any incidents of high-volume trade are probably among 
the following: reluctance on the part of Western suppliers to take political pressure 
for otherwise legal technology transfer/trade actions; reluctance of Western suppliers to 
accept Soviet payment plans; inability of Soviet agents to meet Western payment levels, 
or; fundamental disagreement on the intended outcome of the sales. 

The first reason, while it might be expected to be a potential obstacle for sales by 
US finns like Apple, should not have deterred many of the other suppliers, particularly 
the West Europeans. That negotiations with West European suppliers were carried out 
would suggest that this reason alone would not be sufficient to have caused the nearly 
complete lack of subsequent sales. 

The second reason might be considered in the light of the Peruvian sale, and its 
outcome. The Peruvian finn, Novotec, agreed to provide PCs to the Soviet Union with 
delivery occuning over the course of five years and with its compensation coming from 
the Peruvian government. The Peruvian government, in tum, would receive countertrade 
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from the Soviets in the fonn of cash, cancellation of debt, and other fonns of payment. 
Such an option, while practical in the case of Novotec, might logically be expected to 
be less appealing to Western suppliers. In addition to the inability of a US company to 
act in the manner of the Peruvian government regarding international debt, the prospects 
of lengthy negotiations in the uncertain political environment existing between East and 
West would probably not be palatable. 

The third reason is very likely to be the most plausible, or the greatest contributing 
factor if multiple reasons hold true. The Soviet Union has always had difficulty in 
marshalling hard currency. While worldwide prices for PCs have dropped substantially 
in the middle 1980s due to the massive influx of clone and compatibles suppliers, demand 
in the West for personal computers is still high, and the Soviet Union is in no position 
to leverage price cuts, especially as there has never been an indication that initial sales 
might trigger substantial follow-on agreements (which themselves would require more 
hard currency exchange). With overall expected volume low, and with no incentive to 
discount initial sales in anticipation of subsequent sales, the Soviets simply may have 
been faced with prices outside of the range of their consideration. 

The fourth reason requires a reconsideration of some of the other reasons in relation 
to an entirely different product. A number of sources have indicated that the Soviets would 
like to purchase production facilities, and it could be that the crux of the negotiations 
was a Soviet intention to obtain such facilities (along the lines of Japanese equipment 
used by Bulgaria's Pravets plant). While sales of PCs might be acceptable, it is likely 
that most Western finns, and almost certainly any US finn, would balk at the political 
ramifications of the transfer of technology represented by the sale of a manufacturing 
plant for PCs. Again, the plan for compensation to the Western supplier might also be 
a consideration. Because the establishment of a production facility is a lengthy process, 
involving considerable investment in capital and personnel, and bearing in mind potential 
changes in political climate, any predilection for shorter tenn, surer profits, would make 
a Western firm tum away from such a venture. 

4.5.2 Hungary 

Hungarian trade in PCs and PC-related products can be separate.d into "fonnal" and 
"infonnal" trade. The fonner refers to the traditional concept of trade, i.e., purchase 
of the commodity in the West by a reseller. The latter refers to what has actually 
been a substantial flow of hardware and software into Hungary in the hands of private 
citizens, purchased abroad or purchased from foreigners visiting Hungary. There is some 
overlap as well, where small retail firms sell components brought over the border in small 
quantities. In contrast to the Soviet Union, Hungary has had considerable experience with 
a large volume of personal computers delivered by small-volume sources, ranging up from 
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individuals to modest retail stores, in addition to more substantial sales via distributors. 

The largest source of formal trade in PCs has been through the sale in fairly large 
quantities of microcomputers below the COCOM performance limits. This includes such 
PCs as the Commodore 64 and follow-on models, and various European PCs such as the 
Sinclair Specnum. 

It is possible that informal trade has delivered an even larger quantity of PCs into 
the Hungarian economy. While estimates of the number of "professional class" personal 
computers available from both imports and domestic production are in the several tens 
of thousands, estimates of of the number of "home computers" like the Spectrum, owned 
by individuals, range up to 80,000 units or more [Neps86]. 

The subject of tariffs, introduced in the previous section, is applicable to trade in 
both finished and unfinished systems, and to both formal and informal trade. An import 
tax was established in 1983, and there have been subsequent revisions, to attempt to 
influence the importation of Western finished PCs. The intention of Hungarian policy
makers, faced with a limited supply of spendable currency, was to ensure that currency 
spent abroad by private parties, and by Hungarian finns dealing with the West, returned 
a more useful supply. There have been a number of discussions about the unsuitability 
of many of the home computer models obtained abroad for more demanding uses in 
small business, where PCs might be expected to return some of the economic investment 
represented by the outflow of hard currency. 

Components also have been the subject of some concern. Hungary, as one of the 
smaller CEMA members, must rely on imports, particularly in microelectronics, to supply 
domestic producers. Even with the output of MEV, Hungary must import a considerable 
portion of its supply. Prior to the 1986 fire, MEV was reported to be producing 150-
200 different integrated circuit types, with Hungarian equipment manufacturers requiring 
around 3,000 different types of IC components [Heti83b] [Tomp84]. Additionally, a 
large percentage of MEV's output is exported to CEMA countries to balance imports. 
Laszlo Pal, head of the OMFB's Department of Computing and Automation, claimed 
that Hungary supplies about 20 percent of its own microelectronics needs, and that the 
remainder is selected from the "best and cheapest" available outside Hungary. 

4.6 The Three-Component Model 

The three-component model for supply covers the spectrum from purely imported to 
purely indigenous sources for supply. The components are as follows: 

1. The desirability/capability, from a purely economic perspective, of importing; 
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2. The influence of foreign technology on the domestic industry; and 

3. The forces for autonomy in the domestic industry. 

The model provides a basis for the study of both trade and technology transfer, 
since both activities serve to advance individual components, or permit the mutation of 
conditions favorable to one component into increases fostering others. In addition, the 
model allows for the examination of various features of the target economy and their 
impacts on the components. 

In [Born85c] the definition of technology transfer is fleshed out with a description 
of "embodied" and "disembodied" technology, the former facilitating the transfer of 
technology through importation of products embodying the technology, as in a complete 
PC system. The latter refers to the description of the technology in teclmical works, 
product documentation, and other nonphysical manifestations. Such a distinction is a good 
one, and the discussion of technology transfer to follow will observe it. [Born85c] also 
makes an appeal for the use of embodied technology as technology transfer, regardless 
of any consideration of replicating the technology, that is, the Soviet use of a personal 
computer system it could not itself build would be regarded as technology transfer even 
if that system were never used by Soviet industry to enhance its own capability to 
produce like systems. This will not be considered as technology transfer in the subsequent 
analysis of the three-component nature of the supply of PC technology. Such use more 
appropriately falls under the topic of "trade," with "trade" and "technology transfer" 
being distinct processes each with an effect in the model. 

The briefest sketch of the model places trade and technology transfer into the first 
and second components, respectively, with the third defined by an analysis of the domestic 
industry capability. The model is without question much more complex, as the effects 
of policy, both internal and external, and a whole host of social and economic features 
are taken into account. The following considerations represent three of the many details 
in the larger picture: 

Export controls diminish the options in the first and second components of the model; 

Trade tariffs can be considered as similar to export controls, though imposed by the 
technology-receiving country and affecting trade more than technology transfer. 
Hungary provides an example of the effect of tariffs on the personal computer 
industry; 

Import quotas (upward limits) are again similar to the previous features, and are also 
seen in the Hungarian economy. 

All three considerations modify the first two components of the model, with the sub
sequent effect of making options in the third component more or less attractive. As 
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technology embargoes are imposed by external players, they can be represented as some
what constant forces in the model, though it is possible to "lobby" for the easing of 
restrictions, and economic actions by the target countries can serve to make embargoes 
more likely, though embargoes have not generally been proposed purely as economic 
warfare. (It is not in the scope of this discussion, for example, to attempt to link the 
discussion of Soviet trade to Soviet foreign policy.) Tariffs and quotas can be used to 
modify the flow of trade. The Hungarian examples illustrate both the use of quotas to 
inhibit an excessive reliance on imports, with the intended effect of spurring indigenous 
industry in the production of components, and the relaxation of import tariffs to make 
importing of finished personal computer systems (by individuals) more viable. When the 
entire range of features and effects is considered, it is possible to flesh out the model to 
the extent that general trends can be identified out of their cumulative effect. 

The Soviet desire to purchase PC production facilities is decidedly with the intention 
of overcoming severe production deficiencies; the Soviets are tentatively looking for 
Western assistance to build up their industry. Should that occur, it is plausible that 
this will have minimal subsequent effect, perhaps even a detrimental effect, on Soviet 
imports of finished PCs. There may, however, be a substantial effect on the Soviet 
domestic industry. If the Soviets were, for example, free to acquire production facilities 
for IBM PC-class machines, with minimal adaptability to the production of indigenous 
designs, there would be a shift in the product supplied. This might in tum result in 
increased imports of ffiM PC-compatible software. 

On the other hand, the establishment of a modest supply of such PCs might en
courage increased import of compatible machines from the West. That, in tum, depends 
on the expectation of an uninterrupted supply line. Current COCOM restrictions on PC 
embodied technology are drawn at a line in the mid-range of the IBM PC-class machines 
(and well above all of the older, pre-PS/2 models). If those restrictions can be expected 
to hold steady or progressively ease as Western technology continues to advance, e.g., 
if the CO COM decision is simply to maintain a sliding window ensuring a constant lag 
between the inception in the West and (legal) availability in the East, then the CEMA 
countries can reasonably anticipate an uninterrupted supply. That is likely to be the case. 

It is also interesting to note at this point that there is a strong unidirectional nature 
to the flow of trade and technology between East and West in the area of personal 
computers; almost without exception the CEMA countries are consuming Western PCs 
and related products, with the countertrade occurring in other areas. Several years ago, 
during a worldwide shortage of dynamic RAM ICs, one US importer claimed that Soviet 
industry could make up the difference and could export the basic components of PC 
technology to the West [Walt84J. It is quite clear now that the USSR is struggling 
even to achieve a level experienced in the West almost a decade ago. The technology 
flow debate really centers on the extent to which the CEMA community will absorb 
Western technologies, and to which it will provide unique, indigenous solutions, either 
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because Western products are Wlavailable (meaning, generally, unaffordable), or through 
an active effort to encourage domestic capability. The plans for the latter do not now 
seem to indicate the CEMA community will be able to return new PC technologies or 
processes to the West. 

Two positions, nearly diametrically opposed, set up the extreme ends of the range of 
the potential effect of the Western supply on CEMA indigenous industry planning. They 
are (1) a pragmatic assessment of the sheer weight of the influence of Western industry 
on the smaller CEMA economies, espoused in a number of Hungarian editorials, and 
(2) a rather idealistic anticipation of an self-isolating, leapfrogging surge in domestic PC 
capability, being advanced by some Soviet theorists. One of the most optimistic Soviet 
statements was put forward by Aleksandr Vasil 'yevich Palagin, Deputy Director of the 
Institute of Cybernetics of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences (a pioneer institute in 
Soviet computing), in an interview for Rabochaya Gazeta [Tert86]: 

... Yes, the gap [between East and West personal computer supply] is 
deeply, deeply serious. To overcome it, it is not enough just to make use of 
the best of the outside world's experience, we have to propose new, original 
solutions. 

Palagin: First, we have to create our own concept of the Pc. 
Even here, Soviet science and technology policy has been based on the 

socio-economic superiority of socialism to capitalism. A socialist COWltry 
with its planned economy, for example, has no reason to create, as in the 
capitalist world, more than three hundred different designs for a PC. 

We have succeeded in implementing the idea of flexible PC architecture. 
For each line of machines we have created a universal base, and the other 
components have been designed in the fonn of easily connected modules. 
What you get is something like a tractor chassis, which with a simple change 
of attachments can be quickly transfonned into machines of very different 
purpose: a bulldozer, an excavator, a loader, etc. 

This concept on the part of the scientists at the Institute of Cybernetics 
has had a double effect. First, the updating of each model does not require a 
radical retooling of the industry-the modular components will change step
by-step without affecting the "skeleton" of the design. For this reason the 
average time to obsolescence of the typical Soviet PC model will be 10-15 
years, not 2-3 years, as it is among our competitors. 

Second, by cha."1ging modules, we can satisfy our customers' most varied 
demands in the different fields of the national economy: for one-a "bull
dozer," for another-an "excavator," for a third-a "loader," that is, we can 
orient the PC towards different professional applications. 

From this comes the term "Professional PC." 
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This sort of "flexible" architecture, however, has not yet been evident among the 
few machines brought into production. Before solving the problems of system diversity 
and obsolescence, it will be necessary for Soviet industry to solve more basic problems 
of production and support. 

The Hungarian experience, on the other hand, has been that as a minor player. it 
has been unable to compete with any indigenously developed architecture. Indeed, it is 
even uncompetitive in the reproduction of Western developments. And while the OMFB, 
the state committee responsible for technology policy, has openly attempted to encourage 
domestic production, there is considerable dissent. Consider the following interview with 
Gyorgy Jani, Deputy Director of the Elektromodul trading company, in reference to the 
OMFB-sponsored competition to provide PCs from component import [Vert87c): 

... Are you certain that this decision supports domestic manufacture? Do 
not get angry at the interruption. but when I talked with Gabor Szeles, presi
dent of the PerComp Association, about the OMFB competition his objection 
was precisely that if only the state would give this amount of support it would 
aid not only the domestic spread and development of computer technology 
but also the creation of a background industry. Nor did Janos Kazsmer, 
director general of Videoton, find this competition to be production-centric; 
according to him the goal of the economic policy people participating in the 
decision was that the expenditure should be paid back in the sphere of ap
plications and this is why everything else became secondary, why everyone 
received a morsel of an allotment sufficient for the import of 4,000 personal 
computers. So it seems that according to the producers the result of the 
competition is not production centric, and they consider this bad. 

Jani: It may be that the decision was less production centric for the manu
facturers than they would have liked. But this is natural, because they are 
producers. In my opinion the decision was much less market centric than 
it should have been. The production which the manufacturers would like 
cannot be realized economically in Hungary, and with us the user always 
pays for what is not economical, the product will simply be more expensive. 
And in Hungary today the key question on the PPC front is cheapness! And 
outstanding quality linked with it. This can be achieved today in the Far 
East-one can get outstanding machines cheaply. Of course the producers 
know this too; they should not aspire to innovation excessively. What they 
produce is a good bit less than what they "haggle" over. And why should 
manufacture be forced when it is not even true that we will be learning some 
culture which we were previously unacquainted with? If we have deficien
cies in the area of some culture it is precisely in the area of profitable use. 
In my opinion the intellectual and physical energy should be invested in that. 



and we could even call it an innovation if we taught the sensible use of com
puters to all organizations and individuals. We should use imported cards to 
assemble here machines which satisfy user needs; this could be another area 
for innovation. But to keep soldering away? When this makes the machines 
not only more expensive but also more unreliable?! Let me emphasize it one 
more time: Import is safer and cheaper! 
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Thus are presented the two ends of the spectrum, from a strategy of intentional 
divergence and reliance on indigenous industry, to a perhaps more realistic usage of the 
efficiency of external markets. Without a doubt these represent extreme views, though 
the Hungarian potential position of relying almost exclusively on component and system 
imports is acknowledged by many Hungarians, including those in positions overseeing 
domestic production [Vert86]. 

The Soviet position above argues for a serious commitment to domestic R&D, and 
quite possibly an investment in domestic production to the exclusion of many imports. 
Were the Soviets, for example, to mandate the widespread use of only such modular 
systems, and such a decision could be "enforced" through a refusal to fund the required 
support facilities (software, service) for nonstandard systems, the importation of PCs from 
the world market would be even less effective than it is now. Should Hungarian policy 
slide toward emphasizing import over domestic production, with attention given toward 
domestic innovation in applications. there may be a substantial shift toward software 
production. It is less likely that this would result in Hungary's acquiring a greater influ
ence in the CEMA in terms of export of computer application software, and application 
expertise, but such is possible. Regardless, such a Hungarian decision would serve as an 
example for other of the smaller CEMA members regarding the capability of basing an 
industry on Western supply. 

The purpose of the three-component model is to illustrate the range of options 
available to the subject economy with regard to policy in the trade, transfer of technology 
and domestic character of the provision of PC resources. That is accomplished by fitting 
existing policies and practices, and actions under consideration, into the three components, 
linking relevant pieces and suggesting resulting effects. The analysis across three CEMA 
environments also allows for the use of one to suggest a potential direction for another, 
e.g., import decisions made by Hungary, and examined in the context of the model, might 
serve as potential options for the Soviets. 

The three-component supply model also serves as a frame within which the peculiar 
nature of the current Soviet supply situation can be fitted. The Soviet Union, far more than 
any of the other CEMA members, is imparting a strong domestic flavor to its personal 
computing industry, as a direct result of a strong reliance on domestic supply in the past. 
which has been translated into a dominance of domestic suppliers in industry planning. 
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It is not quite correct to say that the USSR has had a healthy industrial growth 
that is leading into a capability for personal computer production; clearly the production 
statistics presented in Section 4.2 reveal significant problems. But the Soviet computer 
industry is strong enough to be reacting along alternative paths, to produce a hybrid 
product. 

Prior to the recognition in the USSR of the personal computer as a new and dis
tinct class of digital computers, in both role and composition, Soviet industry emphasized 
three classes of general-purpose computers: mainframes, minicomputers, and microcom
puters. Even so, microcomputers themselves were presented more as an extension of 
minicomputer systems downward into the role of installed controllers, and as tools for 
process automation. This is apparent both in the manner in which the production of dig
ital computers was partitioned among participating Soviet organizations (the assignment 
of the ES and SM programs to Minradioprom and Minpribor as separate but roughly 
equal, and marginally compatible, programs), and in the strong resemblance of the major 
microcomputer systems to minicomputer predecessors. 

Since the demand for personal computing in the Soviet Union is, in comparison 
with the West, largely dictated by economic plan rather than through the market success 
of preliminary machine architectures, there is considerable incentive to make only minor 
accommodation where necessary, and to employ established practices wherever possible. 
The simplest solution from the position of the organizations engaged in supplying sci
entific, industrial and business mini- and microcomputer systems, is simply to skew that 
production to overlap the areas now being identified with personal computing. 

Personal computer quotas have been established in an attempt to spur the industry. 
however; a figure of 1.1 million personal computers produced domestically by the year 
1990 is the most prominent to date [Coop86] [Naum86] [Tryb86n] [Tate88]. That focuses 
more attention on an identifiable body of personal computers, rather than on a given level 
of computer support which might be applied in PC applications. While a multiple-terminal 
configuration based on a conventional minicomputer architecture would serve the needs of 
an office environment, such a configuration could not be lumped into the body necessary 
to meet the physical requirements of the PC quota. The quota is therefore an incentive to 
advance new designs more "countable" towards the quota. The Elektronika BK-OO 10 may 
be an early example of such a machine, cobbled up with existing components, patterned 
on an existing architecture, but barely adequate as a stand-alone personal computer. 

It is far too early to predict the extent to which the increased opportunity for 
entry and exit will increase the effectiveness of the domestic portion for Hungarian 
personal computing supply in the three-component model. The Hungarian experience 
with new economic mechanisms, however, serves to illustrate some of the potential gains. 
Legislation was enacted to permit the formation of GMKs (economic work associations), 
small, flexible cooperative units. The GMKs were in many cases formed from ex-
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employees of the larger finns (similar to US entrepreneurial corporations like Amdahl, 
and Steven Jobs's NEXT), and as such could be considered as a drain on some of the 
intellectual resources from the traditional economy. The assessment of GMKs in the 
Hungarian literature is mixed; in a number of cases GMKs have been cited as being 
incapable of meeting consumer needs for service, etc. In other ways GMKs have served 
to fill in niches for a more complete economic machine. And in one case of particular 
importance to the Hungarian PC industry, GMKs have been unified to form a larger 
corporate group to gain some advantages. PerComp was formed in 1987. by six GMKs 
and a trading company. including the Instrument Technology Cooperative GMK, one of 
the most successful PC producers which was formed to provide ffiM PC/XT/AT clones 
through the assembly of foreign components. The reason for the formation was the 
organization of a Hungarian government "competition" for the guaranteed provision of 
PCs to the economy. 

-'.6.1 A Graphical Representation of the Model 

The three-component model may be sketched graphically, along with values for the rel
ative "intensity" of PC developments in each of the CEMA countries. In the graph 
(Figure 4.1), the degree of indigenous versus foreign reliance is plotted along the hor
izontal axis. That value is a one-dimensional representation of the three components. 
though the components also contribute to the formation of a value for intensity. The 
measure for intensity (an aggregation of the technological capability of PC products, 
and the strength of domestic production/import efforts) is plotted along the vertical axis. 
Intensity is scaled toward a per capita measure, to rate the smaller CEMA countries fairly. 

Note that intensity incorporates both technological capability and effective pro
duction and import capacity. Therefore, while the Soviet Union is arguably the most 
advanced CEMA country in terms of technology and industrial breadth, its lag in placing 
PCs in wide application reduces its intensity value. On this scale, the US would lie 
somewhere to the left of center, as the greatest technological innovator in the PC area, 
though perhaps to the right of the Soviet and East German data points, as a result of the 
increasing importance of imports of finished systems and components. The US intensity 
might also be evaluated as being several orders of magnitude higher than the CEMA 
leaders, though exact comparisons are difficult if not impossible. 

4.6.2 Placement in the Graph 

The following considerations were particularly important in placing the CEMA members 
within the graph: 
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Figure 4.1: Intensity and Balance: A relative scaling of personal computing development 
and acquisition in the CEMA community. 
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• Only the Soviet Union and East GeImany have largely self-supported industries. 
justifying placement to the left of center. The center line does not describe a fOIma1 
boundary between total self-sufficiency and the need to import, but rather what 
might be teImed a "healthy" balance of the two, bearing in mind the capabilities 
of the country in question. Bulgaria, as a small country, must import a fair amount 
of its technology, and its placement closest to the center is meant to indicate what 
appears to be a reasonable compromise. East GeImany and the USSR, despite their 
often heavy reliance on US research and development, may even be said to occupy 
a position to the left of the US because of their greater isolation from the growing 
world market. 

• Distance from the center line is not necessarily bad, but in most of the cases 
shown that is true. In particular, East GeImany appears to be isolating itself from 
Western standards, standards which are being embraced more willingly by the other 
CEMA members as time passes. Such isolation may diminish the opportunities for 
East GeIman PC export and collapse the industry further into itself. Hungary and 
Poland are placed far to the right on th~ basis of their almost frantic absorption of 
Western finished products. The US may be inserted in this graph somewhere to 
the left of the center line. As it continues increase its use of world sources. such 
as finished systems from Korea and Taiwan, the distance from the center line will 
decrease. While that could be considered bad from a position of trade supremacy 
and maintaining an overall trade balance, such a development can in other ways 
be called good for the growth of personal computing in the US as a whole. 

• While the Soviet Union has reached respectable levels of technical proficiency. e.g., 
with its dense integrated circuits only moderately lagging world achievements, it 
has all but failed to introduce PCs into wide use. The higher per capita level of 
PCs in less indigenously capable countries like Hungary, though a result of foreign 
reliance, serves to push up their intensity values relative to that of the USSR. 

• Hungary is arguably in the best shape as far as providing PCs with a high level of 
utility in sufficient quantity. The fOImer is achieved on the strength of the ongoing 
shakeout of non-standard equipment, and an emphasis on ruM PC compatibility. 
On the other hand, Hungary is most severely feeling the strain of reliance on 
imports, and even though its intensity of PC acquisition and application is high 
relative to the rest of the CEMA, it is at the cost of an increasing economic deficit. 

• Czechoslovakia is more or less stagnant, with very little in the way of indigenous 
development (and that being of very low-capacity systems), and only minimal 
imports. The level of activity in Czechoslovakia is easily an order of magnitude 
below that of Hungary. 

• Poland is similar to Hungary, with a considerable proliferation of personal com
puting infoImation, and a range of systems, largely from import. But with less 
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access to the West, and a poorer base economy, its intensity measure falls consid
erably below that of Hungary. In the graph, Poland is ranked as roughly equal to 
Bulgaria. The rationale for this is that while PCs are widespread in Poland, they 
are rather chaotically selected from all the world market can provide, and Bulgaria 
has probably achieved a greater utility with a smaller set of standard models . 

• Romania is omitted from this graph entirely. Despite a few exhibited PC models, 
Romanian production, acquisition and use of personal computers appears to verge 
on the nonexistent. 

Three pairings of similar situations may be made, each with a "success" and a 
"failure:" the USSR and East Germany, Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia, and Hungary and 
Poland. In the first set, the emphasis is on self-reliance, to the point of self-isolation. 
Though the two are located relatively closely on the graph, the USSR must be perceived as 
the "failure." In terms of per capita availability of personal computers, and the realization 
of production levels given the technological capability shown, the USSR has failed to 
keep up. Both Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia ~ave had the opponunity to draw from both 
CEMA and Western sources for products and technology, and have non-trivial computer 
industries. But while Bulgaria has quickly struck a fairly balanced position on modest PC 
production, Czechoslovakia has remained inert. Hungary and Poland are similar in their 
approaches to mass absorption of Western technology. But Hungary's closer relations 
with its nearest Western neighbors, the momentum derived from a considerable mass 
of increasingly compatible PC systems, and an economic flexibility afforded by new 
organizational possibilities make it the "success" of the two. 

In addition to comparing pairings of "like" players, it is possible to compare starkly 
differing strategies. In this initial study, only a coarse analysis of the situation repre
sented by the model may be made with confidence. Considering just Hungary and the 
Soviet Union, the following may be said: The Soviet Union is far more reliant on in
digenous sources for resources than is Hungary, and they represent in many ways the 
polar opposites as far as a willingness to commit to a dependence on sources of supply 
outside of their control. Such a dependence has been dictated to Hungary; there is no 
way that a country the size of Hungary could be expected to embrace more than a small 
portion of the necessary sub-industries. Current Hungarian government policies seem to 
be aimed toward diminishing the degree of reliance on foreign sources, in order to slow 
the outflow of hard currency, though they seem equally oriented toward making sure that 
what is absorbed from the West is more appropriate. At the same time the case can be 
made that the Soviets are depending far too little on foreign sources, that is, that they 
are at great cost duplicating already available commodities, and failing to choose more 
cost-effective alternatives readily available to them. 
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-1.7 Summary of Technologies and Commodities 

The most visible policies and trends in CEMA PC supply may be examined against the 
three-component model, to summarize their emphasis on domestic, transferred, or foreign 
support. Clearly, the Soviet Union and Bulgaria are stressing the fonner two over the 
third. Hungary, on the other hand, is relying on Western importation to substantially cover 
a range of technologies that a country its size cannot hope to fully embrace domestically. 

There was considerable discussion of the possibility of increased trade with the 
USSR in PC-related technologies during the initial rush of interest in computerization 
and personal computer applications, such as the introduction of computer literacy in 
the secondary schools, encouraged by Gorbachev's mandate for increased automation in 
the economy. Apart from a few token purchases, and the purported 100,000 PCs from 
Peru may be called "token" in light of the immense size of the Soviet economy and the 
installed base of multiple millions of PCs in the US, the Soviets have shied away from 
"embodied" technology, represented by purchase of complete PCs, from the West. Such 
systems represent, ultimately, hard currency. spent with no compensating generation of 
countertrade, save somewhere years down the line in long-term economic improvements. 
The Soviet capacity for such purchases is seemingly very near zero. lbis is not to say 
that the USSR couldn'tsubstantially shift hard currency out of other areas, or increase 
foreign trade output to generate more, but that the perceived need for foreign PCs is 
secondary to many others, and that such monies will not be budgeted. Also, even with 
the restructuring of the economy and the just-announced replacement of the Ministry of 
Foreign Trade, it is not clear whether there are effective mechanisms for East-West trade 
that would allow needy organizations and user communities to place orders with the West 
conveniently. 

On the other hand, domestic industry is showing considerable interest in "going 
it alone" with solutions drawn from past computer production, along such lines as the 
widening of the Elektronika 60-class microcomputers. While domestic production ca
pacity and quality lag the West at a considerable distance, this parallels both the ES 
mainframe program, and the SM minicomputer program .. But, unlike those two large 
computer programs, most of the technologies critical to personal computing fall outside 
the list of technologies embargoed or restricted by the West. Increasingly, foreign trade 
is being made viable as an option to domestic production. 

Technology transfer has clearly been a substantial part of Soviet planning in the 
PC-related technologies at several levels. The K18XX architectures markedly reflect 
Western research and development. Likewise, the adoption of Western system architec
tures, whether through the mutation of the DEC PDP-ll/SM program microcomputer 
model towards a PC-class machine, or in the use of the mM PC as a potential CEMA
wide standard, shows an interest in profiting by Western example. Additional steps. such 
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as the establishment of joint publications with the West discussed in Chapter 2, and in
creased CEMA integration requiring the selection of mutually acceptable standards, may 
bring in further Western influence. 

Finally, all of the evidence may be drawn together to complete the picture of 
current, and potential, Soviet interaction with the West in terms of the model. Some have 
regarded the seeming lack of Soviet initiative for increasing trade ties with the West as 
puzzling, given the new richness of the world market for PC components, systems and 
related products. The US market has changed considerably in favor of import from the 
NICs, where prices have dropped to undercut "real" systems from original producers. 
But the possibility of stretching domestic programs to fit, however badly, PC hardware 
requirements, the low levels of hard currency available for more or less throwing away 
on imported embodied technology, and a historically poor environment for interaction 
with the West make this more understandable. With the new legislation on joint venture 
possibilities, it might seem that at least the latter problem is being addressed, but even 
that appears to be oriented toward improving technology transfer first and foremost, rather 
than enhancing trade. While the Soviets have shown little interest in direct trade, they are 
very openly seeking foreign partners for joint ventures with Soviet majority ownership, 
including some aimed at PC component production. Only in this way, permitting the 
West to help build up domestic capabilities through technology transfer and increases in 
Soviet domestic production capacity, do the Soviets seem to want to bargain with the 
West. 

Hungary is at the other extreme, and, while domestic developments have been and 
continue to be rich and varied. it is more and more relying on straight importation of 
systems, components and information from the West. The OMFB competition is only 
the most visible example of embracing Western import as a solution to a lack of breadth 
in the domestic industries. But, as a small country, Hungary cannot realistically hope 
to cover all of the supporting technologies. Given that, it is significant that Hungary 
is so vigorously pursuing Western trade over intra-CEMA trade, where possible, and in 
a manner more "Western" than the Soviets' attempts to acquire Western technology in 
return for countertrade. Mostly, the Hungarians are purchasing from the West what the 
economy will finance, and are exporting what they can, as opposed to Soviet offers to 
absorb Western technology against subsequent export of production derived from that 
technology. The Soviets appear to have made little progress to date, as such investment 
is far less appealing to the West than simple transactions like the sale of PCs, supporting 
components, or even services. Hungary, on the other hand, has absorbed a great deal 
of Western technology, mostly in the form of systems destined directly for application, 
but is incapable of doing much more, in light of its foreign trade deficit, and economic 
shortfalls in general. 

It is difficult to make more than general comments about the Bulgarian response 
to the three-component model, but evidence indicates a moderate approach, somewhere 
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between the two discussed above. The Bulgarian product range, when the numerous 
models which may be lumped together as "orgtekhnika" are discounted, is relatively 
narrow. With only a dozen or so distinct models, Bulgaria is now producing two major 
PC-class system architectures. The Apple II (IMKO 2, Pravets 82, Pravets 8M, et al) and 
IBM PC (Izot 1036, Izot 1037, Pravets 16, MIC 16, et al) architectures, while distributed 
among several producers, make a more standard pool of resources than exists elsewhere 
in the CEMA, though the pool is more a puddle by Western standards. These models all 
emulate Western architectures and, to produce them, the Bulgarians are relying on the 
West where necessary. The vast majority of the microprocessors used probably come 
from Western sources. Western production technology has been purchased and is now 
in use for domestic assembly and testing. But the PCs now being made available in 
the schools and elsewhere are Bulgarian, not Western. Whether Bulgaria, might benefit 
from a higher level of interaction with the West, including direct purchases of systems 
for application, and non-hardware commerce (like joint publications) is a fair question. 
Certainly higher levels of trade would absorb more of its limited hard currency. 

East Germany's Robotron, working with the microelectronics output of the Micro
electronics Combine, is one of the most self-contained PC producers in the CEMA. As 
relatively successful as it has been, however, it does not appear to illustrate a potential 
alternative to current Soviet practices and policies. A viable alternative for the USSR is 
the establislunent of a much more open trade relationship with the world market. such 
as is being pursued by Hungary, though perhaps tending, like Bulgaria, toward heavier 
reliance on components than complete systems. 

Even where the evidence is thin, the behavior of the countries illustrated in the 
three-component model helps in analyzing what strategies may have been employed 
in the previous stage, and to predict what decisions may be made regarding the basic 
technologies. The PC standardization discussions in each of the countries and at the 
CEMA coordinating level suggest, for example, that the Intel microprocessor families 
will be targeted for replication above any other possible alternative, such as the Motorola 
68000 and its descendants. Soviet production of an Intel 80286-equivalent microprocessor 
can probably be expected within the current Soviet FYP (by 1990), and rumors to this 
effect have been heard. The Soviets are clearly transferring design decisions. more 
than modem technology per se, from the West. Yet, at the same time, a considerable 
domestic industry, formed on the previous minicomputer-class systems, is in some ways 
competitive with, or distracting from, the Western-style PC systems. A failure by Soviet 
planners to coordinate both areas so as to provide clear directions for growth would lead 
to further confusion as to priorities, responsibilities, and needs for investment. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PERSONAL COMPUTING AS TOOL 

5.1 Introduction 

Whether personal computing resources are provided by internal or external sources, they 
must be applied if they are to be useful, to serve as tools. Again there are substantial 
differences across the range of CEMA environments, growing out of differences in the 
commodity, or supply, stage, and for other reasons particular to the hosts' economic 
environments. Personal computing is a severely limited resource almost everywhere in 
the CEMA. This lack of resource slack has in some cases caused personal computers to 
be employed in somewhat different ways from their application in the West, for example. 
the use of mobile computer labs to bring PCs to students. At the same time it is fairly 
clear that PCs are not being used in any fundamentally different way, e.g .. for some 
sort of repressive population control a la Orwell's 1984, and that where the environment 
permits they are used as in the West. 

5.2 Education 

The single most visible application for personal computers in the CEMA economies is 
in education, particularly at the secondary school level. That is not to say that this is the 
must productive or profitable application given the needs of the CEMA industries. but 
it is easily the most widely-documented application by its coverage in both the CEMA 
literature and in the Western media. The use of personal computers in education ranges 
from formal programs of considerable scope, such as in the Soviet plan for universal 
computer technical literacy, to ad hoc inclusion of PCs as teaching aids where available. 
The examination of personal computing as tool thus begins with what is in many respects 
the showcase application in the CEMA. 
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5.2.1 Soviet Secondary Education and the PC 

The course "The Basics of Infonnatics and Computer Technology" (Osnovy informatiki 
i vychislitel'noy tekhniki, or "OIVT") was established throughout the Soviet secondary 
school system, beginning in the 1985-86 school year [Eg85d] [lzv850330] [lzv850403]. 
It was created as a two-year sequence, in the ninth and tenth grades, to be a universal 
computer literacy course. Simultaneously, schools were to begin to receive computers 
for hands-on training; though this was neither fonnally specified in the Politburo decision 
which indicated only that a "broad experiment in the use of computers in the teaching 
of school subjects" would be carried out, nor required by the course texts, it is more or 
less apparent from discussions in the Soviet media [lzv850330]. 

Two separate issues in the promotion of computer literacy in the Soviet secondary 
school system then emerge, the first being the progress and effect of the course, installed 
by decree, and the second being the injection of computing resources into the school 
environment, the means and methods for which were never explicitly specified in any 
public forum. Statistics are available on the fonner, though the effect is difficult to gauge. 
The latter is a study of a fragmented, chaotic and painfully slow process, with a wide 
geographical and demographical range, and, as indicated in the previous chapter, a poor 
supply of resources. 

The course itself, according to Soviet statistics. is well under way. The OIVT 
is reported to be taught at nearly all of the approximately 60,000 Soviet secondary 
schools (Table 5.1). Each year of the course is based on a textbook authored by a 
number of leading Soviet academicians involved in computer education, and the books 
are in extremely heavy publication (the "tirazh", or publication volume, of the first 
book was to be 3.3 million copies) [Yers85d]. Yet there is reason to be somewhat 
skeptical of the Soviet claims. Despite the claim of nearly universal implementation of the 
course as of the beginning of the second year, a visit to a Moscow showplace secondary 
school in March, 1986 showed that the course had not yet begun there. Discussions 
of the necessity for native-language texts for use in the non-Russian republics have 
been encountered [Sarna86]. And why, for example, the otherwise glowing statistics 
show a less than 50% implementation in Estonia, one of the most advanced of the Soviet 
republics, is unexplained. Lastly, it is almost certain that the Soviet pedagogical institutes 
are scrambling to institute courses for the purpose of instructing the teachers themselves: 
it would be impossible for the course to have gone from a standing start to anywhere 
near full effectiveness in less than several years. 

Earlier it was suggested that this course, even if carried out successfully, will only 
nominally introduce Soviet students to personal computing. The first year textbook, ori
ented toward algorithms and an overview of computer applications, does not address pes 
[Yers85d]. While the second book is somewhat more relevant, including an architectural 
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Table 5.1: The Introduction of the OIVT Course (from [Vest87]) 
The number of daily secondary educational institutions, in which the course "The Fun
damentals of Informatics and Computer Technology" (OIVT) was introduced. For each 
category, first column is number of institutions, second is percentage of all institutions. 
The data were recorded at the start of the 1986/87 school year. 

General Secondary Secondary special 
educational PTUs educational 
schools institutions 

USSR 60,790 98.2 6,282 98.2 3,738 97.9 
RSFSR 28,621 98.6 3,372 98.3 2,125 97.8 
Ukrainian SSR 9,011 99.9 964 99.4 633 100.0 
Belorussian SSR 2,456 99.8 185 99.5 125 98.4 
Uzbek SSR 5,694 93.9 507 95.5 196 97.0 
Kazakh SSR 3,916 96.3 417 99.0 206 99.5 
Georgian SSR 1,817 98.6 110 91.7 79 86.8 
Azerbaidzhan SSR 2,331 99.96 165 100.0 54 100.0 
Lithuanian SSR 624 99.5 87 100.0 53 100.0 
Moldavian SSR 884 100.0 71 100.0 48 100.0 
Latvian SSR 334 98.8 68 100.0 49 98.0 
Kirghiz SSR 1,205 99.9 97 99.0 32 94.1 
Tadzhik SSR 1,569 99.7 50 98.0 28 90.3 
Annenian SSR 1,023 99.9 75 100.0 47 100.0 
Turkmen SSR 1,212 99.7 76 89.4 32 97.0 
Estonian SSR 93 45.4 38 95.0 31 88.6 
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breakdown of the DVK-2M and coding examples in the Rapira language, it appears still 
to be oriented towaxd use without access to PCs (or any other sort of computer) for prac
tice [Yers86c]. And the use of the DVK-2M, rather than a machine of the type generally 
recognized in the West as a personal computer, is telling. There is as yet no practical 
Soviet PC system in the class of small, versatile personal computers, based on a well
established general-purpose microprocessor and incorporating sufficient peripherals (disk 
drive, monitor and printer), that have formed a Western supply in the tens of millions of 
units. 

The table in Table 5.2 accompanied the OIVT statistics, and purported to be a 
comprehensive accounting of all computers involved in Soviet secondaxy education. 

Table 5.2: Computers in Soviet Education (from [Vest87]) 
The number of computers in daily secondaxy educational institutions and interschool 
educational production combines (UPKs). For each class of school the numbers are 
computers (in units) present in the schools, and of that number, the percentage which 
axe used in the educational process. The data were recorded at the start of the 1986/87 
school yeax. 

General Secondary Secondaxy Interschool 
educational PTUs special UPKs 
schools educational 

institutions 

USSR 7,064 88 2,348 76 4,454 78 2,876 85 
RSFSR 4,213 90 1,165 69 3,081 80 1,959 88 
Ukrainian SSR 734 89 674 84 473 84 262 81 
Belorussian SSR 350 91 85 92 45 51 119 76 
Uzbek SSR 168 70 103 77 304 68 73 84 
Kazakh SSR 8 100 75 73 26 69 40 70 
Georgian SSR 97 73 18 100 11 91 5 100 
Azerbaidzhan SSR 104 66 20 100 18 83 11 45 
Lithuanian SSR 163 88 29 97 9 89 47 87 
Moldavian SSR 124 98 16 0 24 96 39 33 
Latvian SSR 297 70 35 74 20 85 41 63 
Kirghiz SSR 57 98 13 77 3 0 16 100 
Tadzhik SSR 27 85 16 87 398 65 63 83 
Armenian SSR 673 89 63 79 41 93 96 91 
Turkmen SSR - - 21 95 1 0 64 59 
Estonian SSR 49 59 15 53 - - 41 98 

It is likely that the majority of the computers in use are not what would be called 
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PCs in the West. Many may be of the type described by the DVK-2, that is, large micro
computers, possibly with multiple terminals, used interactively. Even so, these statistics 
indicate a sizable "hole." There is no sizable computer inventory for the secondary ed
ucational institutions that might be expected to bear the brunt of the requirement for 
"hands on" experience. 

For an estimate of the complement to these figures, how much in the way of PC 
resources would be required, a discussion on personal computing in Latvia contained the 
following: 

According to M. Eglajs, by the end of 1990 each region in the USSR 
should have a school equipped with computers. N. Ustinovs says that by the 
end of the century, there will be approximately 28 million personal computers 
in the Soviet Union; 16 million of them will be in schools. U. Grinfelds 
says that there are 320 schools in Latvia, and if each one of these schools 
were to install 15-20 computers, the Latvian SSR would need about 6,000 
systems. By extrapolating, Grinfelds concludes that the Soviet Union needs 
some 600,000 machines for general computer education, plus many more 
for technical specialty schools, secondary schools, technicians, etc. - in all. 
well over two million microcomputers would be necessary to outfit all Soviet 
schools. [Apin85] 

This lays out a rather ambitious program for the application of PCs in just this sector of 
the economy. But anecdotal information on the availability and applicability of current 
PC stock in the educational process is available, and is less than heartening from that 
standpoint. 

The Agat was the first PC identified as targeted specifically for use in Soviet 
secondary education [Sok084]. The Agat was also mentioned in a number of the official 
statements concerning the whole computer literacy push, and was, apparently, the first 
candidate for an educational PC. The inadequacy of the Agat (while reportedly still in 
production it might best be ,described as limping along) more or less left the Soviets 
without an indigenous, dedicated educational architecture. Several models (Elektronika 
BK-001O, Korvet, etc.) have been mentioned for educational use, but there is now no 
recognized leading model [FroI86d] [Yasm87h] [Yasm88b]. 

The next consideration in the supply of hardware to support the educational process 
is one of infrastructural logistics, i.e., how to support, maintain and provide access to 
the computers once they are received. In many ways that is a greater problem. Adding 
to the problem of low production levels for PCs themselves, the poor environment for 
service and the absence of any sort of market for third-party support is probably what 
caused many of the early plans for the introduction of PC user labs to be scrapped. 
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Initial proposals were for the widespread establishment of computer laboratories within 
the schools. A 1985 Politburo meeting which covered measures to ensure computer 
literacy remarked on the need to establish 50,000 computer rooms, with hundreds of 
thousands of computers made available to education [Izv850403]. But in practice, the 
establishment of computer laboratories has been slow in coming, and has been revised in 
light of infrastructural deficiencies. Computer laboratories in general are now appearing 
in three major ways: as collective centers, with shared access for several schools; through 
the intervention of a "mentor," or associated research or production organization; or, in 
a few cases, as exotic, mobile computer labs. 

In 1985, when negotiations were under way for cooperation in education between 
the Carnegie Corporation and the Soviet Academy of Sciences, it was reported that "the 
few available computers have been placed in centers, two of them in Moscow, each 
serving about nine nearby schools whose ninth graders go there for three hours a week 
to get computer science instruction" [Hech85b]. Such centers have been reported in 
most of the larger Soviet cities, including the various republic capitals, like Tbilisi in 
Soviet Georgia, and in the Baltic states. 1bis is to be expected, as the larger population 
centers have sufficient resources, and sources of initiative in the various enterprises and 
institutes and government bodies they incorporate. Diffusion out from these few centers 
is extremely slow. 

One method that has placed large numbers of PCs into a few, select schools, and 
which no doubt guarantees a high level of support, is fonnation of a mentor relationship 
between schools and academic or industrial sponsors. Such a relationship was established 
between the Institute of Cosmic Research (IKI) in Moscow, and Moscow Public School 
117 [Tsyg85] [Komr86]. In tlus case, the IKI equipped 100 desks at the school with 
personal computers [Tsyg85]. (The distinction "desks" was made by the Soviet source, 
and probably describes a configuration of a PC shared by two students.) Interestingly, 
the PCs shown in an article in Soviet Life covering the sponsored computer lab were 
all Polish models, furthering the suspicion that the Soviet PC industry is incapable of 
supplying its own [Komr86]. Also significant is the fact that Roald Sagdeyev, the director 
of the IKI until his resignation in 1988, is an active participant in discussions relating to 

technological questions such as the US Strategic Defense Initiative (SOl) program and 
the progress of research in the USSR [Sagd85] [Thom87], suggesting that he may be one 
of the "movers and shakers" in advancing such technologies as personal computing. The 
IKI remains under the direction of one of Sagdeyev's proteges. 

Both of the above dissemination methods, through collective facilities and the 
establishment of mentor relationships, often appear to be based to a considerable degree on 
influence. The IKI, with more resources than most Soviet institutes, is in a prime position 
to establish a well-equipped facility, and coupled with a personality such as Sagdeyev, 
might very well do so. A. P. Yershov, the major author of the OIVT text, is another such 
"techno-advocate," and has contributed to the establishment of programs for personal 
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computer instruction for secondary school students, and the use of institutional facilities 
as a collective center, at the Institute of Cybernetics of the Soviet Academy of Sciences 
Siberian Department in Novosibirsk [Cult81] [Bbcw84n] [Ek084] [Yers84]. The degree 
to which influence may be required to create even small pools of resources sufficient for 
computer education runs directly counter to the supposed universal, egalitarian nature of 
the computer literacy program as originally decreed. It was this initial proposal that was 
praised in Byte as contrasting with the inequitable growth of school computer programs 
in the US, where it was reported that the 12,000 most affluent schools were four times 
more likely to have personal computers than the 12,000 poorest [Lemm85]. 

The most peculiar method thus far attempted for giving students access to PCs 
has been the use of buses and other transport to deliver PCs to the students. A bus 
was used in the Tomsk region [Levi86b]. Ironically, a plan to install almost a dozen 
"L'vov" microcomputers in each of ten buses was hamstrung-for lack of buses, and 
TV monitors, rather than for lack of the PCs themselves [Trus87]. Such programs may 
serve to bring PC technology to the more remote areas, but they can hardly provide the 
continuous, casual exposure to personal computing that has made the PC a useful tool in 
the West. And one has to wonder how Soviet computers, notorious for failing to leave 
the factory in working condition, will fare on rugged Siberian backroads. 

The Soviet Union is notorious for producing such programs as the OIVT describes: 
the universal introduction of some process or technology, with public calls for a great 
step forward. It is likely that the OIVT is now near universally recognized within the 
Soviet secondary school program, but very unlikely that the OIVT has contributed to any 
significant increase in computer literacy. Given the known hardware deficiencies and the 
likelihood that most teachers are themselves unversed in the curriculum to be taught, the 
best the OIVT can hope to provide in the near term is computer familiarity. 

5.2.2 Hungary and Bulgaria 

Both Hungary and Bulgaria have also carried out efforts to place PCs in schools. Neither 
has done so with the sort of sweeping program that the Soviets have planned, but both 
appear to have been more successful, at least by a per capita measure. Hungary, with 
a rich PC environment relative to the rest of the CEMA community, has let application 
in education follow more the US course, that is, a more ad hoc growth and investment 
path, varying with the schools. At the same time there has been some manipulation of 
this process by the government, specifically through actions by the OMFB, similar to its 
PC competition for IBM PC-class machines. Bulgaria has pursued a more centralized 
program of creating computer laboratories on a common model. 

The following specifications were included as part of an OMFB competition an-
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nounced October 8, 1985, to arrange for the guaranteed support of a modest supply of 
PCs suitable for educational use in Hungary: 

"The personal computer is to be used for educational purposes in public 
primary and/or secondary schools. The personal computer has to be available 
in large quantities for forints and its supplier must warrant service. 

Because of differences in educational requirements we indicate below 
under 
a) teclmical requirements for public primary schools; 
b) teclmical requirements for secondary schools. 
Bids may be submitted for personal computers for use in both types of schools 
or in either type. 
Minimum specifications of the basic model: 

• BASIC interpreter in ROM; 

• BASIC command and instruction set at least as specified in the ap
pendix; 

• open storage capacity (program area) minimum 
a) 12K 
b) 30K; 

• storage expansion capacity (unless the basic model is at least 48K); 

e the character set must include all 35 characters of the Hungarian alpha
bet in upper and lower case. Character positioning on the lower three 
rows should preferably conform to the standard 44 key typewriter (MSz 
7799/1-82) 

• display with a minimum of 4 colors (plus black and white). The colors 
should be easily distinguishable even on a black and white monitor. 

• sound generation, at least two channels, a range of five octaves. pro
grammable sound volume and wave form; 

• built-in parallel (Centronics) printer interface. Bidder to submit bid on 
adaptable printer, featuring accented letters as well; 

• provision for connection with floppy disk drive, with control from BA
SIC; 

Other Requirements: 

• impact resistance (in the event of plastic housing); 

• maximal reliability at maximal use (a minimum of 10 hours running 
time, children hitting keyboard, etc.); 

• user friendliness, unambiguous wiring system. unambiguous signs; 
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• functional design." [Otle86b] 

Each model accepted was to be supplied by its producer (with service availability guar
anteed), and purchased by the Institute for Science Organization and Data Processing in 
lots of at least 1,000 units each year from 1986 till 1988. 

According to a subsequent analysis of the PC competition (in [Otle86]), however, 
a fundamental dilemma arose out of the committee's decisions. On the one hand, in 
tenns of perfonnance, Hungarian models were very competitive. Both the Videoton TV 
Computer and the Pro-Primo (an enhanced version of the Primo) were recommended 
by the judging committee, along with a model from Commodore. On the other hand, 
the consuming organizations, free to choose, opted to wait for newer model Commodore 
PCs. The Commodore 16 had been recently discontinued, and Hungary had at the time 
not yet received the Commodore +4, successor to the 16. The result was that. .. 

"the two domestic winners, COSY, which manages the Primo, and Video
ton, are helplessly waiting for non-existent orders. They do not know what 
to do, should they or should they not buy large quantities of components 
which, as we know, cannot be done from one day to the next." [Otle86] 

The Bulgarian program has been to establish personal computer laboratories in 
the secondary schools, in a manner similar to what had been originally proposed for 
the Soviet Union, using Apple IT compatible machines. The computer laboratory at the 
National Natural Science and Mathematics Gymnasium (NPMG) in Sofia, a specialized 
high school, was described as typical of what could be expected to be replicated through 
the Bulgarian secondary school system. That computer lab was equipped with about a 
dozen personal computers, linked by a local area network, and used for both computer 
literacy education and for computer-assisted instruction in other subjects. 

The other CEMA countries have reported the use of PCs in the secondary schools 
as well. It is doubtful that any has achieved the pervasiveness that Hungary has, though 
they seem to be following a similar, ad hoc approach in using whatever is available. It 
is fairly certain that the distribution of resources is dependent on circumstances as well; 
it should be expected that PCs are far more available in the larger centers, as they are 
in the USSR. Teachers in the Polish town of Rzeszow reportedly asked the government 
to send photographs of computers to show students, lacking even pictures, let alone 
the hardware itself [Rost84] [Kemp85]. In Czechoslovakia, it was reported that 8,800 
personal computers were introduced into the schools over a two-year period (unspecified, 
but likely the period from 1985 through 1986). This was recognized as far from adequate 
for a country of approximately 15 million people [Fryv87]. 

In addition to computer literacy and computer-based instruction in the secondary 
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schools, PCs are being used in post-secondary education, and are included in traditional 
training programs outside of the schools. The impression one gets is that this is occurring 
in the "nonnal" way for all of the CEMA countries, that is, with the gradual acquisition 
of PC hardware, and the institution of training courses as resources and needs dictate. 
There has been no mention whatever of large, coordinated programs, such as the Apple 
Consortium of US universities that was fonned in 1984 and provided some 50,000 Mac
intosh PCs for a considerable discount to students at 23 schools [Osg084]. Obviously, 
the current CEMA levels of production and importation would not penn it this. 

The Computer Applications and Services Company (SZAMALK), a Hungarian 
organization, provides an example of what has been occurring in personal computing 
training. SZAMALK was fonned in January 1982 by merging three organizations. the 
International Computer Education and Infonnation Center (SZAMOK), the Research In
stitute for Applied Computer Sciences (SZAMKI), and the National Computing Company 
(NOTO-OSZV) [Juha82b]. SZAMOK had previously provided computer instruction ser
vices, and receives funding by the UN. While the SZAMALK as a whole provides many 
computer-related services, including acting as the sole import agent for large computer 
systems in Hungary, it has preserved SZAMOK as a training organization. SZAMOK 
is said to train some 3,000 students per year, and is reportedly the largest international 
training organization in the CEMA community, with students coming from throughout 
the Bloc, and from Third World countries [lxeI84] [Mare86b]. Courses provided include 
the use of popular PC packages like Lotus and dBase products, and the SZAMALK 
provides personal computing laboratories for instructional use. 

5.3 Business Automation 

A characterization of personal computing in the CEMA as being collected in technological 
"islands" in the midst of otherwise deficient surroundings particularly fits the situation of 
office automation, and business uses of PCs. But in this area, as with education, Hungary 
has shown a great deal of spontaneous initiative, and the Soviet Union has moved more 
slowly, and formally. 

The Hungarian economy encourages the use of personal computers to automate 
general small-business functions, in ways for which there are no analogs in the Soviet 
economy. Simultaneously with the "explosion" of Hungarian personal computer models 
in the early 1980s, domestically-produced software for accounting and other business 
functions appeared in enonnous variety and with the same lack of attention to any sort 
of standard architecture. Software, like hardware, has been singled out as an area where 
the same efforts have been duplicated countless times, wasting resources and leading to 
a greatly varied and fragmented product market. But the Hungarian economy readily 
accepted the PC as a business tool, creating an immediate software vacuum, and in fact 
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opening up applications areas overtaxing the capabilities of much of the available hard
ware (specifically the low-end personal computers imported in abundance through private 
channels). One of the reasons for the Hungarian distinction between "professional" PCs 
(or PPCs) and less capable machines was a widely recognized inadequacy of the latter to 
meet business needs. The boundary between PPCs and home, educational, or just plain 
inadequate machines (which might include the "defective" Primo) is for all intents and 
purposes drawn at IBM PC compatibility. 

As in the US market, the IBM PC standard has played a major role in defining ca
pabilities in Hungarian PC application. The single most prominent characteristic among 
8-bit machines in the Hungarian inventory as of the early 1980s, including both those 
brought into the country from the West in small lots or individually, and produced do
mestically, was CP/M compatibility. The Commodore 64 was apart from this (based 
on the 6502 and therefore not CP/M compatible), and formed, on its own, probably the 
next largest subgroup. But while the Commodore 64 was one of the most important 
single models, the Z80-based systems represented without a doubt the single most im
portant class. However, the machines in this class were not all intercompatible, as a 
result of minor differences in implementation. This is again similar to the diverse and 
incompatibility-plagued market in the US in the early 1980s. 

The next substantial advance in capabilities came with the appearance of the ruM 
PC, initially available solely through import from the West. But with indigenous produc
tion (or component import and assembly) coming on the order of only 2-3 years after the 
IBM PC's appearance in the US, the ruM PC was available, like the Z80 class machines, 
from import and domestic sources in sufficient quantity to encourage its wide use. The 
significance of availability, the ability of a Hungarian individual or organizational user 
to count on being able to acquire a specific model system, should not be underestimated. 
Increased availability was one of the intended goals of the 1987 OMFB supply compe
tition, and the OMFB's selection of the ruM PC was itself as a result of its components 
and subassemblies being more available on the world market. 

According to Broczko's assessment of the current Hungarian PC hardware market. 
and by a large body of supporting data, the IBM PC has become for Hungary what the 
Z80-based CP/M systems were only a few years ago, roughly up to 1983: a standard by 
virtue of its possessing a majority of the market [Broc86b] [Taka86] [Broc87b] [M87c]. 
The considerable inventory of CP/M machines still in use can be discounted if we say 
that the IBM PC has become the standard "PPC," and of the machines of both types (PPC 
and lesser systems) used in a professional capacity it is the recognized market leader. 

Many of the well-known software products for business-related applications that 
appeared in the US in the wake of the IBM PC, including Lotus 1-2-3, dBase II, and 
others, have seen use in Hungary [Taka86] [Sztc87i]. The Hungarians do not seem to 
have been hostile to the incursion of popular, English-language packages [Sama87]. There 
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is a respectable domestic software supply from software houses, including for specific 
Hungarian needs (as with the earlier rush of CP/M-based products for computing taxes, 
etc.). And the utility of Western software for educating the Hungarian user community 
as to the capabilities of PCs has been cited [Szek86]. 

Some indigenously-developed products may be considered quite advanced, and pe 
software is developed by the same groups which have been trying to develop large system 
software for sale in the West. The SZKI, which has developed and marketed MPROLOG 
in the West, and which was involved with the group experimenting with a Hungarian 
Ada, has also marketed PC versions of MPROLOG and several project management tools 
[Szki84b] [Sztc86]. These products require powerfully-configured ppes at a minimum, 
and even an mM PC/XT-class machine might be insufficient. The IBM PC/AT, while 
obsoleted by mM's decision to regroup on the PS/2 hardware architecture, is still useful 
in rounding out this niche for high-end PPCs. As discussed, Hungarian clones of the 
AT do exist, and the Hungarian market is arranging for the import and/or assembly of 
PC/AT-class machines in ratios to pe/XT models roughly comparable with what was the 
case in the US prior to the appearance of the PS/2. 

It is difficult to find a single reference to anything resembling "business" use of 
pes in the Soviet Union. Office equipment has tended to be dedicated-use systems (text 
processing, bookkeeping systems, the various fonns of "orgtekhnika"), and no mention 
of modem personal computers taking over these jobs has been made. 

5..1 PC Software in General 

To this point, any discussion of PC software has been been largely omitted. Admittedly. 
software is as important as hardware, and only in concert do the two provide a working 
environment. But the bottom line on the CEMA community's use of personal computers 
is that software has been relegated to a secondary, or even tertiary, position behind 
the production or acquisition of hardware, and the other components of that hardware's 
operating environment (supplies, service, etc.). While very few indigenous products have 
been seen for the more modem PC models (mM PC-class and comparable systems), many 
packages available from the West have been used. Hungary, as previously indicated, leads 
the CEMA community in this respect. Western software has been used directly, and in 
translation into the local language, including Cyrillic (many of the CEMA pes support 
both Latin and Cyrillic alphabets), but in most cases is being distributed and modified by 
individuals, and not as part of an organized system for the provision of software. In the 
Soviet Union, PC software is sold on the black market, there being no state-run sources 
[Yasm87c]. Thus far, no PC software package, whether system software or application, 
deserves special mention. 
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The overwhelming majority of the IBM PC-compatible PCs, whether acquired 
through import, assembled from foreign components or indigenously manufactured. are 
running the MS-DOS operating system I. These are supplanting the older 8-bit machines, 
the vast majority of those running CP/M. Use of UNIX or other more exotic operating 
systems is a good deal less common than it is in the West, and the few indigenously 
created systems (for example, SIOS, for 8-bit Robotron PCs) have given way to world 
standards in most cases [Berg82] [Bely84d] [Bely85] [Nyde85] [Vere85] [Broc86c]. 

5.5 Industrial Automation 

As with business automation, the CEMA experience with the use of personal comput
ers in CAD, CAM and computer-aided engineering and automation in general has been 
rather minimal. Some general infonnation exists about the Soviet use of computers in 
automated workstations. There has also been some quite detailed infonnation about Hun
garian achievements in integrating digital systems into applications, where a successful 
collaboration of industry and academia has been seen. But again, the minimal levels of 
PCs and their related. supporting technologies, coupled with generally poor infrastruc
tures, makes islands of much of what passes for applications of this type. 

5.5.1 l'SSR 

The use of the tenn "ARM," for "avtomatizirovannove rahoe/lOve mesto," or automated - . 
work place, predates the first Soviet references to personal computers, and defines a 
computer-based workstation, typically for CAD applications [Bash77] [Boya77] [prav79] 
[Churd81]. The first of these appear to have been minicomputer-based, the first-generation 
SM machines being the only hardware suitable. Later ARMs have used a number of 
smaller models, including the Elektronika 60 family and its successors [Eg84c] [pere84c] 
[Kipn87]. The ARM represents in some ways the industrial equivalent of the sorts of 
business machines that make up "orgteklmika." As such, they only distantly relate to 

personal computing. These are the sorts of configurations that PCs, with their versatility, 
are supplanting in the West. But to date there is no evidence that that has occurred. 
mainly because there is little evidence of any sort of use of personal computers in Soviet 
industry. 

I Although most PCs seen by the author at exhibitions were shown with purely Western software. a 
version of MS-DOS modified to present Cyrillic text has been seen. 
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5.5.2 Hungary 

One Hungarian example of experience in digital automation involves the MMT (In
strument and Metrology Faculty) of the BME (Budapest Technical University), which, 
through collaboration with Medicor, a medical instruments producer, has researched and 
developed components for such use. The MMT system, which consists of standard cards 
and software for the configuration of a large number of application-oriented systems, falls 
largely outside of the category of personal computing, but the experience of the MMT 
and Medicor does help to illustrate where Hungary stands on the application of PC and 
related technologies to automation problems. The MMT is also representative of a fairly 
well-endowed facility involved with PC applications directly. In addition to their use of 
personal computers for instruction and coursework, PCs are used in the process of system 
development and testing, in a research and development atmosphere. 

The Instrument and Metrology Faculty is a one of the largest faculties of the Bu
dapest Technical University, which has a total enrollment of some 10,000 students. It 
corresponds most closely to what would be considered an electrical engineering depart
ment in the US, and is actually a department subordinate to the Electrical Engineering 
Faculty, one of the six divisions of the BME. To support its operations it has three 
DEC PDP-ll minicomputers (US imports, and not the CEMA equivalents from the SM 
program), comprising two separate time-sharing systems for students and staff, and a 
dedicated system for real-time laboratory use. In addition it has upwards of 50 or so 
microcomputers, of various types, but with a total of some three dozen Proper-16 (IBM 
PC compatible) reserved for student programming and instructional use. By reason of 
this inventory the MMT ranks as one of the better-equipped educational units for its size 
in the CEMA, and, while probably not representative of the average facility, it serves to 
indicate some of the more successful achievements in the use of personal computers and 
small-scale computer automation. 

Partly due to the nature of the research sources used, which tend to accentuate the 
educational and consumer-oriented sectors, very little in the way of industrial applications 
for any of the CEMA countries has been seen. But it is fairly safe to assume that PCs 
have not seen widespread application in industry, and, where they are available, probably 
serve very limited roles. The state of CEMA automation is relatively poor, and, coupled 
with the poor communications infrastructure, makes for few opportunities to integrate 
PCs into complex systems. 
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5.6 Other Applications 

All of the evidence points to the conclusion that there are no "surprising" CEMA applica
tions of PCs in ways not seen in the West. Indeed, after the three main areas previously 
discussed (education, business and industry), and the patterns of use (tending to be the 
use of the PC as a stand-alone workstation), few applications remain. 

Home computing has been discussed in the CEMA literature, and may absorb some 
of the substantial inventory of non-PPC systems in Hungary. But the phrase is largely 
meaningless for most of the other CEMA countries, where there is little or no access 
to cheap systems, and the economic environment does not allow for a comparable level 
of PC-related services. Soviet journals praise the BK-00I0 as a home computer, but 
obtaining one would be next to impossible for the average Soviet [Akse85] [Kose85] 
[Yasm85e] [Golu86]. Several hundred were sold in Moscow starting in 1985, at a price 
in excess of several months pay for the average Soviet (500-980 rubles each, by various 
accounts) [Hatt85] [Yasm85e] [Taub86] [Yasm87c]. It must be remembered that the BK-
0010 is a system comparable to US models selling for under $100. At this time. no 
outlets exist for BK-00I0 software, though accounts of free-lance programmers selling 
tneir own programs for the BK-OO 1 0 have been seen. 

But where resources have been relatively plentiful, individual use of PCs outside 
of the work environment has grown to a respectable degree. An exhibition of computer 
technology at the Budapest national fairgrounds in 1986 included a home-brew computer 
competition sponsored by the Neumann Janos (John von Neumann) Computer Society, 
with a large number of participants [Heti86]. A number of computer clubs have also 
been established in Hungary, each fonned around a particular machine (Commodore 64, 
Primo, etc.). While personal computers have nowhere near the same degree of diffusion 
in the Soviet Union, the major centers (Moscow, Leningrad, etc.) host sufficient numbers 
of largely imported PCs, and PC hobbyists, to make such clubs possible there too. The 
tenn "Sinklerist" was reported to have been used in the Soviet Union to describe some 
computer hackers, derived from the use of imported Sinclair PCs [Ap870313] [Kozy87c]. 

Hungary and Poland host what are probably the largest and most active com
puter hobbyist communities [MueI84b] [Heti86] [Rudn86] [Tryb86c] [Tryb86r] [Rzec87]. 
Semi-technical journals related to computers, personal computers in particular, are pub
lished in both countries. And the largest part of the PC inventory in each is made up 
of small, Western PCs like the Commodore 64, Sinclair Spectrum, etc. Less infonnation 
has been seen on East Gennan hobby use of PCs. While the Robotron Z9001 "heimkom
puter" is produced in at least limited quantities (and was exhibited at PERSCOMP '87 
in Bulgaria), there is no evidence of a comparable mass of imported PCs along the lines 
of what has occurred in Hungary and Poland [Kava84d] [Krak84] [Rech84c] [Schi84]. 
The personal computer industries in Czechoslovakia, and Romania in particular, are poor, 
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and very little in the way of import has been absorbed. Neither have made significant 
contributions to CEMA personal computing. Bulgaria has also absorbed few PCs from 
the outside, but has shown considerable initiative at building up a modest supply of do
mestically manufactured PCs. Bulgaria has also established computer clubs, including 
for worker retraining on PCs [Pan085c]. 

At the end of 1987, Hungary manufactured its first modem suitable for popular 
PC applications, a 300 baud acoustic model [Kol087e]. From the somewhat hesitant 
discussion of its potential applications in the announcement, and caveats as to both the 
poor quality of the phone system, and the low throughput of the modem, it may be 
inferred that even the Hungarians do not expect modem use to take off as it has in the 
US. According to the article describing the wholly indigenous product, priced in excess 
of $300. the Hungarian telephone system will not support communications above 300 
baud. "no one should expect miracles from this device." This, nonetheless, is the sole 
reference encountered thus far to the potential use of modems with PCs in any CEMA 
non-professional setting. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PERSO;\1AL C()MPUTI~G AS CHANGE 

6.1 Personal Computing as Source of Instability 

It is readily apparent that CEMA societies, particularly that of the Soviet Union, have 
been undergoing numerous changes in how infonnation is maintained, disseminated and 
regarded. The thrust of the phenomenon of "glasnost'" is that the Soviet leadership 
wishes to increase the amount of useful infonnation in the system. That is, economic 
planning will be enhanced by better feedback from below and governmental bodies will 
receive infonnation necessary to implement social and political refonns. It is also likely 
that such a policy would serve to increase the feedback of user experience to industry. 
"Glasnost'" is most often raised in tenns of its potential to refonn the Soviet political 
process, and to expose political and economic malfeasance. But such a policy might also 
be expected to make the Soviet economic system more consumer- and user-oriented, as 
more consumer and user needs are made known. 

Personal computing will almost certainly benefit from an increase in feedback; 
it is apparent from the preceding chapters that without a massive initiative the process 
of their introduction will be slow. Constant feedback will also help in the process of 
simultaneously building up supporting. peripheral markets (like software) and the physical 
infrastructure as needed. At the same time personal computing, with several other new 
technologies, will serve to enrich the environment for communication. This has the 
potential of improving the environment for honest economic reporting desired by the 
Soviet Politburo, though at the same time there is a risk of enhancement and creation of 
channels outside of those under government control. 

At the distant end of the tunnel is what has been tenned the "infonnation society" 
in the West. Considerable attention has been paid to the subject of a post-industrial. 
communications-intensive society, where the actions of infonnation creation. process
ing and dissemination become the major economic and social focus. as far as it may 
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be evolving in the West. As much as there has been speculation as to what exactly 
characterizes such a society or when it might be expected to be achieved in the US, or 
in other Western state, there has been very little argument against its occurrence. The 
same cannot so easily said about the development of such an environment in the CEMA 
community. Fairly simply, one of the chief forces behind the process of evolution toward 
an information society is the perception and treatment of information as a commodity. 
Currently the West is more and more moving to incorporate information itself as a com
modity as salable as hard goods, and is thus commercializing the creation, processing 
and dissemination of information. 

In the CEMA community, on the other hand, there are serious barriers to the treat
ment of information both as commodity, and as a commercially relevant subject. Firstly, 
the planned CEMA economies are directed without the same sort of market feedback 
as is the backbone of the Western production-consumption loop. Both the necessity of 
providing subsidized goods and services, and the temptation of economizing on consumer 
feedback would serve to skew or minimize the value of such economic information. low
ering its chances of being perceived as a manipulable commodity. Secondly, the severe 
restrictions imposed on public information channels further rarify the information avail
able to individuals. In addition to restrictions in the name of "state security" these include 
the barriers established to preserve bureaucratic fiefdoms, particularly in the USSR. 

6.1.1 Potential Threats Arising from the Application of Personal Computers 

One of the major topics raised in any Western analysis of the growing interest in personal 
computers in the CEMA community, in particular, in the Soviet Union, is that of the 
potential threat posed by the PC to enhance channels for dissent. This threat is most often 
perceived as arising simply from the capability of the PC to function as an information 
broadcast tool, either as a printer. as a means for distribution of materials on magnetic 
media, or, less likely given the poor state of the Soviet telephone system, as a terminal 
on an information network. This form of threat can be dissected with some attention 
paid to the analyses presented in the preceding chapters, and its potential evaluated. 
There is another potential threat which has been less often discussed in these projections 
of the PC's impact on CEMA societies, related to a more fundamental perception of 
personal computing as a sociological phenomenon. This is the threat that the effective 
use of personal computers will require the adoption, by users, of a socially threatening 
perspective on the role of the individual, that is, will of itself inspire dissent. rather 
than merely serving as an additional medium for it. To which can be added another: 
the effective use of personal computers within the CEMA economic environment will 
necessarily require an economic flexibility that may only be attainable with structural 
alterations within organizations. and in the way organizations interact within and without 
the domestic economies. Thus three distinct threats to social and political stability can be 
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listed as potentially stemming from the wide introduction of PCs in the various CEMA 
economies. They are: 

1. That personal computers will enhance the production and dissemination of dissident 
materials, or will facilitate the "networking" of dissidents; 

2. That personal computing will encourage dissent through a process of self-realization 
by users; and 

3. That concomitant changes required by the introduction of personal computers will 
decrease stability. 

The threat in (1) above is relatively straightforward. 

Of the three, (2) is the least related to teclmical and economic processes. and must 
rely on a "softer" psychological analysis. The potential for PCs to be "mindset altering." 
however, has been raised in the study of their introduction in the West, and there is no 
reason why this may not be considered for the CEMA community as well, keeping in 
mind the systemic differences between the two. 

The threat in (3) would seem to be avoidable by simply "boxing" the PCs within 
otherwise unchanging social and economic environments. The Soviet treatment of photo
copying is a reasonably analogous case, where access is severely restricted, ostensibly to 
counter a potential threat along the lines of (1) above. But it should be clear that personal 
computing demands individual access in a way that photocopying does not, and implies 
an ease of use, as a discretionary, and, ideally, ubiquitous tool, that would require its 
availability. But this can really only come at the cost of some major overhauling of the 
environment within which the PC is to function. Should PCs simply be dropped down 
into otherwise unchanged work environments, their economic impact will be minimal. 

6.1.1.1 The Persona~ Computer as Tool of Dissent 

The Western media have suggested that the most potent threat embodied by the PC as a 
tool for dissent is in its ability to function as a printer. As private control of any of the 
broadcast media is proscribed in all of the subject countries of this study, the use of the 
PC in this manner would represent a quantitative advance in the capability to disseminate 
dissident literature. Less often mentioned is the possibility of the dissemination of this 
"sarnizdat" via floppy disks or tape cassettes. This, however, would necessitate both 
originator and reader having PCs, and compatible ones at that. A further method that 
would be possible given investment in the telephone system infrastructure commensurate 
with the needs of computer networks, or the availability of dedicated digital networks, is 
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the use of electronic mail or bulletin boards for the posting of dissident materials, possibly 
augmented by either of the two previous methods at distribution points. These three differ 
in technical requirements (from minimal to fairly demanding, respectively), and offer 
different dissemination patterns (the former two would piggyback on traditional hand
to-hand or postal channels, while the latter represents a potentially sizable distribution 
net). 

The focus of this chapter is specifically on the USSR. encompassing the largest 
and most significant society among all the CEMA countries. Social changes in the 
USSR may be expected to have considerable impact on other CEMA members, serving 
either as a model for emulation among the more hardline governments, or indications 
of limits of independence and reform among the others. The more peripheral CEMA 
members (Hungary being the best example) may also be regarded as already sufficiently 
"Westernized" and isolated within the CEMA community that even substantial changes 
may be able to stretch the social fabric without eliciting too much external attention. 

The possibility of the third method, that of computer networking, is remote in the 
USSR. General telephone services, particularly for long-distance calls, are too poor to 
support private, ad hoc networks and no service comparable to the Western VANs (value
added networks, such as Compuserve or Telenet) is available [Camp85b] [Camp86d] 
[Mche87e]. Only nominal dedicated networks, such as Akademset', exist [Druz85] 
[Ntsa85] [Mche87e]. Given the current scale of voice and digital networks within the 
Soviet Union, it is extremely unlikely that individual access to computer networks will 
result in a viable dissident network. Intra-organizational networking, via more reliable 
local area networks, is conceivable, but such use could be trivially monitored. and would 
be limited in reach. 

Equally difficult would be the machine-to-machine distribution of dissident ma
terials, given the severe deficiencies in the current PC inventory. Still, if we posit a 
considerable investment by Soviet planners to raise this number to a fairly workable 
level, i.e., to a level where the average Soviet scientist, engineer, educator or office 
worker could expect at least shared access to a computer, dissemination of a rather per
ishable (and potentially traceable) medium as a floppy disk would seem to be less than 
ideal. And, even in the West, paper remains a far better medium for absorbing text 
quickly and easily than a restricted video monitor. 

The most likely alternative would probably be in the use of the PC as a text editor 
of and, subsequently, as a printer for, dissident materials. Again the severity of the 
deficiencies in the infrastructure make this difficult. The USSR has had a notoriously 
poor supply of paper products, in particular of higher quality paper that would be required 
for a printer of any sort, and certainly of paper designed for sheet-feed printers. 
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6.1.1.2 The Personal Computer as ·'Agent Provocateur" 

The potential for the personal computer in and of itself to act as an agent for precipitat
ing social instability must be regarded, if not as less important than its potential as an 
information carrier, as certainly less calculable. Three scenarios for personal computing 
acting as a focus for social disruption might be suggested: 

1. That the process of working with the personal computer, as a consciousness-raising 
tool, would be sufficient to induce a change in perspective that would prove threat
ening to the host regime; 

2. That the use of a technological tool of the sort represented by the average contem
porary PC would raise questions as to the viability of the indigenous economies, 
which are importers of this technology from an apparently superior world economy, 
and thus foster dissent; and 

3. That the wealth of the PC as embodied technology would inspire a purely material 
desire for comparable import goods, e.g., for additional benefits afforded by trade. 
leading to expressed dissatisfaction with the consumer environment and/or more 
activity in black market activities. 

It is difficult to evaluate the likelihood of any of these scenarios coming to pass. or 
the extent to which they may even now be acting on Soviet and East European societies. 
The first, unfortunately, would require a substantial body of research both on the effect 
of PCs in the more tractable Western environment, and a capability to translate that to the 
CEMA environments, in the absence of the opportunity to conduct actual experimental 
studies in situ. The latter two are more explorable through the methods currently available, 
that is, through the analysis of CEMA publications, and through the use of obsetvations 
by social and technical experts of the host communities. 

Both of the latter hypotheses find parallels with other goods, which represent both 
advanced technology and a "deficit" good, that is, a relative luxury obtained largely from 
commerce with the developed West. Chief among these is the VCR, which has been 
making substantial inroads within the CEMA community, and whose impact has been 
assessed in some detail and over some time [TaubS5] [TinsS5] [IzvS60331] [Yasm86b] 
[YasmS6t]. It is also of interest in that both the VCR and the PC are potential channels 
for Western information in the form of their "program content," i.e., Western videotapes 
shown on the former, and "pro-Western" software on the latter. This would also represent 
a minor form of dissident broadcasting, in that it is a less-restricted channel for objec
tive information on the West. Popular Western movies like "Amadeus" and even such 
politically invidious films as "Rambo" are equally in demand among Soviets and Eastern 
Europeans with access to VCRs [TaubS6]. Likewise, some "content suspect" Western 
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computer games have been distributed via unofficial channels, prompting a Komsomol
skaya Pravda article to complain that in these games, "unexpectedly, like a piano in the 
bushes, you can detect 'politics,' with a definite ideological stuffing," and to urge the 
creation of domestic, Soviet software for PC users [Ap870313]. 

It might be asserted that the single most "disruptive" effect of personal computing 
in the CEMA community, at this time, is its incremental contribution to the mass of 
consumer commodity goods available from the West that has been trickling through 
CEMA trade barriers, barriers in this case erected by the economic limitations on hard 
currency and consumer access. It would be wrong to rule out this possibility, in an effort 
to ascribe a more central importance of the PC in current Soviet economic changes under 
Gorbachev, for example. But at the same time the PC is symbolic of a certain need for 
work-environmental change, as discussed in the next section. 

6.1.1.3 The Personal Computer as Catal~'st 

One of the more important features of the application of the personal computer even as 
a relatively modest productivity aid, is its basic requirements as far as peripheral and 
environmental support, and, in more demanding use, connectivity. While PCs require 
few of the amenities provided for larger computer systems, e.g., strictly controlled envi
ronments, including forced cooling and self-regulated power, they do require an operating 
environment with certain minimal characteristics. For maximum usefulness, a more com
plete environment, including communications facilities and/or a close configuration with 
similar devices (output devices like graphics or laser printers, or full local-area networks 
of PCs and servers) would be required. Unlike a typewriter, manual rolodex, or, as it 
appears to the user, a telephone, the personat computer is a more technically demanding 
device, and can scarcely be regarded as a tightly bordered unit. Indeed, some of the 
multiplying effects of personal computers can only be achieved when they are integrated 
with other PCs, and with other services. 

Chapters 4 and 5 show the Soviet infrastructural environment to be rather deficient 
in regard to the support of personal computers in the manner described above. There is 
a chronic lack of proper service networks, which in the West grew up around previously 
established service agents (e.g., adjuncts to mainframe service), or were supplied by 
sponsored or independent retail service and support organizations like Radio Shack and 
Computerland. This all but rules out the independent maintenance of personal computers; 
the experience in Soviet computer literacy education programs shows a marked trend 
toward massed clusterings of PCs, rather than wide dispersal. 
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6.1.1.4 Threat \'s. Needs 

The proponents of the idea of personal computing (and videorecording, etc.) as a po
tential threat to government control may be overstating that potential [Shan85] [Tuck87] 
[Ke1l88]. Certainly the scale of introduction as it is now occurring renders much of the 
argument moot. It seems far too early to tell if these technologies will indeed provide 
direct and significant support for either dissident activities, or for a general widening of 
the channels for communication, leading to any change in the social structure, "good" or 
"bad" from a government perspective. 

Perhaps the greatest threat embodied in these technologies is an economic one. The 
PC can be seen as one of a few technologies acting as a lever on the CEMA economies 
that threatens to disrupt the economic status quo. Must the CEMA community make 
computers more integral to the functioning of its economies? The intuitive answer, given 
the current rate of growth of computer application in the West, and even in the NICs, 
would seem to be "yes." The evidence from those cases of increased computer application 
in the CEMA also seems to bear this out. Growth, or even maintenance of a status quo 
in some areas, will require it. Without upgrading the economies in the way provided for 
only by computer automation, communication and quality control, it is doubtful that the 
CEMA can hope to remain at all competitive with the West, to avoid further exacerbating 
the problems with foreign trade and the acquisition of hard currency for that trade. Small 
computer systems have proven to be the fastest growing component of the computer 
industry, and their applicability in the CEMA economies, as in the West, is clear. 

There are questions both of the CEMA community's ability to make sufficient in
vestment in computing, in particular, personal computing and its component technologies, 
and of the significance of the increasing "indebtedness" of the CEMA to foreign sources, 
or the lack of participation of the CEMA in this new sector of the world economy. If we 
assume that the rising complexity of world market products, represented in part by the 
substantial progress of the NICs in providing electronic products, will have a negative 
effect on the CEMA community's ability to maintain its export worth, then failing to 
both assume the use of these technologies internally to maintain competitiveness, and to 
promote their domestic production to keep a diversified and competitive portion of the 
world market, may prove detrimental. 

If the USSR, as the chief member of the CEMA, could afford to move towards a 
more isolationist economic attitude, e.g., maintain or decrease agricultural imports, and 
to effectively raise a trade barrier to Western high technology in order not to become 
increasingly indebted, then there would be no problem. But there are serious doubts as 
to the ability of any nation, let alone one in Eastern Europe, to so isolate itself. Here 
again the questions raised by the potential threat of personal computers as they represent 
links to the developed West are significant. Despite any physical barriers to immigration 
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and emigration, despite any barriers that might be imposed against trade, there is and 
will continue to be a significant flow of information into the CEMA. Clearly this flow 
is far below that of the up and coming "information societies" of the West, but it exists 
and will in all likelihood increase. The increase in the computing and communications 
technologies in the economies, of which personal computing is a part, will be partly 
responsible for that. 

6.2 Personal Computing as a Source of Economic Revitalization 

Counter to the fear that personal computing might lead to destabalizing social change is 
the hope that personal computing may contribute to the revitalization of the economies, 
specifically the Soviet economy. The experience thus far in Hungary is that personal 
computers have made themselves useful in a range of applications, multiplying human 
labor, but at the same time making some things previously impossible practicable. In 
addition, it might be hoped that PCs will be able to bring to the Soviet economy a method 
for information control to make the economy far more efficient, and capable of achieving 
the refonns proposed under the Gorbachev administration. 

Clearly personal computers have not entered the Soviet economy to the extent 
that their effects can be felt in gross production or productivity statistics. Even a rough 
estimate of the effects of personal computing in the West, where PCs in application 
in business and industry number in the millions, would be difficult to make, because 
the "productivity-enhancing" factor of personal computing is largely intangible. But in 
the West personal computers have been credited with significantly improving on time 
management, on quality of presentation of documents and products, and making more 
complicated tasks possible. 

The few applications of personal computers seen in the USSR have not been sur
prising; PCs have not been turned to use that differs to any great degree from what has 
been the case in the West. 

By all signs, computers have not been turned to the task of maintaining information 
for population control, in the style of Orwell's 1984. On the contrary. the only application 
encountered thus far within CEMA community relevant to the subject of the use of 
personal computer or personal network resources for social feedback and control is a 
positive one. This is the proposed establishment of a citizens' information system in 
Hungary. The SZTAKI (Computer Technology and Automation Research Institute) is 
reported to have begun development of an expert system to aid council administration: 

One goal of the research is to offer new possibilities for citizens to check 
on public administration procedures and to increase the 'transparency' of 
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the customary computer aided legal advice function because they are not so 
much replacing a legal expert as providing a direct tool for conducting a dia
log with the council public administration system. It should support primarily 
the actions of citizens and their relationship to state administration. The other 
goal is to spread the methods and experiences found in knowledge organi
zation and expert systems to applications areas which are as different from 
one another as possible. As a first experiment their goal is to provide orien
tation in the authorization procedures for construction and to solve visitation 
problems in the case of divorced parents. It is an open question whether the 
system will understand natural language or use fixed text aided by dialog. 
The first application of basic research results on personal computers the size 
of IBM PC/ATs can be expected within a few years. [Sztc87f] 
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This is not to say that personal computers may not be in use by the Soviet Ministry 
of Internal Affairs to compile lists of dissidents, or to assimilate information for better 
social control, but no such use has been as yet evident. It is likely that computers are in 
use within such sectors of Soviet government to the extent which they are being absorbed 
throughout the Soviet economy (indeed, it is likely that they are more pervasive within 
the more influential ministries), but that is still far more than an order of magnitude below 
comparable application in the West, where information is more easily compiled, and the 
history of governmental intrusion is generally regarded as relatively minimal. 

But it is readily apparent from the statistics presented in Chapter 4 that most Soviets 
have little or no contact with computers of any sort, let alone personal computers. And 
it must be reiterated that the personal computers will begin to be useful, for expressive 
or repressive purposes, only when they are supported by the environment, and users are 
educated to their use. The effectiveness of personal computers should not be overrated, 
given that they are functioning in what is generally a poor environment, with little in the 
way of peripheral and service support, and the user community does not have many of 
the other communications channels available in the West. The effectiveness of the US 
telephone system, for example, which can be used to communicate with retailers of both 
materials and technical assistance as well as to form the backbone of private computer 
networking, is not matched in the Soviet economy. 

It is difficult to say just what overall effects personal computing could have in the 
Soviet economy, especially as everything must be considered in light of the on-going 
failure to substantially improve the poor state of the supply. From the official statements, 
automation of the economy, in part through the use of personal computers, is to be a 
major component of economic revitalization. In Gorbachev's Political Report of the 
Central Committee delivered at the Party's 27th congress in 1986, he reported that: 



''The widescale electronization and integrated automation of production 
have exerted an enonnous effect on the rate of engineering redesign. Spe
cific targets have been set for the development and mass assimilation of 
modem computer technology and development of a component base. Com
puter software and management infonnation systems will be established on 
an industrial base." [prog86b] 
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Of the technologies discussed, Soviet progress in management infonnation systems (MIS) 
has been studied in considerable detail [Mche86i]. According to McHenry, Soviet efforts 
at refonn from above have been largely unsuccessful. It is not hard to translate that 
into a poor prognosis for any comparable push for personal computerization from above. 
Personal computing, as well, is by nature a "from below" technology, and in the West has 
sprung up from a wide supporting base. But nowhere in the USSR are there conditions 
comparable to those discussed previously for the West, that is, a wide, consumer-oriented 
base of retail sources for supply and service. Economic revitalization mayor may not 
require a substantial growth of personal computing, to complement increased use of 
infonnation systems in general. and advances in production automation. It is fairly clear. 
however, that any growth of PC use in the USSR will be painfully slow for the foreseeable 
future. 

6.3 Parallel Products and Issues 

Finally, it may be useful to consider some related technologies and topics. The video
cassette recorder (VCR), in many ways similar to the personal computer, is also being 
integrated into the CEMA economies, though far more as a consumer good than as a tool 
in business and industry. And information in general may be discussed: how information 
is valued, acquired and transferred, and the states' attitudes on those processes. 

6.3.1 The VCR 

A number of parallels may be drawn between VCRs and personal computers. Both 
have entered the CEMA community after first establishing a considerable presence in the 
West, such that there is a disparity in the pervasiveness model of a stage or more between 
East and West. Both are now being complemented by subsequently developed CEMA
indigenous products, and both roughly to the same degree. Both are status symbols, 
showing that their owners have some considerable importance or connections. And both 
represent widening infonnation channels, both for infonnation coming into the CEMA 
community from the West, and for infonnation dissemination within the countries. The 
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VCR is a far more homogeneous product than the PC, and confined to a narrower appli
cation area. which might make it a much more tractable object for study. 

It has been reported by various sources that some hundreds of thousands of foreign 
VCRs are now in use in the Soviet Union, brought in by returning Soviet citizens, vis
iting foreigners, and black marketeers. Similar figures have been given for other CEMA 
countries [Misk86] [Poli86ab] [Tryb86z] [Urba87] [Zyci870]. Some time after the initial 
influx of foreign VCRs, domestic VCRs began to appear as well [Wats85]. It has been 
suggested that the inevitability of their import prompted the decision to provide them 
domestically; faced with the prospect of fighting the VCR as a method of information 
dissemination the government chose to do so from the inside [Egos85] [Taub85] [Tins85] 
[Yasm86b] [Yasm86£]. Interestingly, though, during the same period of the early to mid-
1980s the US went out of the VCR business. As US industry in that sector of consumer 
electronics ceased to be competitive with Japan and the NICs, the VCR became a wholly 
foreign product. Any growth of the Soviet domestic videocassette industry, producing 
film cassettes with Soviet content, may be attributed to an interest by the government to 
assert some control over what is watched, but the production of hardware is another issue. 
The US has relinquished control over VCR ·production, making use, perhaps excessive 
use, in light of current trade deficit figures, of the world market. As the USSR is unable 
to pursue the same course, owing to the scarcity of hard currency and severely restricted 
channels for business dealings, it has proceeded with parallel, indigenous development. 
As with personal computers, Soviet VCRs are inferior in quality to the world supply. 
produced in extremely limited quantities, and represent considerable (though wholly do
mestic) expenditure for minimal returns [Wats85] [Mikh86e] [Yasm86b] [Tols87]. 

From a standpoint of supply, personal computing and the VCR both illustrate 
the exact same point, which summarizes much of chapters 3 and 4: the most serious 
problems do not stem from technological complexity, but from sheer inability to achieve 
sufficient volumes of production or trade, of components or finished systems. At the 
same time that insufficient means and organizational mechanisms have stifled trade, a 
lack of coordination and flexibility have hamstrung domestic capacity. Additional factors 
affecting the latter include poor quality control, and a less than adequate infrastructure 
for service and support once the product is delivered. 

Another aspect of the VCR, indeed its primary feature, is its informational content. 
and this less closely parallels the personal computer. While the personal computer is 
characterized by the software it runs, the VCR is solely a means for the recording and 
display of videocassettes, and while a few, basic programs like text editors and spread
sheets can make PCs functional, for a VCR to be useful a wide range of cassettes must 
be accessible. Cassettes have been entering the CEMA community from the West, along 
with the machines, even socio-politically undesirable films such as "Rambo," in small 
quantities. It must be assumed that the range of Western titles "transferred" informally 
to the CEMA community constitutes only a small percentage of the total available in 
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the West, but the pelVasiveness ratio for purely domestic products is more revealing. 
The comparative figures for videocassettes in the US and USSR are given in Table 6.1. 
The values suggest that Western programs (and the total of 51,000 includes only those 

Table 6.1: Video [KroI87] 
The statistics were provided without a date of reference; they are assumed to represent 
the state of the industries as of 1987. 

Videocassette lending libraries in the Soviet Union: 25 
Videocassette titles officially available: 500 
Total video cassette outlets in the US: 40,000 
All titles available: 51,000 

cassettes available in the US, and not Western Europe) may be all but overwhelming 
officially sanctioned programs in the USSR. Western tapes are copied within the country. 
as audio tapes have been for decades. In addition, there may be some degree of private 
production of video material [Wats85] [Kon086b] [Misk86]. 

But it is important to ask to what extent if any the rise in pervasiveness of the VCR 
bodes changes in the CEMA societies and economies. What is watched may have little 
positive effect toward the creation of an "information society," or spark an "information 
revolution." It is probably in the Soviet state's interests to provide an alternative to 
"Rambo," and to drive down the costs of domestic alternatives relative to acquiring 
materials from abroad, to prevent the flooding of Soviet society with foreign broadcasts. 
They are building up a modest base of domestic videocassettes, and have cracked down on 
"ideologically harmful" and pornographic video materials [Kon086b]. But it is not readily 
apparent that the effect of Western and "Soviethred" video, in the CEMA setting. will 
result in anything like what is occurring in the West in any case. Western video came as 
an outgrowth of television, with the VCR (and multi-channel cable television) providing 
a method to restructure information already coming into the home. An Arbitron sUlVey 
from February, 1987, estimated the number of US households with both a television and 
VCR at 41.6 million [para87]. While the market for videocassette rental and purchase 
has grown very large, very quickly, it was not, as was feared by some, the death blow 
to the movie industry. Instead, it has become a tool for restructuring personal time, 
an adjunct to the rich environment provided by Western television, as well as simply a 
method of viewing movies on the small screen. At the same time Western video has a 
consumer and cultural content that is largely foreign to a society like that of the Soviet 
Union. While the import, legal or otherwise, of Western videotapes into the USSR might 
be viewed as a way to get a social and economic message across about the West, the 
incongruities between Eastern and Western society are such that much of the content 
may be lost. It has been raised that much of the message presented to Americans by 
American media itself is warped in its perception, and that the glitter of a "Dyna~ty" or 
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the violence of a "Rambo" is contributing to social breakdown, largely by the promotion 
of unreal expectations, and a confusion of salience. The VCR has established a presence 
in Soviet society, but only in a limited way. It is a tool for diversion, certainly, but not 
necessarily for infonnation dissemination. It may be, in fact, that the videocassette is the 
"new opiate of the people," rather than a disruptive force [Ganl87]. 

6.3.2 Information as a Commodit)' 

VCRs and personal computers have established at least a modest presence within the 
Soviet Union, more so elsewhere in the CEMA community, and have been accepted into 
indigenous production. In other areas there are stronger barriers to Western technologies 
and processes such that they will not even take root. The most important lie in the area 
of the rights, abilities and needs of individuals to amass and access data. Data services. 
such as those provided by Dow Jones and network carriers like Compuserve. have grown 
enonnously and directly in conjunction with the availability of cheap personal computers 
for the home and small business. But that is only because (1) private enterprises were 
pennitted to amass infonnation, and to then sell access to that infonnation for profit. (2) 
the technological infrastructure, largely in the phone system, supported network services. 
and (3) the infonnation available is useful. and therefore valuable, to a private consumer. 
All three are untrue of the Soviet environment. Private enterprise has only recently 
been pennitted, and copying and duplication remain severely restricted [Citi86c]. Even 
if databases of the type being compiled in the US were legal, and even if computer 
resources were available for use, means are not available to acquire useful data from 
sources. Soviet foreign trade data, for example. will not be free for the asking to a 
fledgling data service hoping to compile a market database. Were data to be acquired. 
there is little chance that it could then be distributed. Publication, as stated previously. 
remains the domain of the state. Private computer networks, given the severely deficient 
state of the telephone system and the near complete lack of systems and peripherals, are all 
but impossible [Kemp85c] [Camp86d] [Seli86] [Slr86b] [Mche87e]. Lastly, information, 
even if collected and subsequently disseminated, would be all but meaningless. given 
other, overriding factors. Infonnation on trade, for example, would be useless given 
the lack of flexibility in production planning. There is no method for private financial 
investment (other than the black market) for an analog of Dow Jones to promote and 
service. Infonnation has far too little utility for it to be in and of itself a viable consumer 
commodity. 

This is not to say that an infonnation society could not be state sponsored, that 
the state could not benefit immensely from better channels for infonnation. from the 
creation, maintenance and use of databases. Clearly, from Soviet efforts to fonn nation
wide economic and planning networks, and to incorporate computing into the planning 
process, that is desired. But there is a fundamental problem of information collection 
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even there. There are strong incentives to fight the collection of infonnation for the 
various participants in production sector, and falsifying of records is in many cases the 
only way to meet production responsibilities. Previous studies have discussed this dis
incentive to collect infonnation even within the state-controlled sectors of the economy 
[Mche85] [Mche86iJ. And regardless, the severe infrastructural deficiencies remain to be 
dealt with. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CO;\iCLUSIO~S A~D DIRECTIONS FOR FUTVRE RESEARCH 

7.1 Conclusions 

It is readily apparent that the CEMA community is inferior to the West in the creation 
and application of personal computing resources, and that that inferiority is comprised 
of both a developmental lag, and qualitative and quantitative factors. It has always been 
extremely difficult to give a figure for "how much the CEMA community lags the West 
in personal computing" (though the question is often asked), because the deficiencies are 
not measurable on a strictly linear scale. This has become even more the case as personal 
computing has been transformed from a high technology to a mass commodity outside 
the CEMA community. 

This raises two points. The first is that the CEMA community should not be eval
uated merely on "lag evidence," e.g., "What density of memory chip has been achieved 
by what time, and how does that compare with the West?" A more comprehensive 
evaluation of the breadth and capacity of industries, the availability of information, and 
many other factors must be made, and the conclusions may not be reducible to anything 
approaching a one-dimensional scaling of East against West. The second point is that the 
CEMA community is being presented with increased opportunities for interaction with 
the world markets, and that this interaction need not be as much a cause for concern to 
either side as it has been in the past. 

There is an inordinate degree of reluctance in some portions of the CEMA commu
nity (the USSR being a prime example) to rely on non-CEMA sources for intermediate 
and final products. Some CEMA countries, on the other hand, have turned sharply to
ward the West, as if to make up for CEMA deficiencies at any cost. A partial explanation 
for the former behavior lies in the fact that Western export controls have indeed had till 

impact on the CEMA economies in these areas. Despite some CEMA claims to the con
trary, export controls have made the indigenous growth of some technologies much more 
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difficult, though not impossible. More importantly, Western export control policies have 
had an apparent effect on trade even where technologies are outside the restrictions. The 
real and perceived problems, including delays in license applications and the potential 
for a calculated or even capricious readjustment of the control limits, have certainly not 
encouraged closer interaction. Simultaneously, however, the global markets (excluding 
the CEMA countries) have become much more open. The US has gone from a position 
of relative isolation as a majority, if not monopoly, supplier of PC technology to a major 
consumer of products from Japan and the NICs. 

It may be too strong to say that Western export control policies have discour
aged those CEMA countries that are overly self-isolating from more closely integrating 
themselves into world markets. But they have probably contributed to the inertia. Gor
bachev's "perestroika" is an attempt to restructure the slow-moving industries, putting 
internal pressure on organizations and bureaucratic structures that have shown themselves 
incapable of reacting well to external change. And export controls may have served as 
much as an excuse for inaction as they have been a deterrent to growth. CEMA officials 
have often made the claim that the trade restrictions have only served to build up the 
CEMA technological base, by requiring indigenous solutions. But many of the CEMA 
"solutions" would be utterly noncompetitive if all barriers were removed, and the CEMA 
planners, researchers and designers have been underinfonned and unimaginative. The 
rapid change and growth in the computer industries of the West over the last decade 
caught the CEMA community, the Soviets in particular, flatfooted. 

Perestroika, whether or not it succeeds, is designed to substantially alter the situa
tion. There is little the West can do to influence that process, but its success would not 
necessarily be a bad thing from a Western perspective. Western companies have shown 
great interest in dealing with the CEMA community, and the transfomlJtion of personal 
computing to a commodity good makes trade acceptable, even desirable, in light of the 
stated intentions of Western export control policies. But there remain enonnous barriers 
on the CEMA side, both economic and political. Whether or not the Gorbachev admin
istration can survive in the wake of the changes it is inducing is a question for other 
researchers, though it is clear that the Soviet Union is far from an absolute dictatorship, 
and political opposition to the current policies is a matter of record. Important limitations 
also exist in the ability of the Soviets to raise funds for international trade, and in the 
rate at which organizations can be made to change. 

7.1.1 The Stages of Personal Computing 

The major issues and developments in each of the stages discussed in this work are 
detailed below. 
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7.1.1.1 The Paradigm 

There is considerable evidence that the CEMA countries as a whole have "bought" the 
concept of personal computing wholesale, as is, from the West. It is clear that none of 
the CEMA countries serves as a model for the others. With a few exceptions, such as 
the production of the Polish Mera 60 on the basis of Elektronika 60 components, and 
a very few joint projects like the Hungarian-Soviet Janus, CEMA PC models are either 
wholly indigenous to the individual country, or duplicates of non-CEMA architectures. 

The CEMA community also took up the concept of personal computing later than. 
and in response to, developments in the West. This has perhaps been the cause of 
the more pronounced division in classes of PCs in the CEMA community as compared 
with the West. There is a strong distinction between professional and non-professional 
personal computers, which probably came about out of attempts in the mid-1980s (1984-
85) to establish a few distinct directions in the chaotic markets. While PC development 
in the West has been relatively smooth and evolutionary, the CEMA community more 
abruptly seized upon the IBM PC as a major step above the varied and underpowered 
8-bit PCs making up the market to the mid-1980s. It should be recalled that the IBM 
PC entered the Western market to compete with at least one major architecture (the 
Apple II) with a well-established and powerful (for the time) software base. This was 
not the case in the CEMA community, and the jump from 8-bit systems to mM PC
class systems is the more sharp for the absence of any strong 8-bit system. This almost 
revolutionary jump in PC capability and coordination (for the establishment of a standard 
in the IBM PC architecture provides a very strong focus) serves to sharply divide CEMA 
PC development, and PC perceptions. into pre- and post-professional PC 

The West-to-East information channels are good, and promise to get better with the 
establishment of joint publication ventures. Intra-CEMA information exchange, on the 
other hand, is less effective. English is at least for the time being the de facto language 
of personal computing, though most of the PCs in use in the CEMA countries have 
been adapted for the use of native languages. Computing in the CEMA community has 
always depended heavily on English, and the computer-related professions almost require 
a good facility in English. Personal computing applications can be expected to mitigate 
this somewhat, as computers are used more extensively to support non-computer studies 
in the schools. The more universal the applications become, the more pressure there will 
be to adapt computerization to the native languages, and the more experience will be 
accumulated among educators and computer non-professionals. 

As far as anticipations for the growth in the creation and application of personal 
computing, there are no signs that CEMA planners foresee any sort of leapfrogging, 
or competitive parallelism with Western achievements. Instead, the CEMA community 
appears to be buying its way toward current Western levels, and taking its lead from 
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Western examples. At the same time there do not appear to be any areas where the 
CEMA community is outright rejecting Western developments. It might be argued that 
many Western developments are far in advance of current CEMA capabilities, and that 
CEMA personal computing is too underdeveloped for a particular character to have 
emerged. 

7.1.1.2 The Technology 

Microelectronics was chosen as an indicator of the state of CEMA technological achieve
ments. Obviously other factors are important as well (software, production technology, 
etc.); microelectronics was selected for its high profile in the literature, and the ease of 
establishing a complete picture of the basic production range. Information on production 
levels, however, was generally unavailable. Even though a great deal may be concluded 
from the technological nature of the components used in PC production, very little is 
known about volumes, save by what appears at the far end of the production pipeline, 
in application. Even then, it is difficult to establish a complete picture of the range of 
applications. 

The CEMA community has a modest but fairly modern set of microelectronics 
industries. The Soviets and East Germans lead the rest of the community by a substantial 
margin, and must be considered the only self-supporting CEMA members in this respect. 
And of the two, only the Soviet Union produces a complete range of components for all 
classes of computers, and the microprocessor basis for IBM PC-compatible systems. 

The Soviet Union is in its third microprocessor generation. This generation contains 
their second major coordinated set of microprocessor components. While the second 
phase fits rather neatly into a single five-year plan, the current phase has extended into 
a second plan period, and shows no signs of being bounded by its end in 1990. The 
second generation may have been, therefore, the first serious push towards the creation 
of a comprehensive set of microprocessors, and the third is its revision, reflecting a better 
understanding of needs and applications. The change in microelectronic nomenclature 
in the early 1980s also supports the argument that the third generation has reformed the 
microelectronics base on a more comprehensive plan. It may be that the third generation 
will effectively be the "last" generation, and that Soviet microprocessors will now emerge 
as Western models have, with incremental improvements and major architectural advances 
both appearing without substantial regard for a particular planning period. Given the 
speed at which the microelectronics markets and industries have changed in the West, an 
increase in flexibility among the Soviet and CEMA microelectronics producers to permit 
them to respond on shorter notice than a five-year plan allows would be beneficial to the 
dependent industries, particularly that of PC production. 
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Of all the products in the second generation, two, the PDP-ll-compatible K581 
processor and the Intel 8080-compatible K580, have been followed up in the third. Both 
are based on successful US designs, as are many of the new products in the third gen
eration. The link between Western market successes and CEMA adoption is readily 
apparent. 

Each of the CEMA countries has, more or less, a monopoly for microelectronics 
production. producer. Where several producers in a single country are involved, the 
largest dwarfs the others: the Hungarian MEV and East Germany's Microelectronics 
Combine are good examples.1 The USSR has an effective monopoly situation as all the 
producers are coordinated under a single ministry (Minelektronprom). While the more 
capable (the Microelectronics Combine and USSR's industry under Minelektronprom) 
almost certainly exceed the size and scope of a given Western producer, the breadth of 
the product range, aggregating all of the CEMA producers, is less than that of the US 
producer community. The two East European producers with divergent products (Bulgaria 
with its Motorola 6800-equivalent microprocessor and the GDR's Zilog-compatible ICs) 
appear to be under some pressure to abandon them in the face of initial CEMA efforts 
for a set of common personal computer standards. Bulgaria has little reason to fight 

• such a development, and will probably never be a major microelectronics producer. 
East Gennany, as one of the most independent and vertically integrated of the CEMA 
countries, will probably continue its production even if only to supply its own needs. 

The lack of breadth of the CEMA microelectronics inventory will naturally dictate 
some decisions in PC production. As discussed in Chapter 3, the Soviets cannot build a 
clone of the Apple Macintosh for lack of a domestic equivalent of the Motorola 68000, 
though they have already duplicated the mM PC family and can be expected to continue 
that through the mM PCI AT and newer models. The CEMA countries might acquire 
non-indigenous microprocessors, and some, like Hungary, use imported microprocessors 
exclusively. But the larger, more autonomous CEMA members (the GDR and USSR) 
have shown no desire to depend on the West for microelectronic components. This has 
not been the case for some other components, including supplies like floppy disks, but it 
is unlikely that the USSR will base any major undertaking on the importation of such a 
fundamental building block. 

Eastern Europe as well does not seem to have a strong role in responding to the 
Soviet Union's need for basic components, as far as the materials compiled for this 
study have shown. It must be noted, however, that the sources tended to be either 
technically detailed, with less concern for larger economic issues, or too abstract to 
provide measurable statistics. And while it is known that many of the East European 
CEMA members rely heavily on the USSR and East Germany for components, little 

IThis situation may be changing in East Germany, with the Carl Zeiss Combine (which produces 
microelectronics production equipment) initiating the production of ICs themselves. 
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in the way of hard statistics is available there as well. Anecdotal evidence from the 
several field research opportunities supports the argument that the West is preferred to 
intra-CEMA cooperation, and CEMA trade may be a last resort, when hard currencies 
are exhausted. Further support is provided by the following observation by Paul Marer: 

One consequence of this [poor information for specialization] state of 
affairs is that specialization is focused mainly on finished products and 
largely excludes components. Further institutional reasons for this include 
that the prices of finished products are easier to establish and that the cen
trally planned economic system generally rewards the manufacture of finished 
products more than that of parts and components. An important further rea
son is fear of dependence on inputs to be supplied by CEMA partners be
cause supply breakdowns are frequent, thus jeopardizing plan fulfillment. Of 
the 20 specialization agreements entered into by the CEMA countries up to 
1975 in the field of engineering, involving a total of 1,927 products, only 
two agreements, affecting 371 items. provided for specialization in parts and 
components. Another way of putting this is that CEMA specialization agree
ments involving 1,556 finished products (l,927 less 371) were accompanied 
by agreements to specialize in the production of only 371 component items, 
or 1 component for every 4.2 finished product (!) Absence of, or less ac
tive direct contact between the manufacturers and the users of components 
in two countries than is customary between firms in market economies, and 
the reluctance of manufacturers, in the Soviet Union especially, to mod
ify a product to meet the needs of importers in other countries also makes 
specialization in parts problematic. [Mare86b] 

Taking all of the component technologies together, there does not appear to be 
any single technological bottleneck for the Soviet Union. Several of the components 
(Winchester drives, for example), and production technology are obstacles to large-scale, 
mass production, but more important appears to be across the board problems in reliability 
and coordination. The quality of the individual components ranges from marginal to 
acceptable, but in concert they form unacceptable systems: 

[Head of the GKVTI] Gorshkov continued that the problem of computer 
reliability is an acute one, and that it is especially necessary to improve the 
quality of the component base of computers and of peripheral equipment. He 
admitted that users are dissatisfied with the quality of present computers. He 
noted that the reliability of PCs which are to become the most widespread 
type of computer in the near future, is especially poor and that the next 
models produced must 10--20 times more reliable than existing ones. To 
tackle problems of reliability, Gorshkov said that his committee will have a 



state inspectorate for qUality of computer technology, which is supposed to 
deal with problems of quality during research, development and testing of 
new computers. [Mikh86d] 
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Also relevant to the management and advance of CEMA indigenous technology is 
the possibility of technology transfer from the West and other industrializing areas. Tech
nology transfer is one of the more hotly debated topics in the West, due to the adversarial 
nature of US-Soviet, NATO-Warsaw Pact relations in the past. Despite the recent ini
tiatives to establish stronger East-West economic ties, the West will no doubt remain 
concerned that the CEMA countries not receive technology fro~ the West that would en
able substantial improvements in military capability. The computer-related technologies 
are key technologies in this respect, forming the basis for command, communications 
and control (C3 ), and other militarily significant systems. 

While many Western technologies and products are obvious candidates for restric
tion from export, e.g., supercomputers, fast signal processors, advanced microelectronic 
production equipment, it is difficult to justify extending restrictions to cover most of the 
products relevant to personal computing. As stated in Chapter 5, it is easy to make the 
case that "technology transfer" as it was addressed in the past is either unnecessary (do
mestic research and development is sufficient) or easily accomplished for the PC-related 
technologies. RecommendatiOIls for PC-related export controls are made later in this 
chapter. 

The CEMA countries more dependent on importation to support their PC industries 
have done fairly well in the acquisition and use of Western systems and components. But 
the widespread use of embodied technology like advanced Western PC systems does not 
necessarily imply a great deal of technology transfer. The technologies embodied in an 
IBM PS/2, for example, are insufficient to teach Soviet industry how to manufacture 
comparable equipment. Certainly an example in hand is worth something as an aid to 
understanding the importance of certain processes, e.g., in the use of a given complexity 
of printed-circuit board or the choice of configurations to optimize assembly. But such 
products might almost be considered inscrutable artifacts as far as they suggest ways to 
produce PCs on the current Soviet production base. 

The gross disparity in size between the CEMA and Western PC inventories, dis
cussed in Chapter 4, might suggest that CEMA planners could be more flexible in their 
decisions than even the Western markets have been. This is the argument that with little 
to lose by junking what does exist (a mere fraction of what is now in use in the West) 
the CEMA community has a more or less clean slate to adopt more ideal solutions. The 
West has had to accept the consequences of design decisions made years before the real 
impact could be felt (for example, the inherent memory limitations of the original mM 
PC). Why then is the CEMA community not taking a more agressive route, along the 
lines of the strategy described by Academician Palagin (p. '?'?)? 
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The answer appears to be that (1) no strong directions have emerged from any 
guiding body, leaving individual finns or ministries to their own devices for too long, (2) 
current CEMA capabilities do not support a "leap forward" of the sort described by Pal a
gin, and (3) Western PCs, now available as world commodities, will be used, not simply 
as examples for domestic designers, but as necessary placeholders. For lack of deci
sions by relevant bodies (the Soviet super-ministerial bodies, or the CEMA coordinating 
organizations) to support a competitive alternative, Western architectures are just about 
the only low-risk option. In the case of Hungary, the acquisition of IBM PC-compatible 
systems is now an announced policy of the government. 

7.1.1.3 The Commodity 

CEMA PC products have followed three major development paths. Each of the countries 
has emphasized one path over the others, and their choices have determined both the 
character of the current inventories, and the possibilities for assistance from foreign 
sources. The three paths are: 

1. PDP-ll-compatible microcomputer, minicomputer and PC-class systems; 

2. IBM PC-compatible systems; 

3. Various families and single models incompatible with (1) and (2). 

Only the Soviets seem at all enamored of the first path as a way to meet its needs 
for personal computing resources, though all of the CEMA members participate in the SM 
program from which the path depends. This may be changing as well, as the USSR seeks 
to institute considerable changes within the organizational group that most appropriately 
should be producing personal computers. If a restructuring of the several ministries and 
newly created special bowes succeeds in establishing a coordinated network, a significant 
jump could be expected in production of a more well-planned and well-supported set of 
products. At this point the IBM PC architecture would be a logical choice for an industrial 
champion. Given the historical evidence of the ES and SM programs, where Western 
successes were adopted as model architectures, and the emergence of the IBM PC as an 
unwsputed world standard, such a choice would not be surprising. 

All of the CEMA members have experimented to some degree along the third 
developmental path, though for most this has meant only small, 8-bit systems. East 
Germany remains a strong producer of divergent systems, and this may be at least partially 
attributed to the fact that it is its own best consumer, and is relatively isolationistic. Many 
of the Robotron products in the past have also been integrated office systems. and not 
true personal computers, and so have not had to rely on separate software and component 
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industries~ Robotron is a complete and comprehensive source for their support. Only 
recently has East Gennany shown an interest in what may be called general-purpose 
personal computers, most notably the ES 1834 (in the mM PC-compatible path) and the 
small PCs for education and popular use. 

While the other development paths will continue to enjoy some attention, that of 
IBM PC-compatible architectures is without question the fastest growing, most signifi
cant direction in CEMA personal computing production, and acquisition. The IBM PC 
architecture lies at the confluence of (1) the emergence of a world standard for personal 
computing, (2) a drop in prices and increase in the availability of necessary components 
on the world market. and (3) current CEMA technological capability. From the standpoint 
of CEMA needs the mM PC is sufficient. From the standpoint of CEMA capabilities. 
the IBM PC is achievable. Even where a higher level of perfonnance might be attainable, 
the tremendous momentum of the Western IBM PC-compatible market makes it the most 
attractive choice. (This is true in the West as well, where arguably better architectures 
such as the Amiga have failed to compete against the well-entrenched PC standard.) 

The ES 18XX personal computers might be seen as representing the genn of a 
CEMA-wide program of standard personal computers to complement the ES mainframe 
and SM minicomputer programs. It is unlikely that such a program will emerge, and there 
is no strong argument for why it should, provided that the CEMA community participates 
in the world market for PC products. 

While the ES mainframe program (1) could not rely on Western sources in the face 
of technology embargoes and the necessity of retaining control over strategic industries, 
and (2) had to be distributed among the various participating countries to achieve gains 
from specialization, personal computer production is, for the most part, non-strategic. and 
far more distributed in the world community. By non-strategic it is meant that while some 
of the basic technologies are important from a strategic position, e.g., microelectronics. 
most of the PCs required are needed in general use in the economy, and their source is 
unimportant. The US has lost a substantial part of its own market to foreign suppliers, 
and there is no reason why the CEMA community should not take advantage of the 
same world market. At the same time, the worldwide proliferation of producers of both 
components and finished systems redefines the opportunities for specialization. Each of 
the CEMA countries is free to try to specialize, but that will mean competition not only 
against its CEMA neighbors. which it might expect to win, but also against a host of 
industrialized and industrializing nations outside the CEMA, which it is far more likely 
to lose. And while the CEMA countries are limited by a scarcity of hard currency 
in their trading with the West, the evidence, such as Marer's critique of intra-CEMA 
specialization above, shows that they prefer to pursue East-West trade to intra-CEMA 
trade. As such, it should not be surprising if specialization occurs in areas other than PC 
component and system production. The Hungarians have shown great interest in system 
integration (customizing systems for particular applications) and in software in general. 
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Some of the CEMA countries may not specialize in PC-related technologies at all. 

There has been a strong trend toward more organizational freedom throughout the 
CEMA community. The Hungarian GMKs and other small organizational units have 
very quickly filled in niches around the larger, more traditional firms. The larger firms 
may find their market share shrinking as well, as foreign imports become increasingly 
cost competitive. The model for the East European computer producer may be shifting 
from the large, vertically integrated corporation like Videoton, to importers/assemblers 
like Percomp. While the Soviet economy has begun its retructuring, however, nothing 
comparable to the host of small Hungarian organizations has yet emerged. And while the 
Hungarian small enterprises and GMKs have begun to re~'Pond to market demands (the 
4,000 PC quota suggested by the OMFB is an underestimate of the number that could be 
immediately used and will almost certainly be surpassed even at nonsubsidized prices). 
the Soviets are moving extremely slowly. 

There are good reasons why the Soviets have failed to conclude any sweeping trade 
agreements with the West for the purchase of personal computers. One of the foremost 
is the scarcity of hard currency, and the inability of lower level organizations to arrange 
for countertrade in the manner that the large, umbrella organizations like the Ministry 
of Foreign Trade have in the past. The strategies espoused at the higher, policy-making 
levels also seem to lean toward joint ventures, to assist the USSR in producing goods 
that may be exported back to the West. 

It may be that opportunities for the more traditional, direct sales of large numbers 
of PCs to the USSR will arise in the future. As the end of the current Soviet FYP nears 
(the Plan ends in 1990), the target level of 1.1 million PCs in use may require increased 
importation of Western products. Certainly the Soviets do not seem to want to shut the 
door on Western trade, though they have thus far avoided committing to any substantial 
purchases. 

7.I.IA The Tool 

Of all the possible application areas, that of education has been pursued the most vig
orously in the CEMA community. This might be ascribed to a realization on the part 
of economic planners that the growth of a computer literate (or at least computer aware) 
workforce will be necessary to successfully employ those resources becoming available, 
and to encourage increases in their creation. More likely is that, as in the rest of the 
world, the sheer novelty of PCs and the limited utility of the simpler ones direct them 
toward higher-profile, less technically demanding areas, which well describes secondary 
education. 

The effectiveness of CEMA efforts, planned or otherwise, to introduce PCs into 
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education varies across the community. At the one extreme, personal computers are 
available at levels approaching those attained in the US. Laszlo Pal of the Hungarian 
OMFB provided a figure of 50 students per computer in Hungarian high schools and 200 
students per computer in the primary and elementary schools, which compares favorably 
with US figures. According to a report published in 1986, 91.4% of all US public schools 
had at least one microcomputer, up from 16% in 1981-82, with a national average of 
one microcomputer for every 50 students [Azds86b] [Citi86d]. And Hungary has more 
closely followed a US model of decentralization of the decision to obtain and utilize PCs. 
The Bulgarians, with a more centralized program, appear to be doing reasonably well 
too. 

At the other extreme, the Soviet Union by all accounts is far behind in its effort 
to make PCs available for computer literacy instruction, let alone for use in computer
aided instruction in all subjects. The OIVT is a "megaproject," and while its attempts to 
embrace the entire Soviet secondary school program are laudable (and have been lauded 
[Lemm85]), it has not been founded on a suitable base of computer resources, and must 
be regarded in many ways as quite literally a paper tiger. Even if sufficient resources 
become available (meaning an increase in quantity of two orders of magnitude or more 
over what is now being used, and with appropriate increases in quality and support), 
other obstacles will need to be overcome. Teachers will need to become familiar with the 
technology they are presenting, and feedback from a computer-using economy sufficient 
to show why computer literacy is desirable will be necessary. The USSR does not need 
to produce a generation of computer hackers so much as it needs to guarantee a supply 
of technically-educated workers to support wider computer introduction, and undirected 
play on inadequate PCs will not provide the latter. 

For lack of sufficient resources, the Soviets have employed several ad hoc tech
niques to bring students to PCs. including the use of mobile computer laboratories. The 
most beneficial practice is probably the establishment of mentor relationships between 
well-equipped enterprises and institutes and local schools, but this can only embrace a 
tiny fraction of the approximately 60,000 Soviet secondary schools. The most pressing 
need is to substantially boost the number of PCs available for application, simultaneous 
with an expansion of the base for the service and support of those PCs. All of the prob
lems discussed in Chapter 4 have a bearing on the failures detailed in Chapter 5. and no 
application policy can compensate for severe hardware deficiencies. 

Other applications have enjoyed some modest success, particularly where PCs have 
allowed smaller organizations to achieve some automation. This is most visible in Hun
gary, where PCs are far more available and have served in many roles in business and 
industry. But PCs are the most usable where they may be used as standalone tools, 
given the many deficiencies in the work infrastructure. Nowhere are PCs being used 
in telecommunications applications. or in more than modest local network use, which 
contrasts sharply with current Western practices. 
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Software is a neglected industry, particularly where the problems in hardware pro
duction have yet to be worked out satisfactorily. Hungary and the GDR have shown 
promise, the former on the basis of a number of small enterprises and the GMKs, and at 
least one major software engineering house (SZKl). East Germany's Robotron provides 
software for its own products, though it appears only nominally concerned with compat
ibility with emerging world standards. Hungary at least has shown interest in producing 
software for countertrade with the West, but this applies mainly to large system software, 
and most CEMA PC software is being acquired from the West, or adapted from Western 
packages. 

7.1.1.5 The Source of Change 

Contrary to the "common wisdom," there is no good evidence that the CEMA policy
makers consider personal computing as threatening or destabilizing, or that they have 
established any barriers to the growth of personal computing as a technology per se. 
Certainly, various policies have served to stifle the growth of the PC-related industries. 
But in many cases the current efforts are to revise and reform such policies in an effort 
to effect overall economic improvement. 

7.2 Recommendations for an Export Control P()lic~' Regarding Personal Comput
ing 

To suggest recommendations for a PC export control policy is to become involved in an 
issue of myriad dimensions. This is especially true as a result of the vastly increased 
opportunities for US-Soviet joint ventures; whereas in the late 1970s and early 1980s 
the key issue may have been denial of access to militarily-useful technology, there is 
now a counter interest in fostering trade dependencies, and lessening the US trade deficit. 
And political-military stability may even require that the Soviet Union not fall too far 
behind the West in its technologies, so as not to drive the USSR to desperate measures 
to save itself. But while the prevailing mood is toward softening technology restrictions. 
exactly where the line ought to be drawn is a topic of some debate. This dissertation 
does not address the question of what the relationship between the West and the Soviet 
Bloc should be, and therefore can only make a set of recommendations to serve a range 
of policy positions. 

The process of assessing the impact of export controls may be considerably simpli
fied by taking only the USSR as the target economy. Most trade restrictions are applied 
uniformly to the Warsaw Pact nations as to the USSR. and while it would be a mistake 
to consider the other CEMA countries as mere "distant provinces," or waystations for 
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technology on a route from the West to the USSR, their impact as direct technological 
conduits may be aggregated and added in to a simpler, Soviet assessment. It would 
be far more difficult to assess the effects of a multi-lateral export control policy, where 
CEMA members were considered separately. In some senses, Western technology does 
enter the CEMA community unevenly, due, for example, to the differences in CEMA 
barriers to travel and trade (accounting for much of the disparity between Hungary and 
Czechoslovakia, for example), and the special relationship between East and West Ger
many. Hereafter the discussion will center on the US, as one of the major authors of 
export controls, and the USSR, as their ultimate target. 

To better understand the target (Soviet) economy, the environment to receive the 
end effect of export controls, it is helpful to draw up a list of the needs and current and 
potential solutions for those needs bearing on the domestic creation and the application 
of imported and domestic PC technology. In this way the net effect of the conditions 
produced by the establishment/maintenance of export controls may be measured, against 
and interacting with all of the needs. The need and solution sets may be presented in 
the fonn of a two by two matrix, separating them into groups that are (1) affectable by 
Western export controls and isolated, (2) isolated and independent of export controls, 
(3) affectable by export controls and widespread, and (4) widespread and independent 
of export controls. "Isolated" needs and their solutions are those confined to relatively 
narrow areas or sectors, for example, within the microelectronics production industry, as 
opposed to throughout the general economy. 

1. Affectable and Isolated. 

(a) The need for guarded advanced technical infonnation, and easily replicable 
technologies, e.g., trade secrets, formulae. 

(b) The need for high-technology products not easily replicated, in limited quan
tity. Soviet attempts at covert acquisition exposed by Western agencies and 
highlighted in the media have tended to involve such products. Examples 
include high-precision microelectronics production equipment, which may be 
beyond the technical capability of CEMA developers to match, or necessary as 
examples for indigenous replication. Some products, like Digital Equipment 
Corporation VAX minicomputers, may not be worth the trouble of repro
ducing (though the first CEMA VAX copies have begun to appear), but are 
immediately usable with a substantial body of software for special-purpose 
application, such as in integrated circuit CAD [Harr84] [Wilk84] [Broc86c]. 

(c) The need for know-how, for select groups of experts. Distinct from technical 
facts (more belonging to the first category) this would include training per
sonnel in the nature (and significance) of processes, and even just establishing 
sufficient familiarity to better carry out other forms of technology transfer. 
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The needs detailed in the first two categories have often been satisfied (evading 
controls) through the use of the Soviet Union's intelligence agencies, such as the 
KGB and GRU [Rosi81] [Atla82] [Azds83d] [Rich84]. It is probably true that 
no control is a sufficient barrier to Soviet acquisition. The argument, however, 
is whether the cost added to Soviet acquisition efforts is sufficient to return a net 
Western "profit," that is, whether the cost of the controls is equal to or less than 
the cost to the West of letting the technologies go freely. 

The third category is satisfied by such transfer mechanisms as conference partic
ipation, i.e., the participation of CEMA experts at Western conferences, or the 
observation of Western experts at CEMA conferences or elsewhere. This also 
includes scholarly exchanges. 

2. Unaffectable and Isolated. 

Many of the needs covered in the previous category can be placed in this category 
as well, inasmuch as legal or otherwise uncontrollable methods may be employed 
to satisfy them. There is, for example, no comparable restriction on Soviet-funded 
research within the US, e.g., state-of-the-art computers may be purchased, dis
mantled and examined in the US without ever coming under the jurisdiction of 
export-control bodies [Born85c]. Similarly, it is difficult to stem the flow of infor
mation contained in scientific journals or disseminated at international conferences. 
The concept of "unclassified but sensitive" information put forward by the Reagan 
administration was an (unsuccessful) attempt in part to wrestle with the problem 
of technology transfer via such open sources [Pear87]. 

The "isolated" needs really form the hard core of export controls, the needs for 
key technologies either for transfer and replication in the indigenous industries, 
or serving to place-hold for critical, but absent, indigenous materiel. They also 
require few (but often expensive) Western resources, which make the prevention 
of Soviet acquisition efforts difficult even with controls in place. 

3. Affectable and Widespread. 

(a) The need to revamp the poor economic infrastructure (affectable aspects). A 
few portions of the problem of a poor infrastructure might be accessible to 
export control actions, e.g., where the CEMA community is using Western 
technology to enhance telecommunications. But the majority of infrastruc
ture problems may be considered endemic to the Soviet-style economy, i.e., 
widespread but generally unaffectable in light of overwhelming indigenous 
problem. 

(b) The need for raw processing power, supplied in the fonn of finished and/or 
semi-finished products. This is the most straightforward subcomponent of 
the trade issue: How much work should the West be willing to relieve the 
Soviets of, in the fonn of work-efficient systems like computers? The grayer 
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side of the question is what should be let go where restricting the product 
would make the desired work impossible. 

(c) Requirements for training and mass-media education. The former encom
passes such areas as joint-venture and site-support courses and consulting. 
The latter is now provided to a limited degree by joint-venture journals. and 
could conceivably be provided through more direct media like television. 
There is no reason why. for example, US firms might not consider producing 
or adapting computer literacy programs for Soviet television. 

4. Unaffectable and Widespread. 

(a) The need to revamp the poor economic infrastructure (unaffectable aspects). 
No account of Soviet society and economy fails to describe the effects of its 
"second," or black-market. economy. The second economy serves to accom
modate shortages and other failures in the formal planned economy, and has 
been permitted, within limits, to perform that function. The new economic 
measures adopted under Gorbachev have made many previously proscribed 
economic activities legal, in an effort to build up certain sectors of the econ
omy. In some respects. personal computing hangs on the growth of new 
economic structures, only possible in the formal economy since "perestroika." 

As of 1986, Moscow, a city of approximately 10 million people, had a single 
store selling (intermittently) personal computers, and a single service outlet 
for those PCs. Should the Soviets begin making personal computers more 
available for private use this will have to change radically. Other products like 
televisions are notoriously underserviced, and electronics service comprises 
one of the black-market industries. But this cannot be counted on to expand 
to incorporate PC service as well, given the complexity of digital systems. In 
the West, PC repair may simply involve replacement of a component up to the 
board or card level, backed up by a sufficient inventory of those components. 
and a distribution system that can be counted on to limit worst-case times 
to a matter of days. These three. (1) a wide and formal service and supply 
network, (2) a system of parts production and inventory, and (3) an excellent 
communications and distribution system, serve to make the PC a viable tool 
despite its wide use outside of technological enclaves of the sort that larger 
computer systems require. The three are all but completely absent in the 
USSR. The USSR requires thousands of facilities capable of rendering PC 
service. This may be achieved through new private ventures, but that would 
not be at anywhere near the efficiency of such firms as Computerland or Radio 
Shack in the West. There are signs of intent to establish such facilities in the 
first economy [Gors87]. Parts production, throughout the CEMA community. 
is often ignored in favor of complete system production. Finished systems 
are more easily accounted for under economic plans, and producers are often 
not accountable for the systems once they leave the factory. making parts 
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production an altruistic venture. Numerous tales of system cannibalization 
have been seen, and the term "fifth Agat," to describe the one sacrificed 
to keep the other four operable, may be becoming one of the new Soviet 
computer buzzwords [Kriv88]. Communications and distribution are likewise 
poor. The telephone system in particular is extremely weak, and the majority 
of Soviet households do not have a phone [Prav85p] [Camp86d] [Nyt88b]. 

7.2.1 The West-to-East Technolog~' ""Flood" 

Certain export-control options are no longer possible. It would be impossible. for exam
ple, to strictly embargo IBM PC-class systems, given the enormity of the world supply. 
and the lack of influence over the NICs' share of that supply. Most of the mM PC-class 
systems in use in the CEMA community are either of non-CEMA origin or are formed 
on the basis of largely non-CEMA components. but the COCOM members could do very 
little to affect that even if such were desired. Control is still maintained over larger sys
tems (32-bit workstations and multi-user systems not generally considered as PCs) and 
proprietary systems, where Western patent law can be used to prevent the initial spread 
to alternative producers. The latter is interesting in light of the Apple-Unitron litiga
tion: had Unitron been permitted to "get away with" the duplication of the Macintosh. 
there probably would be more interest in the Macintosh in the CEMA community than 
there now seems to be. While the Soviets have on many occasions borrowed Western 
developments without regard for infringing on Western ownership, e.g., the Intel 8086, 
MS-DOS, and the IBM PC architecture itself, they have been very conservative in tar
geting products, and probably would not pursue such a guarded product. But many other 
factors render the question of Soviet duplication of higher-end systems moot. It must be 
stressed that Soviet industry is struggling even with the well-tested Western products it 
is attempting to now master, and that the pre-PS/2 IBM PC really does match the state 
of Soviet production-technology art. 

It must further be stressed that there is little reason to expect that the Soviet Union 
would import substantial numbers of higher-powered systems than they can now produce 
even if it were permitted. The poor infrastructure makes any system expensive, e.g .• 
the increase in system down time due to the lack of a suitable network for preventive 
maintenance and repair has to be reckoned into the cost of the system. Systems that 
demand foreign sources for component supply and system repair, e.g., complex non
indigenous models like a Sun or Apollo workstation, would be doubly expensive to 
support. 
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7.2.2 Technological "Saturation" 

Based on the above it could be said that the Soviets have all but full access to all of the 
embodied technology they can handle at present. Soviet purchases of Western PCs failed 
to match Western expectations. There is no reason to believe that the Soviets have held 
back to induce the Western producers to further relax export restrictions. The problem 
seems to have been a scarcity of money to invest in Western finished goods, and a fair 
amount of organizational confusion. Unlike in the West, where expenditures for the sort 
of capital PCs represent may be projected against expected returns, and organizations 
have considerable control over their budgets, Soviet organizations have probably been 
hesitant to undertake what can only be considered a very risky venture. 

Most of the joint ventures now being discussed are supported on the Soviet side 
by "super-organizational" bodies, e.g., MNTK PK, or at the ministerial level, and not by 
smaller enterprises. More to the point, while joint ventures may be attempted to alleviate 
some of the basic deficiencies in Soviet industry. very little in the way of basic trade 
between Soviet organizations and Western parmers is occurring. It may be that only super
organizational bodies can wield the necessary authority to carry out trade, even given 
the economic restructuring under Gorbachev, and the dissolution and replacement of the 
Ministry of Foreign Trade. The trade arrangement with Novotec, where countertrade was 
as complicated as erasure of Peru's foreign debt, may be the only sort the Soviet Union 
can afford. 

If it is the case that Soviet organizations will only have access to Western products 
through a narrow channel directed by high-level bodies, most of the administrative and 
infrastructural problems will continue to have a strong impact on the acquisition of PCs 
by end users. 

7.2.3 A Strategic Plan for PC Export Control 

Intuition suggests that the elimination of all export controls embracing PC technologies 
would be unwise. It is difficult, however, to specify exactly where the threats lie. The 
cost to the US and NATO were the Warsaw Pact countries to erase the computer ca
pability gap between East and West would be enonnQus ... but this is impossible. The 
CEMA community is not harboring hidden strengths in mathematics which will enable 
it to leapfrog Western computer systems with fundamentally new architectures. Neither 
does any of the evidence suggest that resources and technologies acquired gravitate eas
ily into the military sector, and that modest achievements in acquisition, when channeled 
past the general economy into the military sector, will quickly level the East-West tech
nological balance or push it over to the Warsaw Pact's advantage. The economies of the 
CEMA countries are considerable sinks for even basic computer technology, and personal 
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computing, by its very nature, will have to be absorbed within the general economies 
to realize its full utility in more restricted applications. Soviet policymakers apparently 
realize this, and have emphasized computer literacy, if not with a great deal of success. 

Were all export controls to be dropped, the CEMA community would remain un
competitive on the world computer market, and would probably phase out many of its 
more inefficient efforts (such as Winchester disk production) except where a very clear 
strategic need dictated otherwise. In some ways the question of export controls is a 
dilemma on both sides. Were the CEMA countries free to purchase any product, would 
they have to fight the tendency to rely even more on Western embodied goods? Clearly 
certain technologies will have to be pursued in parallel, for example, the microelectronics 
expertise necessary to produce fast and dense ICs for military applications which cannot 
be pennitted to be embargoed at the whim of the West. The US is facing the same sorts 
of fears in comparable areas, such as in supercomputing and mass-produced memory ICs, 
where more cost-effective Japanese products are squeezing the US out of even its own 
internal market. 

Another factor suggesting a relaxation of existing export controls is the loss to 
the US economy incurred as a result of trade delayed or prevented by the controls 
[Sche87]. This includes West-West trade as well, where the length of time necessary to 
obtain licenses frustrates deals. encouraging buyers to look elsewhere. While the US has 
probably suffered the largest share, this would extend to the other COCOM members as 
well. On the other hand the NICs outside of COCOM, such as South Korea and Taiwan, 
are in a position to profit. A study by the US National Academy of Sciences (NAS) 
estimated that US restrictions on high-tech exports costs US finns more than $11 billion 
annually in lost business [Gibb87]. The NAS also reported that export controls cause an 
estimated loss of as much as $17.1 billion yearly from the US GNP, and cost 188.000 
jobs in 1985 [Krep88]. 

Recent history has seen an easing of export controls. In respect to most technologies 
relevant to personal computing, they appear to have kept pace with Western progress 
(freeing up technology as it ages), and may have actually outstripped CEMA capabilities 
to take advantage of the technology freed. This almost dictates the manner in which 
any export control may be applied; there are far too many products passing over into 
the free side for an export control list to be based on a list of pennitted rather than 
proscribed goods. A doctrine of release based on foreign availability would also greatly 
tax the ability of any government organization (or organizations) to keep abreast of 
world developments [Gibb87]. Such an approach requires a familiarity with far too many 
technologies in a global market. Foreign achievements may be deliberately overestimated 
by Western vendors, and it has even been suggested that CEMA organizations provide 
phony evidence to fake a given level of capability [Melv84b]. 

While in spirit an "offensive" approach, i.e., studying the particular needs of the 
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target communities (and the CEMA is only one of several) and only then sketching a set 
of critical technologies for control, might be called economic warfare of a sort, it stands 
a good chance of being the most cost-effective approach. Controlling a few technologies 
well makes sense both strategically and economically. And the more those technologies 
match those required by the target communities, the more those controls are justified. 
It has been suggested that a small set of proscribed technologies and products might be 
liable to miss "hot" new technologies [Good82b], but a lean and intelligent approach to 
export controls would seem to be both implementable and useful. 

Unfortunately, for an offensive approach to be "tolerated" by both sides (defen
sible against Soviet charges of economic warfare and Western charges of discrimina
tion), it must necessarily be based on objective metrics. Among the problems cited 
by Dr. Jan Czekajewski in his long-standing battle with US Customs over its seizure 
of PC-based medical equipment headed to an exhibition in the Soviet Union ([Czek85] 
[Hirs87] [Lane87]) is the arbitrary nature of one of the least subjective measures now 
used to classify computer technology, the Processing Data Rate (PDR) value for com
puter throughput.:! The PDR is used to calculate the "power" of computers, and applies 
to all classes of computers.3 Export controls establish a PDR below which systems are 
exportable without a license, and above which various licenses are required. In addition 
to the problem that nearly identical machines may generate different PDRs, the use of 
a purely mechanical measure fails to take into account qualitative differences between 
systems of nominally equal throughput. Based on the conclusions drawn in Chapters 
3 and 4, for example, it would appear to be far more useful to control IBM PC/MS
DOS and descendant products, based on their much higher utility, than comparable but 
incompatible systems. 

So even an offensively-based system would have to proscribe far broader classes 
than necessary, ensuring that any export control will contain fat of a sort. Were "fairness" 
not an issue, for example, DEC VAX and PDP minicomputer systems and Intel micro
processors could be strictly embargoed, and a host of other products could be ignored. 

The above strategy assumes that an appropriate body (or bodies) should be charged 
with monitoring Soviet needs and capabilities. It is not at all clear that the current set of 

2The fonnula for the PDR of computers without floating-point addition or multiplication capabilities 
(essentially, all current microprocessor-based personal computers, and some others), is given below: 

P DR = (O.8S)n;nr + (O.lS)n;mr. + (O.SS)n"r 
(O.85)tnr. + (O.15)tmr 

where ninr. is the number of bits in the shortest fixed-point addition instruction thaI pennits full direct 
addressing of the main memory, nimr, represents the same, for multiplication, nor. is the number of bits in 
a fixed-point operand, tnr. is the execution time of a fixed-point addition operation and tmr. is the execution 
time for a fixed-point multiplication operation [Czek87e]. 

3COCOM does not strictly embargo computing technology, and even mainframe computers are sold to 
the CEMA countries through case-specific licensing, and with special restrictions. 
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US Government bodies with influence over export controls would satisfy that assumption, 
as they are constituted and as they interact. A number of US agencies and departments 
contribute to fonn the collective pool of export controls, and may have opposing interests 
[FarnB7] [GibbB7]. The Commerce Department's job is greatly eased if fewer restrictions 
exist to hamper US businesses' competitiveness, while fewer restrictions may cost the 
US more in expenditures for national defense, i.e., making the Defense Department's job 
tougher [DrydB7] [possB7]. 

While this study has shown the Soviet and East European industries lagging far 
behind the West, there are a good many reasons to loosen restrictions and suffer some 
acceleration of their growth. The only strong argument for attempting to maintain the 
export control levels where they are, or to further close down the East's access to Western 
technology, has been based on an analysis of relative costs. This is the argument that 
X dollars saved the US economy by loosening controls are matched or surpassed by Y 
dollars worth of increased cost to match Soviet military gains from the easier transfer of 
Western technology. This has to rely on subjective evaluations at both ends as to the true 
cost, however. And this argument is as susceptible as any other to the rising availability 
of the relevant technologies on the uncontrollable world market [LabeBIJ. A number of 
counter arguments could be made, and it is not inconceivable that the West should want 
the CEMA community to at least keep pace so as not to lag further behind. It would 
be difficult, for example, to develop the CEMA community as a market for non-military 
software without the PCs to run it, or computer-literate users. 

Using the breakdown of needs made above, the West could continue to maintain, 
where possible, restrictive controls on technologies that serve to satisfy isolated needs. 
But the Soviet general economy is an enonnous sink for such technologies, particularly 
embodied technologies, whether or not the USSR sees fit to invest in them. The reality 
may be that regardless of how far export controls are relaxed, the Soviet Union is near 
its saturation point as a consequence of its trade and investment structures, and its lack 
of hard currency. 

7.2'" Tactical Alternatives 

As mentioned earlier, export controls need not be fonnulated as if the CEMA were 
characterized solely as the USSR, and the sole intent to shut down Soviet access to high 
technology. It may be useful to separate the various CEMA members, and to treat them 
as special cases, or tactical subcomponents to the strategic whole of "export controls to 
influence the CEMA community." Hungary and East Gennany are both prime candidates 
for special treatment. Soviet procurement agents have been said to have considerable 
freedom to lift East European developments for Soviet use [GoodB2b], but this does not 
appear to be justification to consider the East European countries simply as West-to-East 
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pipelines, even if true. 

Many of the East Europeans interviewed in the course of the research revealed 
a strong interest in acquiring Western goods, and considered CEMA substitutes shoddy 
goods by comparison. The amounts of hard currency which the East European CEMA 
members are free to spend is limited, but there is little reason for the West not to absorb 
what is available in return for goods which will not easily find their way into military 
systems. The East European members, in fact, appear both more able and more in
clined to acquire Western goods than the Soviet Union, particularly basic microelectronic 
components, and other components and supplies like floppy diskettes. 

7.2.5 Recommendations 

Export controls have relaxed steadily during the period of this study, and currently permit 
the relatively free export of systems at and even above the current CEMA state of the art. 

This does not appear to be a problem for the West, though this study did not examine the 
application of such systems in the military. Controls on embodied personal computers 
and PC components could probably be relaxed even further, given that (1) the CEMA 
community is standardizing (both through the indigenous ES program and through import 
policies) on currently exportable Western models, and will be absorbed in this for some 
time, (2) CEMA interest outside of that growth path (i.e., IBM PC-compatible systems) 
appears to be slight, and (3) the most serious CEMA deficiency preventing a substantial 
jump forward in indigenous capabilities is in manufacturing (production volumes and 
quality control) [Labe8l] [Mann84] [Czek87e]. 

Where controls might be maintained at current levels is in those areas that would 
serve to correct the deficiencies, e.g., production technology such as flexible-automation 
equipment. At the same time, a great part of the reason for the low levels and poor 
quality of CEMA production is due to systemic defects the correction of which is not 
particularly tied export controls. They are unaffectable inasmuch as they are deeply 
ingrained in the CEMA economies, and may only be rectified through such measures 
as economic restructuring. Gorbachev's "perestroika" is an attempt at carrying out the 
necessary measures. East-West joint-venture enterprises established within the CEMA 
might serve to ease the transition from the current industries to those of the restructured 
economy, and it may be in the strategic interests of the West to block such ventures. As 
discussed in Chapter 4, however, it does not appear that there is a strong interest in such 
ventures among Western partners. There is considerable interest in direct sales of goods 
to the CEMA community, though the interest may not lie on the CEMA side, owing to 
the scarcity of hard currency. 

Controls also should be maintained where they can easily regulate Soviet satisfac-
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tion of isolated needs, but limitations should be realized. While know-how and specific 
teclmical information are critical, they are also difficult to protect in the open West
ern academic and professional communities. The West has not resorted to some of the 
measures suggested for quarantining "sensitive" information which might make scientific 
inquiry more difficult. Likewise it has imposed little restriction on foreign participation in 
scientific conferences. Some areas have been more restricted, for example, where Soviet 
scientists have been denied the use of US supercomputers for their work ([Ap850722] 
[Ap850723b] [Ap850726] [Inte8509g]), but this pales in comparison to the restrictions 
encountered by US researchers in the USSR. On the whole, Western export restrictions 
have been reasonable, if slow to free up some less critical technologies. 

7.3 Directions for Future Research. and Anticipated Issues in CE:\IA Personal 
Computing 

One of the most interesting questions which this work must leave largely unanswered 
regards the potential transformation of CEMA societies into so-called "information soci
eties," i.e., post-industrial societies heavily emphasizing data processing and communi
cations, where the management of information has become the central economic activity. 
It has been suggested in this work that there is a marked difference between East and 
West in this respect, that there is not a comparable perception of "data" as a commodity 
in the East. This difference would make the transformation of the CEMA societies some
thing other than a simple parallel or follow-on to Western developments, and indeed, the 
CEMA version of the "information society," if it comes at all, may differ considerably 
from that now evolving in the West [Good87b]. 

Of particular importance will be how personal computers might be used outside of 
the normal confines of the CEMA "first" economies, i.e., how they might support black 
market (or, giving it more legitimacy, second economy) activities, and be a force for 
privatization of the economies overall. In addition to making each PC owner a potential 
free-lance programmer, and providing opportunities for consulting, service and support (in 
the manner of moonlighting currently practiced by electricians, plumbers, etc.), PCs may 
permit the formation of computer-based service organizations. The Soviet Union has little 
need at this time for many of the services provided in the West, such as advanced desktop 
publishing, but there may be opportunities for database services in select areas, and other 
applications supporting newly-forming private enterprises. Personal computers in the 
West have been characterized by their availability to the individual, at the individual's 
pace. The considerable slack seen in the West, i.e., the extremely low use time for the 
millions of installed PCs, could make for a significant amount of personal computing 
in the CEMA outside of established business and industrial use, much of that directed 
toward private industry. 
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More basically, it remains to be seen how the CEMA will fare with its attempts to 
more vigorously infuse the economies with personal computing resources. The potential 
standard supply indicated by the creation of the ES 18XX families, and the more success
ful use of component and system import to ensure a modest supply of IBM PC-compatible 
systems may be followed up by more serious investment across the CEMA community. 
There is potential for a full-blown "unified series" of microcomputers, to complement the 
ES and SM programs, but only if more formalization of rather uncoordinated imports, 
and planning for a multi-lateral program, occur. More likely is a substantial increase in 
acquisition from the rapidly expanding world markets, and the abandonment of some of 
the uncompetitive, indigenous efforts. 

How the Soviet Union, as microelectronics leader within the CEMA, proceeds 
with the research and development of next-generation microprocessors will also be im
portant. Current practice has been to stress the Intel line that made IBM PC-compatible 
systems possible, and SM-compatible components of the old line (Elektronika 60 and 
its descendants). Parallel and complex complementary systems, alternate microproces
sor architectures and advanced peripheral chips, have been neglected. The constitution 
of CEMA PCs could be expected to change considerably with a major shift in Soviet 
microelectronics policy toward multiple architectures, and a fuller inventory of complex 
integrated circuits. While that does not seem likely given the CEMA community's rush 
to absorb an already aging Western standard, it is still conceivable. 

More generally, it will be important to observe the interactions between the organi
zational components of the CEMA industries, as one of the deficiencies noted in Chapter 
4 was an absence of many of the feedback and supporting links present in the West. 
If the Soviet ministries, for example, continue to function in their rather disjoint, self
anchoring manner, many important collaborations will not occur, and mutual progress 
(of which the development of all required components of a personal computer industry 
is but a small portion) may be slowed or all but halted. As such, the success or failure 
of interbranch organizations like the MNTKs will serve as indicator for the cohesion of 
the Soviet economy, cohesion necessary for coordinated technological advances. 
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APPEl\DIX B 
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general bibliography. References taken from the Szamitastechnika and Computenmrld
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USSR 
Hungary 
USA 
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APPENDIX C 

SOVIET MICROELECTRONICS NOMENCLATt;RE AND CLASSIFIC.-\TI():\ 

The Soviet state standard "State Standard on Terminology Issues in Microelectronics" 
(GOST-17021-71) was established in 1971 to define microelectronics terms. It was fol
lowed in 1975 by GOST -17021-75, which expanded the definitions, and probably estab
lished the device classification guidelines in Table C.1. GOST -17021-75 was amended 
in 1981 to incorporate additional material established by the Standard of the Council 
for Mutual Economic Assistance on Terms and Definitions in Microelectronics (STSEV 
1623-79) in 1979, and the additional classifications given in Table C.2 were a part of the 
change. [Yaku84f] 

Soviet microelectronics device names are determined by the following formula: 

Package Code + Family Designator + Class Designator + Serial ~umber 

The K565RU7, for example, has a package code of "K," from the family or series "565," 
device class "RU," number 7 of that class of that series. 

Package codes include (1) no code, indicating the circuit is intended for hard 
physical use (a Hungarian source gives a possible range of minus 60 to plus 125 degrees 
Celsius [Mage84]), (2) K, indicating a standard application range. (3) KM, indicating 
ceramic encapsulation, (4) KR, indicating plastic encapsulation, and (5) B. indicating 
an unencapsulated circuit. An additional prefix "E" has been used to designate export 
products with different pin spacing [Mage84J. The prefix "KN" has been seen in one 
case (KNI811 series), and is unknown [Lopa85]. 

Family designators are three- or four-digit numbers, which group together like 
devices. In all the cases seen, the devices in a given family are of a common technology 
(NMOS, ECL, etc.), and either serve a common purpose (the "565" series of memory 
ICs) or form a complete set (the "1800" ECL processor components). The 58X and 
18XX microprocessor family sets are discussed at length in Chapter 3. 
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The two-character class designators are summarized in Tables C.l and C.2. The 
enonnous growth of the "IK" device class, which would include all microprocessors and 
similar complex circuits, led to the creation of the "V" group, which replaces the use of 
"IK" and expands the range of device classes to 16. Their strict adherence to the use of 
class designators makes Soviet ICs very easy to classify, for example. any device with a 
subgroup of "R" is a memory. 

Serial numbers are generally assigned in order to distinguish individual ICs of the 
same family and class 1• In addition, some devices have been seen with a suffix alphabetic 
character, which distinguishes between perfonnance levels, though there is no apparent 
consistency, and a device with the suffix "A" may be faster or slower than a device with 
the suffix "B." 

Care must be taken at all stages to avoid transliteration errors. Such errors are fairly 
common where English-language translations only are available. Particularly common 
errors are mistranslations of the Cyrillic "B" and "P." 

I Some variance in the selection of serial numbers has been seen. The case detailed in Chapter 3. where 
the Soviet KlSlOVMS6 preserves the "S6" to indicate its relation to the Intel S086. is a good cxanlple. 
one of several dozen exceptions to the rule. 
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Table C.l: Soviet Integrated Circuit Classification [Yaku79] 

Subgroup Description Nomenclature 
Name Designator Name Designator Designator 

Harmonic Signals S GS 
Generators G Square-waves G GG 

Linearly Variable Signals L GL 
Special fonns F GF 
Noise M GM 
Other P GP 
Amplitude A DA 

Detectors D Impulse I DI 
Frequency S DS 
Phase F DF 
Other P DP 
Current T KT 

Commutators K Tension N KN 
Other P KP 
NAND A LA 

Logic NOR E LE 
Elements L AND I LI 

OR L LL 
NOT N LN 
AND-OR S LS 
NAND/NOR B LB 
AND-OR-NOT R LR 

Logic AND-OR-NOT/AND-OR K LK 
Elements NOR/OR M LM 
(cont.) Comprehensive D LD 

Other P LP 
Multi- Analog A KhA 
functional Kh Digital L KhL 
Circuits Combination K KhK 

Other P KhP 
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One other definition of importance from GOST-17021-75 is that of the scale of 
integration of microelectronic devices. According to a Soviet handbook of integrated 
circuits [Yaku84f]: 

GOST -17021-75 determines the term scale of integration of an integrated 
circuit as the degree of complexity of the integrated circuit characterized by 
the number of elements and components contained in the circuit where the 
integration scale is determined by the formula K=log(N), where K is the co
efficient rounded to the nearest large whole number while N is the number of 
elements and components in the integrated circuit. According to this formula 
an integrated circuit on the first integration scale is one containing up to 10 
elements and components while an integrated circuit on the second integra
tion scale contains from 11 to 100 elements and components. An integrated 
circuit with between 101 and 1000 elements and components is called a third 
level integrated circuit. Analogously integrated circuits with between 1,001 
and 10,000 or from 10,001 to 100,000 are integrated circuits on the fourth 
and fifth integration scales, respectively. A sixth level integration scale has 
been achieved in practice. Moreover, quantitative estimates of the concept of 
integrated circuit complexity also exist. These are called small scale, medium 
scale, large scale and very large scale integration. These definitions depend 
upon the number of components and elements, the manufacturing technology 
and the application of the integrated circuit, and may change. 

The same source provides a correlation chart of the scales of integration with component 
technologies and densities, which is reproduced in Table C.3. According to the chart 
values, the Soviets would consider as VLSI many devices that are considered LSI in the 
West. This suggests that caution should be taken when only scale of integration values 
are reported by Soviet sources. 
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Subgroup Description Nomenclature 
Name Designator Name Designator Designator 

Amplitude A MA 
Modulators M Frequency S MS 

Phase F MF 
Impulse I MI 
Other P MP 
Diodes D ND 

Sets of Transistors T NT 
Elements N Resistors R NR 

Capacitors E NE 
Combination K NK 
Other P NP 
Frequency S PS 

Trans- Phase F PF 
formers P Duration D PD 

Tension N PN 
Power M PM 
Level (harmonizer) U PU 
Code - Analog A PA 
Analog - Code V PV 
Code - Code R PR 
Other P PP 
Rectifiers V EV 

Circuits of E Transformers M EM 
Secondary Tension stabilizers N EN 
Power Current stabilizers T ET 
Sources Other P EP 
Delaying Passive M BM 
Circuits B Active R BR 

Other P BP 
Selection Amplitude (signal levels) A SA 
and Comp- S Time V SV 
arison Frequency S SS 
Circuits Phase F SF 

Other P SP 
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Subgroup Description Nomenclature 
Name Designator Name Designator Designator 

Type JK V TV 
Triggers T Type RS R TR 

TypeD M TM 
Type T T TT 
Dynamic D TD 
Sclunitt L TL 
Combination (DT, RST etc.) K TK 
Other P TP 
High frequency * V UV 

Amplifiers U Intermediate frequency * R OR 
Low frequency * N UN 
Impulse signals * I VI 
Repeaters E UE 
Counting and Reproduction L UL 
Indication M OM 
Constant current * T UT 
Operational and 
Differential * D UD 
Other P UP 
High Frequency V FV 

Filters F Low Frequency N FN 
Band E FE 
Rejector R FR 
Other P FP 
Impulse Square-wave G AG 

Formers A Impulse special wave F AF 
Address current A AA 
Bit current R AR 
Other P AP 

* Tension or power amplifiers (including low-noise) 
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Subgroup Description Nomenclature 
Name Designator Name Designator Designator 

RAM M RM 
Memory ROM V RV 
Elements R RAM with control circuits U RU 

ROM with control circuits E RE 
PROM with control circuits T RT 
EPROM with control circuits R RR 
Associative memory with 
control circuits A RA 
Other P RP 
Registers R IR 

Elements Adders M 1M 
of Arith- I Half-adders L IL 
metic and Counters E IE 
Discrete Encipherers V IV 
Devices Decipherers D ID 

Combinations K IK 
Other P IP 
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Table C.2: Extract from microelectronics classification codes from aOST 17021-75 
(probably as ammended in 1981) [yaku84f] 

Subgroup and type of IC Designation 
Computer circuits: 

bus interface circuits VA 
synchronization circuits VB 
I/O control circuits (interface circuits) VV 
controllers va 
microcomputers VE 
specialized circuits VZh 
time-generating circuits VI 
combination circuits VI( 

microprocessors VM 
interrupt control circuits VN 
other VP 
functional expanders VR 
(includes data bit expanders) 

microprocessor sections VS 
memory control circuits VT 
functional converters (arithmetic, trig, VF 
log, fast Fourier transfrom, etc.) 

calculators VKh 

Subgroup and type of IC Designation 
Multifunction circuits: 

analog circuits KhA 
combination circuits KhK 
digital circuits KhL 
digital arrays (includes PLAs) KhM 
analog arrays KhN 
combination (analog and digital arrays) KhT 
other KhP 
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Table C.3: The correlation of qualitative and quantitative measures of integrated circuit 
complexity. 

Integrated Type of Integrated circuit No. of elements 
circuit name integrated manufacturing and/or components 

circuit technology per chip 

Small scale Digital Bipolar. unipolar 1-100 
integration Analog Bipolar 1-30 
Medium scale Digital Unipolar 101-1000 
integration Digital Bipolar 101-500 

Analog Bipolar, unipolar 31-100 
Large scale Digital Unipolar 1,001-10,000 
integration Digital Bipolar 501-2,000 

Analog Bipolar, unipolar 101-300 
Very large scale Digital Unipolar More than 10,000 
integration Digital Bipolar More than 2,000 

Analog Bipolar, unipolar More than 300 
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APPENDIX D 

SOVIET Kl8XX SERIES MICROPROCESSOR FAMILIES 

Throughout, the prefix "K" alone is used, as a general convention. Many of these devices 
have been encountered with other prefixes ("KM", "KR"), and in some cases exclusively 
with other prefixes (some series may be packaged only in plastic housings, and would 
be prefixed "KR"). As "K" is so often encountered, it is used here as a generic label. 

K1800 Family 
Motorola Me 10800-series equivalent 36 MHz 4-bit EeL 
bit-slice [Bori82] [SchlS3e] [Abra84b] 
(Motorola equivalents as claimed by [Schl83e]) 

K1800VSl 4-bit ALU (Me 10800) 
K1800VB2 synchronizer (Me 10802) 
K1S00VR8 programmable multidigit shift circuit (Me 10808) 
K1S00VT3 high speed memory controller (Me 10803) 
K1S00VA4 EeL-TIT converter (Me 10804) 
K1S00VA 7 bus driver 
K1800VUl microprogram controller (Me lOS01) 
K1S00RPI dual-port memory 

The following infonnation on the Me 10S00 series 
is taken from a 1975 US publication [Micr7S]: 



Device 
MCIOSOO 
MCIOSOI 
MCIOS02 
MClOS03 
MCIOS04 
MCI0S05 
MCIOS06 
MCI0S0S 

Function Price (197S) 
4-bit processor slice 
Microprogram controller 
Multiphase clock source 
Memory interface circuit 
4-bit ECLmL shifter 
5-bit ECLmL shifter 
32 x 9 bit register 
16-bit programmable shifter 

(Note the similarities in nomenclature, where the Soviet 
device names emulate the original device numbers.) 

KISOI Family 
PDP-ll Instruction set [BoriS2] [KoseS5] 

KISOIVMI 16-bit microprocessor unit 
KISOIVMIA KISOIVMI (100 KHz to 5 MHz) 
KISOIVMIB KlSOIVMI (100 KHz to 2.5 MHz) 
KISOIVM2 faster version of KlSOIVMl [MalaS4] 

$30.00 
50.00 
15.00 
40.00 

4.00 
4.75 

62.00 
25.00 

KISOI VEl single-chip microcomputer version [KochSO] [MikrS4] 
KISOIREI 4K x 16-bit ROM [MalaS4] [KoseS5] 
KlSOIREI-58 Probably a specific configuration of Kl80lREl [presS5] 
K1801VPl 2,500 gate LSI programmable matrix [Bori82] 
Configurations: 
KlSOIVPI-30 
KlS0l VPI-33 
KlS01VPI-34 

KlS01VPI-35 
KlS01 VPl-37 
KlSOI VPl-41 
KlS01VPI-65 

KlS02 Family 

memory controller (with KlSOI VPI-34) 
parallel interface controller (with KlSOl VPl-34) 
memory controller (with KISOI VPI-30) 
parallel interface controller (with KlSOlVPl-33) 
serial interface controller 
screen controller (Elektronika BK-OOIO) [KoseS5] 
floppy disk controller 
LAN adapter [psasS7c] 

S-bit STIL bit-slice [SchlS3e] 
KlS02IRl dual-port general-purpose register to 64 bits 
KlS02VR2 (S x S)-bit multiplication and dividision unit 
KlS02VSl S-bit ALU 
KlS02VRl 16-bit arithmetic expander [BereSl] 
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K1802VVI 
K1802VV2 
K1802TsRI 

K1803 Family 

"interface exchange circuit" [Schl83e] 
"interface circuit" [Schl83e] 
unknown 

Unknown single-chip microcomputer [Mozh83] 
K1803VEI single-chip microcomputer (according to device class) 

K1804 Family 
AMD Am2900-series equivalent 4-bit bipolar bit-slice [Schl83e] 
May be driven up to 10 MHz [Bulg84] 

K1804VS 1 4-bit microprocessor element (AM 2901) 
K1804VS2 slower version of K1804VSl (120 vs. 100 ns cycle time) 
K1804VRI fast carry circuit (AM 2902) 
K1804VUl micro instruction control (AM 2909) 
K1804VU2 micro instruction control (AM 2911) 
K1804VU3 next-address select 
K 1804IR 1 4-bit parallel register 

K1809 Family 
PDP-11 instruction set [Dshk84] [Mala84] 

(Has been seen only as "KI801/K1809" series implying 
relation to K 180 1 ) 
K1809RUI lK x 16-bit static RAM [Mala84] 

K1810 Family 
Intel 8086-series equivalent 16-bit general-purpose microprocessor 

K1810VM86 Intel 8086 16-bit microprocessor 
K181ONV86 seen only in Hungarian sources, and probably 

K181OVI59A 
K181OVM87 
K1810VM88 

a typographical or translational error 
[Broc85] [Broc86] [Salg86] 
interrupt controller [Kaba87] 
possible Intel 8087 
possible Intel 8088 
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K1811 Family 
PDP-ll instruction set [Mala84] [Lopa85] 

Function (NB: The prefix "KN" has not been seen 
defined, and may mean a special encapsulation or 

KNI811VMl 
KN1811VTl 
KN1811VUl 

packaging. "KM" would be all ceramic packages.) 
ALU 
memory dispatcher 

KN1811VU2 
KNI811VU3 

microprogram PLA (general instruction set) 
microprogram PLA (floating-point instructions) 
microprogram PLA (floating-point instructions) 

K1814 Family 
Single-chip microcomputer [Pav185] [psas87b] 

K1814 (no specific device names seen) 

K1816 Family 
8-bit single-chip microcomputer [Koby86] (single-chip 
microcontroller [psas8 7 c]) 

Type of ROM (bytes) RAM (bytes) Speed (MHz) 

K1816VE48 
K1816VE39 
K1816VE49 

ROM 
none none 
UFP ROM lK 
ROM 2K 

128 
64 
128 

Each device has a multichannel I/O interface, an 8-bit 
timer/counter, a vector interrupt circuit, a clock generator, 
and a synchronizer [Koby86]. 

K1820 Family 

11.0 
6.0 
11.0 

4-bit single-chip microcomputer [psas87b] (SM-4-compatible [Tech85]) 
K1820 (no specific device names seen) 
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APPE~DIX E 

SOVIET MEMORY DEVICES 

KM132RUlO 

K155RE3 
K155RP3 
K155RU2 
K155RU5 

K176RU2 

KR185RU4 
KR185RU5 

KR188RU2A 
KR188RU2B 

K500RE149 
K500RU140 
K500RU145 
K500RU148 
K500RU41O 
K500RU415 

K505RRI 
K505RU2 
K505RU4 
K505RU6 

K507RU1 

65536-bit NMOS static RAM 

32 x 8-bit PROM (SN 74188?) [Loef83] 
8 x 2-bit RAM with tristate outputs (SN 74172?) [Loef83] 
RAM [G1ad81] 
256 x I-bit RAM, 60 ns access time [Yaku84f] 

256 x I-bit CMOS static RAM [Bala81] 

256 x I-bit RAM, 200 ns access time [YakuS4f] 
1024 x I-bit RAM, 330 ns access time [YakuS4f] 

256 x I-bit RAM, 500 ns access time [YakuS4f] 
256 x I-bit RAM, 1000 ns access time [Yaku84f] 

1024-bit EeL PROM (MC 10149?) [Loef83] 
256 x I-bit ECL RAM, 40 ns access time [YakuS4tl 
16 x 4-bit ECL RAM (MC 10145?) [Loef83] 
64 x I-bit EeL RAM (MC 10148'1) [Loef83] 
256 x I-bit EeL RAM (Me 1041O?) [Loef83] 
1024 x I-bit ECL RAM, 30 ns access time (MC 10415?) 
[Loef83] [yakuS4f] 

2048-bit EPROM [Baum80b] 
1024 x I-bit PMOS static RAM, 600 ns access time [Bala8I] 
256 x I-bit PMOS static RAM, 1800 ns access time [BalaSI] 
RAM [Fomi81] 

1024 x I-bit PMOS dynamic RAM, 700 ns access time 
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K507RUIA 

K524RPIA 
K524RPIB 

K527RU3B 

K535RE2 
K535RU2 
K535RU3 

KM537RUI 
KR537RU2A 
KR537RU2B 
KR537RU3A 
KR537RU3B 
KR537RU8A 
KR537RU8B 

K54lRUIA 

K54lRUIB 
K54lRUIV 
KR54IRUIA 
KR54IRU2 
KR541RU3 
KR541RU31 

K556RE4 
K556RT4 
K556RT5 
KR556RTI 
KR556RT4 
KR556RT5 

K558RRI 
K558RRII 
KM558RR3 

K56lRU2A 
K56lRU2B 

[Gley80] [Bala81] 
1024 x I-bit PMOS dynamic RAM, 900 ns access time [Bala81] 

128-bit "reprogrammable ROM" (EPROM?) [Bala81] 
256-bit "reprogrammable ROM" (EPROM'?) [Bala81] 

1024 x I-bit PMOS static RAM [Bala81] 

1024 x 8-bit ROM [Galp80] 
64 x 8-bit static RAM [Galp80] [ShiI80] 
64 x 8-bit static RAM [Galp80] 

1024 x I-bit CMOS RAM (HM 6508?) [Loef83] 
4096 x I-bit RAM, 300 ns access time [Yaku84f] 
4096 x I-bit RAM, 430 ns access time [Yaku84f] 
4096 x I-bit RAM, 350 ns access time [Yaku84f] 
4096 x I-bit RAM, 500 ns access time [Yaku84f] 
2048 x 8-bit memory 
2048 x 8-bit memory 

2048 x I-bit IlL static RAM [Bala8I] 
(discrepancy with KR54IRU lA not explained) 
4096 x I-bit IlL static RAM [Bala81] 
4096 x I-bit IlL static RAM [Bala81] 
4096 x I-bit RAM, 120 ns access time [Yaku84f] 
1024 x 4-bit RAM, 120 ns access time [Yaku84f] 
16384 x I-bit RAM, 150 ns access time [Yaku84f] 
8192 x I-bit RAM, 150 ns access time [Yaku84f] 

ROM [Khos82] 
I024-bit (256 x 4-bit?) PROM [Bere8I] 
512 x 8-bit PROM (Intel 3604?) [Bere81] [Loef83] 
"programmable logic array" (PROM?) [Schl83e] 
plastic capsule version of K556RT4 
plastic capsule version of K556RT4 

2048-bit IlL "reprogram mabie ROM" (EPROM?) [Bala8I] 
I024-bit IlL "reprogrammable ROM" (EPROM?) [Bala81] 
65536-bit EPROM (actually seen as KM558RRZ) [psas87b] 

256 x I-bit RAM, 600 ns access time [Yaku84f] 
256 x I-bit RAM, 600 ns access time [Yaku84f] 
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K564RU2A 
K564RU2B 

K565RE4 
K565RUl 
K565RUIA 
K565RUIB 
K565RUIV 
K565RU2 
K565RU2A 
K565RU2B 
K565RU3 
K565RU3A 

K565RU3B 
K565RU5 
K565RU5A 
K565RU6 
K565RU7 
KR565RUIA 
KR565RUIB 
KR565RU2A 
KR565RU2B 
KR565RU3 
KR565RU6G 

K573RFl 
K573RF2 

K581RUl 
K581RUIA 
K581RU2 
K581RU2A 
K581RU3 
K58IRU3A 
KR58IRU4 

K586REI 

K587RPl 

256 x I-bit CMOS static RAM [Bala8l] 
256 x I-bit CMOS static RAM [Bala8I] 

ROM [Abys8I] 
4096 x I-bit NMOS dynamic RAM [Bala8l] 
4096 x I-bit NMOS RAM (Intel 2107B?) [Loef83] 
4096 x I-bit NMOS dynamic RAM [Bala8I] 
4096 x I-bit NMOS dynamic RAM [Bala8I] 
1024 x I-bit static RAM [Gley80] 
1024 x I-bit NMOS RAM (Intel 2102A?) [Bala81] [Loef83] 
1024 x I-bit NMOS static RAM [Bala8l] 
16384 x I-bit dynamic RAM [Me1n83] 
16384 x I-bit NMOS dynamic RAM (MK 4116-4?) 
[Bala8I] [Loef83] 
16384 x I-bit NMOS dynamic RAM [Bala8I] 
65536 x I-bit dynamic RAM [Roud83b] [Lopa85] 
I6384-bit RAM (probably incorrect) [Kaba87] 
dynamic RAM [Popo85] 
262144 x I-bit dynamic RAM 
4096 x I-bit RAM, 200 ns access time [Yaku84f] 
4096 x I-bit RAM, 300 ns access time [Yaku84f] 
1024 x I-bit RAM, 450 ns access time [Yaku84f] 
1024 x I-bit RAM, 450 ns access time [Yaku84f] 
16384-bit RAM [Gors86b] 
dynamic RAM [Kose85] 

1024 x 8-bit NMOS EPROM (Intel 2708?) [Loef83] 
2048 x 8-bit NMOS EPROM (Intel 27l6?) [Loef83] 

microprogram memory (CP l631-07?) [Schl83e] 
presumably K581RUI variant [Yaku79] 
microinstruction memory (CP 163l-IO?) [Schl83e] 
presumably K58IRU2 variant [Yaku79] 
ROM (CP 1631-15) [Schl83e] 
presumably K58IRU3 variant [Yaku79] 
16384 x I-bit RAM, 200 ns access time (MK 4II6?) 
[Schl83e] [Yaku84f] 

ROM [Schl83e] 

described both as microprogram address 
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K587RP12 generator, and as control memory, all 
K587RP14 are CMOS [Gom80] [Bala8l] [Schl83e] 
K587RP15 

K589RE4 1024-bit ROM [Bala8l] 
K589RA4 associative memory (Intel 3104?) [Schl83e] . ~, 

Kl601RRl l024-bit PROM [Meln87] 
Kl601RR3 EEPROM? EAROM? 2048 x 8-bit organization 

Kl602RTS2 bubble memory [psas87b] 
K1602RTS3 bubble memory [psac;87b] 

KMl608RTI 256-bit bipolar PROM [Psas87] 
KMl608RT2 bipolar PROM with 8-bit output register [Psas87] 

Kl800RPI dual-port ECL memory [Schl83e] 

K1801REl 4096 x l6-bit ROM [Schl83e] 

K1809RUl 1024 x 16-bit static RAM, 400 ns access time [Mala84] 
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APPE~DIX F 

THE CE;\lA PERSONAL COMPUTER INVENTORIES 

The tables below list PCs and microcomputers produced by the CEMA countries. Many of 
the machines listed were not identified even in the CEMA literature as personal computers. 
and a large part of the smaller models (based on the SOSO, SOS5, ZSO, 6S00 and other 
S-bit microprocessors) probably could not serve in such a role. Many of the S-bit models 
that would qualify as PCs have been taken out of production as well, though several (the 
Bulgarian Pravets models, for example) are being continued in significant volumes. 

The tables were compiled from several hundred sources, but data were taken in 
particular from .summaries published in Szamitastechnika and Computenvorld-S:amitas
technika and related sources [Broc83] [BrocS4] [BrocS5] [BrocS6] [BrocS6b] [Broc86c] 
[Salg86] [BrocS7] [BrocS7b]. 

*** 

*** 

ES IS)cX IBM PC-Compatible Class 
ES 1830 Hungary (Proper 16A) 
ES 1831 Bulgaria (lZOT 1036) 
ES 1832 Bulgaria (IZOT 1037) 
ES 1833 Hungary (Proper 16W) 
ES 1834 East Germany 
ES 1840 USSR 
ES 1841 USSR 
ES 1842 (said to be Soviet IBM PC/AT compatible) 

Other IBM PC-Compatible (AT-compatible) Systems 

Soviet 
Iskra 250 

Bulgarian 
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IMK04 
INTELEXT 
IZOT 1036 
IZOT 1037 
IZOT 1036S 
IZOT 1037S 
MIC 16 
MIC 16A 
MIC 16AP 
MIC 16W 
Pravets 16 
Pravets 16 S 
Pravets 16 MN 
Super II 

Czech 
SM PP 06 

Hungarian 
420-XT 
Controll AT (AT-compatible) 
MAT (AT-compatible) 
Microcontroll 86 
MXT 
PAT (AT-compatible) 
PC620AT (AT -compatible) 
Profi PC 
Proper 16A 
Proper 16G 
Proper 16W 
PXT 
Raab 86/AT (AT-compatible) 
Raab 86/XT 
Super XT 
Szamszov 
Varyter-AT (AT -compatible) 
Varyter-XT 
VT-16 
VPC II 

*** Motorola 68000-Based Machines 



Hungarian 
1M 16 
Multiple Workstation (multi-tenninal host) 
Professor 
TM 16 
Transmic 16 
VT 32 

*** Zilog Z8000-(U8000)-Based Machines 

*** 

Hungarian 
COSY Supermicro 
Fama 
Famulus 
VM02 
VM03 

PDP-Compatible and Related Machines 

Soviet 
Elektronika BK-OO 10 
Elektronika 60 
Elektronika 60-1 
Elektronika 60-1M 
EJ ektronika 60M 
Elektronika 60T 
Elektronika NTs 80-20 
Elektronika NTs 80.01 0 
MS 1201 
MS 1201.01 
MS 1201.02 
MS 1211 
MS 1211.01 
MS 1211.02 
MS 1212 
MS 1213 

Bulgarian 
BK-1302 
IZOT 1039 
IZOT 1060 
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*** 

Czech 
SM PP 04 

East Gennan 
K 1600 
K 1610 
K 1620 
K 1630 
K 1630M 
A 6401 (based on K1620) 
A 6402 (based on K1630) 
A 6421 (based on K1600 series) 
A 6422 (based on K1600 series) 
A 6491 (based on K1600 series) 
A 6492 (based on K 1600 series) 

Hungarian 
Procom 6 
Procom 16 

Polish 
Mera 60 
SM 1633 (also called "SM 50/50-3") 

Apple IT-Compatible Machines 

Soviet 
Agat (does not use 6502 microprocessor) 

Bulgarian 
IMKO 1 
IMK02 
IMKO 3 
Pravets 82 
Pravets 83 
Pravets 8B 
Pravets 8M 

*** Z80-(U880)-Based Machines 
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Bulgarian 
Pravets 8D 
IZOT 1031 

Czech 
TNS 

East Gerrnan 
A 4230 
A5110 
A 5120 
A 5130 
A 5220 (also called ES 8506) 
A 5130 
A 5510 
A 5601 
He 900 
K 1520 (with SM designations "SM 1626" and "SM 50/40-2") 
K 8911 
K 8912 
K 8913 
K 8914 
K 8922 
K 8924 
K 8927 (also called ES 8565) 
Ke85 
Me80 
Natali 
QBG20 
R 1370 (also called SM 6900) 
R 1711 
R 1715 
R 1720 
Z-9001 

Hungarian 
Agrinfo 100 
Aircomp-16 
Aircomp-32 
Aircomp-64 
Alfa-X 
BVRO-X 
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Comput-SO 
COMP-X 
CTX SO 
Emily 
Homelab 
Homelab 2 
Homelab 3 
Homelab 4 
HT lOSOZ (also called the "School Computer") 
HT 20S0Z 
HT 3080C 
IPT 002 
Contrl)U MCS4-W 
MFB 
MICKEY-SO 
Minimod 
MOSX 
MS 600 
Multi Center 
Norax 64 
PDV-3S 
Primo 
Profi S 
Proper S 
Pro-Primo 
Raab SO 
ROSY-SO 
SLK-SO 
SLK-SO/A 
SYSTER 
Transmic 8 
TZ SO 
VOLAN 
VPC 
VPPC 

Polish 
AC SOO 
AC S05 
AC SIS 
AC S25 
CS SO 
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Elwro 700 
IMZ-80 
Meritum 1 
Meritum 2 
Meritum 3 
Meritum 4 
ZX81 Polski 

Romanian 
Arnie 

*** Intel 8080-Based Machines 

Soviet (including K580IK80, K580IK80A) 
Kristall 60 
Iskra 2106 
ME-80 
Neva 501 
Radio 86RK 
SM 1800 
SO-04 
UVS-01 
VEF Mikro 1021 

Czech (including MHB 8080) 
Consul 2710 
Consul 2712 
Consul 2713 
Consul 2714 
IQ 150 
IQ 151 
Mikromodus 530 
MMS 800 
MMS 801 
MMSVUVT 
MVS 800 
MVS 810 
PMD 85 
PMI-80 
SAPI 1 
SM PP 01 
SM PP 02 
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SM PP 03 
SPU 800 (also called "SM 7202") 
SM 2138 
SM 6915 (also called "Tekst 01") 
TEMS 8000 PAS 

East Gennan 
SM 1624 

Hungarian 
MGP-80 
OL 622/1 
SAM-80 

Polish (including MCY 7880) 
ComPAN 
Elwro 500 
Elwro 513 
Elwro 600 
Meus-808 
MSA 80 
Rosa 7741S 
ZLA-01 
MK 4501 
MST-8000 
PSPD-90 

Romanian 
CA 109 
CEN-80 
DAF 2010 T 
DAF 2015 
Diagram 
Felix M18 
Felix M18B 
Felix MC8 
Felix Ml18 
Felix Cub 
HC 80 
M80 
Prae 1000 
SECOL 80 
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*** Intel 8085-Based Machines 

*** 

Hungarian 
Master 
Prolocon Dl 
Prolocon D2 
SAM-85 Mikro 
SAM-85 Mikro-L 
SAM-85 Mikro-P 
SAMDS 
SAM-E-DS 
Slave 
TR-80 
TRDS 

Polish 
ComPAN-8 
IMP 85 
MK 4501/2 
MPC 
RTDS 8 

Intel 8088/8086 (may be mM PC compatible) 

Bulgarian 
IZOT 1030 

East German 
A 7100 (not IBM compatible) 
A 7150 (not IBM compatible) 
MMS 16 (Soviet K181,OVM86 microprocessor) 

Polish 
Complex XT 
CS-88 PC 
Elwro 800 
EMIX-86 
IMP 86 
Mazovia 1016 
Mevax 6600 
Mevax 86 
Quasar PC 
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Star PC XT 

*** Motorola 6800-(SM 601)-Based Machines 

Bulgarian 
BALIK 
BK 1000 
EMK-11 
IZOT 0220-Ml 
IZOT 0220-M2 
IZOT 0260 
IZOT 1001 
IZOT 1002 
IZOT 1003 
IZOT 1004 
IZOT 1005 
IZOT 1008 
IZOT 1015 
IZOT 1020 
IZOT 1021 
IZOT 1024 
IZOT 1025 
IZOT 1027 
IZOT 1029 
IZOT 1035 
IZOT 1041 
IZOT 2600 
IZOT 6900 
MMU-84 

Hungary 
HT-680X 
HT-680X CDP 
Motra 
N68 
OBC64 
ODS 6800 

*** Variable Configuration and Other Non-Standard 
8-Bit Microcomputers 
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*** 

*** 

East Gennan 
K 1510 

Hungarian 
AX-II 
Floppyline E 
Floppymat SP 
LABSYS SO 
MMT system 
MOD-81 
MOD-SIM 

Poland 
Neptun IS4 

U80S (Intel 800S) 

6502 
F8 
FS 
Z80 or 8080 
various S-bit microprocessors 
Z80 or 8080 
Z80 or 8080 

6502 

Variable Configuration and Other Non-Standard 
16-Bit Microcomputers 

Soviet 
Elektronika S5-01 
Elektronika S5 -11 
Elektronika S5-21 
Elektronika S5-41 

Hungarian 
East Star (8086/68000-based multi-tenninal host) 
Janus (8/16-bit multimicroprocessor model. with the USSR) 
Uniprog TMS 9900 

Unknown Configurations 

Soviet 
Ekspromt-80 
Irisha 
Korvet 
Mikrosha 
Shatili 
Timur 
TZ-29K 
TZ-29MK 
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Czech 
IK 80-M 

Hungarian 
RANG 64 

Polish 
CS-305 
Elwro 523 
KRAK-86 
SOLUM 
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APPE~DIX G 

GLOSSARY OF TER~IS 

18XX 

3M 

58X 

ACM 
ARM 

ASUP 

AT 
Agat 
Akademset 

BME 
BOAK 

CEMA 

CMEA 
COCOM 

The Soviet 18XX series of microprocessor families (also 
commonly represented as K18XX, and including K1800 through 
K1820 with some numbers absent). 
The term "3M" defines a personal computer with 1 megabyte 
of main memory, a million pixel screen resolution, and capable 
of a processing speed of 1 million instructions per second. 
It does not refer to a specific machine, but is a capability 
benchmark. 
The Soviet microprocessor family series that pre-dates the 
18XX series. 
The Association for Computing Machinery. 
Russian acronym for "avtomatizirovannoye rabochoye mesto," 
or automated work place. 
Russian acronym for "avtomatizirovannaya sistema upravleniya 
predpriyatiyami," or automated enterprise management system. 
Common abbreviation for the ffiM PC/AT personal computer. 
One of the first Soviet PCs, compatible with the Apple II. 
A network linking a number of Soviet Academy of Science 
institutes. 
The Budapest Technical University. 
MEV's trademark name for its equipment-oriented, 
programmable integrated circuits. 
The Council for Economic Mutual Assistance. Also known as 
CMEA, SEV and Comecon. The CEMA includes the USSR, 
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland 
and Romania, as well as other Soviet-Bloc nations like Cuba and 
Mongolia. 
See CEMA. 
The Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls, 



Coprocessor 

DMA 

DVK 
E60 
EKFP 

ELORG 

ES 

FYP 
GDR 
GKVTI 

GMK 
Heimkomputer 
IKI 
Intermos 

IZOT 
Macintosh 
MEV 
Minelektronprom 
Minkhimprom 
Minpromsvyazi 
Minradioprom 
MIP 
MMT 

NIC 
NPMG 

OIVT 

essentially the Western export control coordinating body, 
embracing all of the countries considered as "the West" by 
this study, plus Japan. 
See CEMA. 
A secondary processor in a computer, handling special 
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functions like floating point mathematics or memory management. 
Direct memory addressing, used to read and write data to 
secondary storage without interrupting the central processor. 
Russian acronym for dialog (interactive) computing complex. 
Acronym for the Elektronika 60, specifically its central processor. 
Hungarian acronym for Central Program for the Production of 
Microelectronics Parts. 
Common abbreviation of Elektronorgtekhnika. the Soviet 
electronics foreign trade firm. 
From the Russian "Edinaya Sistema" (Unified System), the 
CEMA mainframe computer series. 
Five-year plan. 
German Democratic Republic (East Germany). 
The Soviet All-Union State Committee on Computer Technology 
and Informatics. 
Hungarian acronym for economic work association. 
German "home computer." 
The Soviet Institute of Space (Cosmic) Research. 
Soviet-Hungarian joint venture for microelectronics. based in 
Hungary. 
The largest Bulgarian enterprise for electronics and computers. 
The Apple Macintosh personal computer. 
Hungarian acronym for the Microelectronics Enterprise. 
The Seviet Ministry of the Electronics Industry. 
The Soviet Ministry of the Chemical Industry. 
The Soviet Ministry of the Communications Equipment Industry. 
The Soviet Ministry of the Radio Industry. 
Acronym for "million instructions per second." 
The Instrument and Metrology Faculty of the Budapest 
Technical University. 
Acronym for "newly-industrializing country." 
Bulgarian acronym of the National Natural Science and 
Mathematics Gymnasium. 
Russian acronym of "Osnovy infonnatiki i vychislitel 'noy 
tekhniki" ("The Basics of Informatics and Computer Technology"). 
the computer literacy course taught in the Soviet 9th and 1 Oth 
grades. 



OIVTA 

OMFB 
PC 

PDR 

PLA 

PPC 
PTU 
SDI 
SEV 
Sinklerist 
SM 

SZAMALK 
UPK 
VAN 
VCR 
XT 
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The Department of Infonnatics, Computer Technology and Automation 
of the Soviet Academy of Sciences. 
The Hungarian National Technology Development Committee. 
Personal Computer, but used in many instances to mean the 
ffiM Personal Computer. Use in this dissertation is restricted 
to the first meaning, and the second is indicated explicitly 
as "IBM Personal Computer" or "IBM pc." 
Processing Data Rate, a calculation used in the application 
of export controls, establishing a numeric value for a 
computer's data processing speed or power. 
Programmable logic array, an integrated circuit which may be 
custom programmed for a particular application. 
Hungarian acronym, "professional personal computer." 
Russian acronym for vocational tedmical school. 
Acronym for '~he US Strategic Defense Initiative ("Star Wars"). 
See CEMA. 
Soviet slang for a PC hobbyist, from the use of Sinclair PCs. 
From the Russian "Sistema Malykh" (System of Small 
[Machines]), the CEMA small system program, originally 
incorporating only minicomputers but now including many 
microcomputers and PCs. 
Hungarian Computer Technology Applications Enterprise. 
Russian acronym for training and production complex. 
Value-added network. 
Video cassette recorder. 
Common abbreviation for the ffiM PC/XT personal computer. 
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